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Preface

This conference is the 13th in a series. The organizers aimed to bring together PhD students
working on any field of computer science and its applications to help them publishing one of
their first papers, and provide an opportunity to hold a scientific talk. As far as we know, this
is one of the few such conferences. The aims of the scientific meeting were determined on the
council meeting of the Hungarian PhD Schools in Informatics: it should

• provide a forum for PhD students in computer science to discuss their ideas and research
results;

• give a possibility to have constructive criticism before they present the results at profes-
sional conferences;

• promote the publication of their results in the form of fully refereed journal articles; and
finally,

• promote hopefully fruitful research collaboration among the participants.

The papers emerging from the presented talks will be invited to be considered for full paper
publication the Acta Cybernetica journal.

Szeged, June 2022 Judit Jász
Balázs Bánhelyi
Tamás Gergely

Melinda Katona
Zoltán Kincses
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PLENARY TALKS

Research on Networks in the AI National Lab Hungary

András Benczúr
SZTAKI, Budapest, Hungary

I will briefly cover the activities of the Artificial Intelligence National Laboratory Hungary,
a consortium of 11 institutions in the country that cover a wide range of research in AI theory
and applications.

In the main part of the presentation, I discuss recent methods to analyze and model network
data accessible as a stream of edges, such as interactions in a social network service, or any
other graph data with real-time updates from a stream. First I introduce the data streaming
computational model and give examples of the so-called temporal networks. I describe how
low-rank approximation, network embedding, link prediction, and centrality algorithms can
be implemented and updated while the edge stream is processed.

I show how dynamic network analysis techniques can be used in Twitter discussions to
predict centrality, identify similar users, and classify for example anti-vaxxers. As another
application, I show how the network of cryptocurrency transactions leak information on the
identity of the participating users.

For most part, I provide sample data and implementation as Python codes packaged in a
Docker image.
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PLENARY TALKS

The COVID-19 Modelling and Epidemiology Task Force in Hungary

Gergely Röst
University of Szeged, Szeged, Hungary

The Hungarian COVID-19 Mathematical Modelling and Epidemiological Analysis Task Force
(also known as the "epimath team") was assembled in the early phase of the pandemic in March
2020, to provide in-depth epidemiological situation reports, forecasting, and scenario analysis
to support evidence informed decision making during the COVID-19 pandemic. It is a mul-
tidisciplinary team of specialists from many institutions across the country, including mathe-
maticians, medical doctors, epidemiologists, statisticians, network scientists, system biologists,
public health experts, computer scientists and mathematical social scientists. Our aim was to
integrate a wide range of competencies to tackle the complex public health, economical and
societal challenges posed by the pandemic. This was an innovative initiative in Hungary, and
in this talk we summarize how this team has worked and what has been achieved in the past
two years, regarding policy advisory and scientific research. Several specific examples will be
highlighted from the past pandemic waves to illustrate how the task force contributed to the
fight against SARS-COV-2.
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PLENARY TALKS

A window to the persistence of linear lists or maps

Herbert Edelsbrunner
IST, Austria

With increasing sizes of data, there is also an increase in the number and size of maps that
describe aspects of data. This talk will give a systematic answer to the question which features
of a continuous maps are how important. For real-valued maps on an interval or a circle, we
get a hierarchical organization of the features with elementary means and efficient algorithm
that dynamically maintain this hierarchy with path-decomposed ordered binary trees.

We mention here that this approach generalizes to higher-dimensional maps and is used
under the name of persistent homology in topological data analysis. This more general view of
the subjec t will not appear during the main part of the talk but can be discussed afterwards if
there is interest.

Acknowledgements

The mathematical work is based on joint research with Ranita Biswas, Sebastiano Cultr-
era, Morteza Saghafian, and the algorithmic work on joint research with Sebastiano Cultrera,
Monika Henzinger, and Wolfgang Ost.
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Media Trail: Rise of Contradictive Reaction in India during
COVID-19

Aadil Gani Ganie and Dr Samad Dadvandipour

Abstract: COVID-19 is a pandemic declared by WHO on March 11, 2020, which doesn’t see
person religion n, race, social status etc. Relating the spread of this pandemic to a particular
faith will not only weaken the resolve of government in fighting it, but it can cause commu-
nal disharmony as well. We studied the effect of Islamophobia during corona time in India.
The novelty about this work lies in the unique dataset; we collected the dataset from YouTube
comments of various Indian news channel during the initial spread of the COVID-19 in India.
Each sentence has been manually annotated into positive, negative and neutral. We cleaned
the noisy data using multiple regular expression and various other methods like stemming
and lemmatization. We fed the dataset to three machine learning algorithms SVM, Random
Forest and Knn for evaluation. Evaluation has been based on certain parameters like accuracy,
f1-score, recall and precision, results of these parameters are tabularized in result and discus-
sion section. The data was visualized using various tools and methods which are discussed
in sections following for better comprehension of relationships that exists within the data. We
concluded that most of the comments were negative in nature re and blaming Muslims for
the spread of the COVID-19, which consequently give rise to Islamophobia. We did the topic
modeling with number of topics equal to 20 using LDA (Latent Dirichl et Allocation) of gen-
sim package, with Perplexity = -19.58019097854543 and Coherence = 0.4318109798674953. We
visualized produced topics and associated keywords using pyLDAvis package.

Keywords: COVID-19, Islamophobia, Machine learning, NLP, Sentiment analysis

Introduction

Corona virus is an infectious disease caused by SARS-CoV-19 virus which belongs to the
family of coronaviruses. It is a group of viruses, some of which are harmful and causes dis-
ease while others maybe not. Coronavirus emerged in China in December 2019. Some of
the common symptoms of this virus are Cough, fever, shortness of breath, headache, diar-
rhoea, vomiting, congestion etc. It is contagious, i.e. it can spread from one person to another.
There is no proper vaccine yet; however, there are currently more than 100 COVID-19 vaccine
candidates under development [1]. According to Pfizer Inc. Essential viability investigation
shows BNT162b2 to be 95 percent compelling against COVID-19 starting 28 days after the first
dose;170 affirmed instances of COVID-19 were assessed, with 162 saw in the fake treatment
bunch versus 8 in the immunization group [2]. Second interval investigation of preliminary
clinical information demonstrated a 91.4 percent adequacy for the SPUTNIK V immunization
on day 28 after the first dose; antibody viability is over 95 percent 42 days after the first dose
[3]. The first case of coronavirus in India was reported on January 30 2020. A 14-hour voluntary
public curfew (JanataCurfew) was observed at the instance of Prime Minister Narendra Modi
on March 22 2020. The curfew was followed by lockdowns in 75 districts where COVID cases
increased, as well as in all major cities. With the outbreak of this virus in India, many people
got affected. Still, there was an unusual trend seen on Indian media most of the media channels
related to this virus outbreak with Muslims, especially Tablighi Jamaat and start blaming them
for the spread of this virus. A global get-together of Tablighis evangelists or the general public
to spread the faith had occurred in New Delhi’s Nizamuddin zone in March 2020. By early
April, private TV news channels had started insisting that more than 30 percent of the positive
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corona cases had the Tablighi Infection. The alleged ignorance of Tablighi’s was dubbed as Hi-
malayan blunder media onslaught, blame game and Islamophobia followed. Some of Twitter
trends at time were: Corona Jihad, Tablighi virus, divine injunction, stories of discrimination,
Muslim society, Quran, Indian Muslims, a deadly virus, Covid-19, Muslim clergy, commu-
nity prayers, social distancing, etc. In this study, a dataset has been collected from Youtube
comments from various famous News channels, especially Republic Tv since this is the most
controversial media channel in India which has often been accused of Islamophobic, communal
and hatred content. Republic Tv was recently accused of TRP scam. The TRP or Target Rating
Point is the measurement utilized by the marketing and promoting organizations to assess the
viewership.

Results and Discussions

An opinion or comment in a dataset is a quintuple defined as ei, aij, aaijkl, hk, tl where, ei
= an entity aij = is an aspect of ei ooijkl = Opinion orientation of aij expressed by the holder hk
during the time period tl. Possible values of ooijkl are positive, negative, neutral etc. When the
opinion refers to the whole entity aij, it is called a GENERAL opinion.

SVM

The simplest form of data classification, the goal is to find the hyperplane of the formw(t)x+
b = 0, the distance between the hyperplanes is given by ((b-1)-(b+1))/w, 2/w, the objective is
to maximize 2/w.

Figure 1: SVM Results

Randomforest

It consists of multiple decision trees that use mean square error (MSE) for solving regression
problems. We build the word cloud for better visualization and comprehension of the data; the
words with higher frequencies will be more visible and explicit.
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Figure 2: RandomForest Results

Figure 3: Most Frequent words by size

Topic Modelling

Topic 0 is represented as (0,’0.080*"jail" + 0.057*"word" + 0.056*"arrest" + 0.054*"covid" +
”0.047*"participant" + 0.023*"spreader" + 0.015*"conference" + ”0.004*"extended" + 0.004*"nail"
+ 0.004*"naked"’). The interpretation of the above statement is that the top 10 words in topic
0 are ’jail’, ’word’, ’arrest’, and so on; with jail having the highest weight, the weight reflects
how important a keyword is to that topic. Therefore, after observing the weightage, we can
conclude that this topic carries negative sentiment and is violent. Consequently, we calculated
the Perplexity and Coherence of our topic model. Perplexity = -19.58019097854543 Coherence
score = 0.4318109798674953. Perplexity and coherence scores are used for evaluating the model;
the lower the Perplexity best the model is, the higher the topic coherence, the topic is more
human interpretable.
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Figure 4: Most discussed topics
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Scalix mix network

Ádám Vécsi and Attila Pethő

Abstract: Mix networks are protocols meant to provide anonymous communication against
adversaries, who can observe all the traffic in the network. Unfortunately, reaching this level
of security usually comes with the cost of high latency. Although that is why recent research
focuses on decreasing the communication latency while providing the desired security, they
ignore scalability and load balancing. Our work offers a solution to these bottlenecks using
Identity-based Encryption and Attribute-based Encryption.

Keywords: Mix network, Identity-based Encryption, Attribute-based Encryption

Introduction

A mix network is a system designed by Chaum [1] that includes multiple stages of mixes,
where every stage receives multiple messages, performs some cryptographic transformation
for each message, and permutes them. After every mix, tracking the path of the messages gets
more and more complex, achieving untraceability. Unfortunately, the path is usually picked
by the message sender randomly or by their preferences, which is contra-productive in two
different ways.

In systems like this, load balancing is crucial to prevent the over and underload of nodes.
While the former affects only the performance, the latter could decrease anonymity in the sys-
tem if nodes mix an inadequate amount of messages.

Furthermore, to handpick the path, users have to be able to reach a database of all the mix
nodes in the system. Managing this information could be challenging and costly, which in-
creases more and more when the system is upscaling (more users mean more requests, and
more mix nodes mean a bigger database).

We propose a mix network that keeps the achievements of recent research targeting low
latency communication and is also well balanced and needs a much smaller database. These
are achieved by applying a combination of identity-based encryption (IBE) and attribute-based
encryption (ABE).

Preliminaries

The uniqueness of IBE lies in the fact that its public key is a string that identifies an entity in a
particular domain. For example, one may think about an email address, a username, or a phone
number. This novelty directly connects with the core idea of the IBC, which was to simplify
certificate management and eliminate the need for certification authorities. Public keys and
user identities are bound with certificates in the public key infrastructure scenario. With IBC,
however, there is no need for such certificates since the public key corresponds directly to the
user identity.

Since this protocol family eliminates the need for certification authorities, it requires a trusted
third party responsible for the user key generation, called the private key generator (PKG). The
PKG responds to every extraction request based on the user identity, system parameters, and
the master secret. Typically, in the IBC model, only the PKG knows the master secret. Other-
wise, all user’s private keys would be in danger.

ABE extends the idea of IBE using a set of attributes instead of a single identity and an
access structure, which allows the occurrence of logical operators between attributes to give the
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authorization policy. Using ABE, we can easily target a group of people with our cryptographic
access policy.

Our focus is on ciphertext-policy ABE [2] (CP-ABE), which associates the user’s secret key
with sets of descriptive attributes and the ciphers with the policies. Thus, CP-ABE gives the
control to the encryptor’s hand to precisely determine who should access the data.

Furthermore, ABE solves the problem when the encryptor may not know the exact iden-
tities of all the people who should be able to access the data. If she uses CP-ABE, she can
include identities that she knows; however, the rest of the permitted people may be given by
the attribute policy, as in the case of the earlier example.

Related work

One crucial property of mix networks is the topology of the mix nodes. The work of Diaz,
Murdoch and Troncoso [6] gives a precise analysis of the mix network topologies on the anonymi-
ty and latency tradeoff, where stratified and restricted stratified topologies came up as the best
choice. Their peculiarity is that the mix nodes are organized into layers, and the nodes in each
layer communicate with the nodes in the next layer. This design allows us to horizontally scale
our system if the message traffic requires, maximizing the permeability.

Another direction of research is the mix strategy of the nodes. There are multiple approaches
to this topic, but the one that is used in recent low latency mix networks is the stop-and-go
strategy [5]. The idea is that the sender of the message determines the amount of delay for
each mix node before it is allowed to release the message, preventing it from getting stuck
in a mix node. However, if a node receives one single message, it will not "strengthen" the
anonymity. Piorowska et al [3] proposed Loopix, which gives a solution called Poisson mix,
which is named after the fact that the users and the mixes are sending the messages and cover
traffic according to a Poisson process. In addition, the messages are independently delayed
using an exponential distribution. This makes the system modelable in its steady states with a
Poisson distribution, allowing us to calculate the number of messages mixed at any time.

The core property of the mix networks is the cryptographic packet format. This mechanism
is supposed to deliver the routing information to each mix node and transform the message
during each step of its travel. One widely used compact solution is Sphinx, see Danezis and
Goldberg [4], which provides a secure packet format for mix networks. However, despite to its
feature set, it is highly dependent on the user-picked path, which makes Sphinx incompatible
with our idea.

Scalix

Topology

Our protocol is built on the fundamentals of Loopix however, its topology is extended with
nodes marked as AA + LB on Figure 1, which serve as attribute authority (AA) and load
balancer (LB) in the system. Unlike other protocols, in ours, the message sender does not pick
the mix nodes the message travels through but the AA + LB node that is located before each
layer. The AA+ LB node picks the mix node.

We are using multi-authority ABE to efficiently create a single-use decryption key, which
is required for only the specified node (the one picked by the AA + LB) to be able to do the
mix operations. Figure 2 shows how this concept works in our system. Every mix node has
one long-term attribute attrlayer, which is the layer it gets assigned to when it registers to the
system, and a single-use attribute attrrevoc, which is only active for one decryption of a specific
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Figure 1: The topology of the Scalix mixnet

packet and gets revoked instantly. When the message sender creates a packet, he encrypts it
with a policy that makes both attributes mandatory. This way, even if the packet gets leaked,
it can not be decrypted since no one satisfies the attrrevoc part of the policy. Once the packet
is created, it is sent to the AA + LB, which will pick a mix node and assigns the attrrevoc to it.
After the mix node finishes with its work, the attribute gets revoked.

Figure 2: Encrypt to a load balancer picked target in a group

Packet format

One requirement for our packet format is the usage of ABE with the property of constant-
size ciphertext so that the packets will be the same size between any station of their path and
the same as all other packets’ sizes. This property is required in the case of mix networks to
make the packets indistinguishable.

The packet of our system can be separated into a header and a body part. Both parts are
built in an onion structure. Each layer of the structure targets one mix layer, containing only
the necessary information for the mix node to perform the mix operation.

The header includes the delay amount for the Poisson mix strategy and the destination to
forward the mixed packet for every mix layer. The destination is an AA+ LB in all the layers,
except the core of the onion structure, where we can find the address of the receiver’s provider
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concatenated with a fixed amount of random bits. The random bits are required to avoid a
dictionary attack since the providers’ identities may be known in the system. The receiver’s
provider is included in the header as a destination so that the load-balanced provider can for-
ward the packet to the correct destination. The core part is also necessary from a security aspect.
The packets should have the same size before and after every mix to hide the information about
the packet’s position in its path and make the packets more indistinguishable. Without the core
part of the header, the packet would lose half it’s size after the final mix.

To build the body, the sender first generates an Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) key
and encrypts the message using it. After that, the sender encrypts the AES key using IBE
targeting the receiver’s identity. Then, since the receiver’s identity should only be known by its
provider, the sender encrypts the receiver’s identity with the IBE targeting its provider. Finally,
the last part of the body’s core is to create the cryptographic hash of the encrypted core of the
header. In each layer of the onion structure, there is a cryptographic hash of the corresponding
header part. This hash allows the mix nodes to verify before the mixing operation that the
header was not modified.

Conclusion

In conclusion, using identity-based and attribute-based encryption, we reduced the size of
the shared database of nodes significantly since only theAA+LB nodes are included in it. Fur-
thermore, by adding practical load balancers to the topology, we eliminated the occurrence of
underloaded and overloaded mix nodes. Meanwhile, we maintained the low latency property
achieved by recent research in mix networks.
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Corner-based implicit patches

Ágoston Sipos

Abstract: Multi-sided surfaces are often defined by side interpolants (also called ribbons), i.e.
the surface has to connect to the ribbons with a prescribed degree of smoothness. The I-patch is
such a family of implicit surfaces capable of interpolating an arbitrary number of ribbons and
can be used in design and approximation. While in the case of parametric surfaces describing
ribbons is a well-discussed problem, defining implicit ribbons is a different task.

This paper will introduce corner I-patches, a new representation that describes implicit sur-
faces based on corner interpolants. Those may be defined with much simpler surfaces, while
the shape of the patch will depend on a handful of scalar parameters. Continuity between
patches will be enforced via constraints on these parameters. Corner I-patches have several
favorable properties that can be exploited for example in volume rendering or approximation.

Keywords: implicit surfaces, multi-sided patches, volumetric data

Introduction

Computer Aided Geometric Design deals with the mathematical representation of complex
surface geometries. There is a wide variety of side interpolating multi-sided surfaces in the
literature, including both parametric [1, 2] and implicit [3, 4] patches. They are popular in
curvenet-based design for their simple usage, as complex N-sided patches can be automatically
created from simpler ribbon surfaces.

The common concept behind these patches is that ribbons are introduced for each side, then
blending functions, that satisfy prescribed continuity constraints at the boundaries, mix those
together. In the case of parametric multi-sided patches, ribbons usually are tensor-product
surfaces. Blend functions are usually (not always) defined on a polygonal domain; surface
points are calculated as a weighted sum of the evaluated points of the ribbons.

In the case of implicit surfaces, ribbons and blending functions are represented by implicit
functions, defined on the whole 3D space. This, however, poses challenges, as an implicit
ribbon, while interpolating the desired patch boundary, may have a very uneven shape inside
the relevant space region; with sometimes disconnected branches or self-intersections.

For this reason, the polynomial degree of ribbons and blend functions is often desirable to be
as low as possible. This, of course, poses limitations when used in design, as very detailed sur-
faces cannot be represented with a single patch. Locally defined surface elements are therefore
important.

This paper explores the capabilities of a corner-based implicit formulation, where for each
corner an interpolant has to be supplied, and the patch is created by a blend of them.

Preliminaries

Implicit surfaces are constant isosurfaces of real-valued functions on the 3D space. Usually
the zero-isosurface is used: for a function f : R3 → R the surface is {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | f(x, y, z) =
0}.

Ribbon-based implicit surfaces are usually described in the following way. For each side,
there is a given surface Ri, that the surface should smoothly connect to, with a given order of
continuity. Then, there is a fixed equation of the patch, containing the Ri-s, and other defining
surfaces.
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Note: in the following, capital letters in formulae will mean implicit functions (R3 → R), but
the function arguments (x, y, z) will be omitted for readability.

In the case of I-patches, which are the basis of the current research, the equation is

n∑
i=1

wiRi
n∏
j=1
j 6=i

Bk
j

+ w0

n∏
j=1

Bk
j = 0, (1)

where

• Ri are the ribbons, one for each side, to which the patch connects

• Bi are the bounding surfaces, whose intersection curves with the corresponding Ri define
the boundaries of the patch

• 0 6= wi ∈ R are scalar parameters and 2 ≤ k ∈ N is an integer parameter

Consequently, the patch connects with Gk−1 connectivity to the ribbons along the bound-
ing surfaces, as shown in [4]. It has also been proven that the I-patch is a consistent distance
function with an inside and outside, in case of well-chosen signs of wi-s [5].

In the following, we will use k = 2 to keep the polynomial degree as low as possible, and in
this paper, we discuss patches with G1 continuity.

Corner I-patch

Basic equation

A corner I-patch is composed of the corner interpolants S1,2, S2,3, ..., Sn,1 and the bound-
ing surfaces B1, B2, ..., Bn (all of them non-coinciding implicit surfaces), such that Si,i+1 is the
corner between the ith and the (i+ 1)th boundaries.

Then, the equation of the corner I-patch is

n∑
i=1

wi,i+1 · Si,i+1 ·
n∏
j=1

j 6=i,j 6=i+1

B2
j

+
n∑
i=1

wi · n∏
j=1
j 6=i

B2
j

+ w
n∏
i=1

B2
i , (2)

where the wi,i+1 scalars can be merged into Si,i+1, as multiplying with a nonzero number does
not change the implicit isosurface, only its distance metric. Some important properties of this
representation are:

• In each corner, the patch connects with G1 continuity to the corner interpolants. (This
means that the gradient vectors of the surface have the same direction as the gradients of
the interpolants there.)

• Along the ith boundary, the shape of the surface does not depend on w and wj for j 6= i.

Comparison to (side-based) I-patches

A disadvantage of I-patches is that their gradient is a zero vector in the corner points. This
can lead to unpleasant surfaces, thus it is generally better to be avoided. However, the gradient
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of the corner-I-patch can easily be proven to be the gradient of the corner interpolant times a
nonzero number.

The corner-I-patch along the ith boundary connects smoothly to the implicit surface

Si−1,i ·B2
i+1 + Si,i+1 ·B2

i−1 + wi ·B2
i−1 ·B2

i+1. (3)

This itself is a 2-sided I-patch. Corner I-patches are thus similar - but not equivalent - to
I-patches defined by ribbons that are themselves I-patches. (Such surfaces were described in
[5].) This is because the I-patch defined by the ribbons in Equation 3 would be

n∑
i=1

Si,i+1(B
2
i+1B

2
i−1 +B2

iB
2
i−2)

n∏
j=1

j 6=i,j 6=i+1

B2
j

+
n∑
i=1

wiB2
i−1B

2
i+1

n∏
j=1
j 6=i

B2
j

+ w
n∏
i=1

B2
i , (4)

which is not equivalent to Equation 2. Indeed, the factor (B2
i+1B

2
i−1 + B2

iB
2
i−2) is what causes

the I-patch’s gradient to be zero at the corner points. This also causes corner-I-patches to have
a lower degree of 2n, as opposed to the 2n+ 2 for these I-patches.

Setting coefficients

The wi and w parameters can be set in a process similar to I-patches [4] forcing the patch
to interpolate one point on each boundary and one point in the interior of the patch. As the
surface shape on the ith boundary only depends on wi, each of those can be set separately, and
finally, w can be set to interpolate the interior point. See examples in Figure 2.

Limitations

When connecting neighboring patches with geometric continuity, we need them to coincide
at their common boundary in both a positional and a differential sense. As the corner-I-patch
along Bi connects to the surface defined by Equation 3, the patch on the other side of Bi also
has to connect to it. This, however, only happens if Bi−1 and Bi+1 are also the corresponding
bounding surfaces for the other patch.

This is not easily fulfilled when creating a general topology patchwork, but it is straightfor-
ward if the space is subdivided by planes, creating finite volume cells. Any such cell structure
could theoretically work with corner-I-patches, however, the most practical and useful is to use
a regular grid of cubes.

Use in cell structures

When used in regular cell structures, the Si,j and Bi surfaces are all planes. Thus, the patch
itself is a polynomial surface, with a degree of twice the number of sides (see Equation 2).

In Figures 1 and 2 corner patches are defined inside the unit cube. Figure 1a is a 3-sided
surface near a corner of the cube. Figure 1b is a 6-sided patch that intersects all faces of the
cube. In Figure 2, three patches with the same corners but different coefficients can be seen.

The possible topological configurations are similar to those of Marching Cubes [6]. With
modified indexing, the scheme can also work for topologically disjoint isosurfaces (Figure 1c).

Conclusion

We have presented corner-I-patches, a class of implicit surfaces with several advantages over
existing representations. Complex surfaces can be defined combining only planes, in contrast
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to the relatively more complicated ribbons needed to define I-patches. Corner-I-patches also
get rid of the unwanted singularity in the corners. They have several scalar coefficients that
can be used to optimize a target function on the patch for approximation or fairing purposes.
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(a) A 3-sided patch (b) A 6-sided patch
(c) A patch consisting of two
disjoint components

Figure 1: Corner I-patches inside the unit cube
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(a) Base patch (b) Changing boundaries (c) Changing interior

Figure 2: Corner I-patches with the same corners and different coefficients
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Towards a Block-Level ML-Based Python Vulnerability Detection
Tool

Amirreza Bagheri and Péter Hegedűs

Abstract: Computer software is driving our everyday life, therefore their security is pivotal.
Unfortunately, security flaws are common in software systems, which can result in a variety
of serious repercussions, including data loss, secret information disclosure, manipulation, or
system failure. Although techniques for detecting vulnerable code exist, the improvement of
their accuracy and effectiveness to a practically applicable level remains a challenge. Many
existing methods require a substantial amount of human experts labor to develop attributes
that indicate vulnerabilities. In a previous work, we have shown that machine learning is
suitable for solving the issue automatically by learning features from a vast collection of real-
world code and predicting vulnerable code locations. Applying a BERT-based code embed-
ding, LSTM models with best hyperparameters were able to identify seven different security
flaws in Python source code with high precision (average of 91%) and recall (average of 83%).
Upon the encouraging first empirical results, we go beyond in this paper and discuss the chal-
lenges of applying these models in practice and outlining a method that solves these issues.
Our goal is to develop a hands-on tool for developers that they can use to pinpoint potentially
vulnerable spots in their code.

Introduction
Security bugs (i.e., vulnerabilities) in software are becoming more and more difficult to iden-

tify in today’s applications, allowing hackers and attackers to profit from their exploit. Every
year, tens of thousands of such vulnerabilities are discovered and fixed. Manually auditing
source code and finding vulnerabilities is costly at best, if not impossible at all. In our previous
work [1], we have shown that machine learning is suitable for solving the issue automatically
by learning features from a vast collection of real-world code and predicting vulnerable code
locations. The dataset was gathered from Github and contains Python code with a variety
of vulnerabilities that is embedded into a vector space using one of three embedding models
(word2vec, fasttext, BERT). Individual code tokens and their context are extracted from the
source code of the vulnerable files to provide data samples for fine-grained analysis. We then
trained various machine learning (ML) models to evaluate their effectiveness of identifying
vulnerable code parts.

The entire training process may be divided into two parts: first, an embedding model is
trained using its own parameters, such as min-count (how often a token has to appear in the
training corpus in order to actually get assigned a vector representation) or iterations; and sec-
ond, the system is trained using its own parameters, such as min-count or iterations. The code
blocks can only be encoded in their vector representations after that. We found that LSTM
models were the most suitable, thus we used them and trained with different hyperparame-
ters, such as the number of neurons or dropout, in the second stage. Applying a BERT-based
code embedding, LSTM models performed the best, they were able to identify seven different
security flaws in Python source code with high precision (average of 91%) and recall (average
of 83%).

Upon a successful empirical evaluation naturally comes the need of adopting the results in
practice. However, there are several challenges of applying the above describe method in prac-
tice, offering as a developer tool. The training data samples are code snippets (extracted from
vulnerability fixing commits) but when we apply vulnerability identification in practice, our
input is the whole program. We need a method to locate code blocks within the program in an
efficient way to be able to apply the code embedding and the model prediction. Furthermore,
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these code blocks might overlap, so we need a way of aggregating block-level predictions. In
this paper, we focus on solving these challenges and outline a possible developer tool that can
be used by developers. We apply a small focus area and a sliding context window to divide
the code into blocks. The focus area moves through the code, and with each successive step,
the model gathers the surrounding information, generates a prediction based on that context as
input, and uses that prediction as the focus area’s vulnerability rating. The different confidence
levels of the classification might be shown with distinct colors in a developer tool.

To sum up the contributions, we provide a block-level vulnerability prediction method prac-
tically applicable on Python code, as opposed to most other research initiatives, which are pri-
marily focused on Java, C, C++, or PHP and do not provide guidance on practical application.
Moreover, existing vulnerability prediction approaches are providing predictions at higher ab-
straction levels, like for methods, classes, or files, while we aim at a fine-grained smaller block-
level prediction.

Related Works
In this section, we enumerate some of the most relevant related literature and highlight

the main differences between those and the approach we take. Unlike Li et al. [2], Pang et
al. [3], Hovsepyan et al. [7], and Dam et al. [4], we use a large code base and not just a few
projects. The predictions are applicable not only within the same file or project, but to any
other source code as well. A fine granularity is chosen in contrast to those approaches. All of
the works listed classify entire files, or just take API and function calls into account in the case
of Li et al. [2]. The work of Russell et al [5] and Ma et al. [8] are more analogous to our method,
because vulnerabilities are detected not only at the file level, but also at specific locations inside
the code, which is likely more beneficial for developers. The work of Yamaguchi et al. [6]
does not convert source code into an abstract syntax tree-like structure, but instead treats it as
plain text. It follows the natural premise and makes as few assumptions as possible, relying
solely on the trained model to extract features from the source code. We utilized a long short
term memory network, similar to those employed by Li et al. [2] and Dam et al. [4] but with a
simpler architecture. Many alternative approaches use either different deep learning models or
different machine learning approaches (support vector machines in the case of the contribution
by Pang et al. [3]).

Architecture of Application
Our goal is to create a program that can anticipate the vulnerable areas of a software system

unseen by the prediction model using our trained neural network that was specifically trained
on vulnerable source code samples. To accomplish this, first we need to generate a model and
test it with various hyperparameters in order to obtain the best possible output, which we
already did and published in an earlier work [1]. Then, we apply the best model to the source
code of an arbitrary program to predict its vulnerable areas. The machine learning algorithm
we utilized for this was LSTM. After evaluating different settings of the hyperparameters of the
LSTM, we used the best results acccording to the previous work, for the training part minimum
ount was 10, while iteration count was 300, we used an architecture with 100 neurons, 100
epochs, and a dropout of 20% with an Adam optimizer. Following the LSTM layer, we used
an activation layer, which is a dense output layer with a single neuron. The activation function
used here was a sigmoid activation function, as the goal was to construct a prediction between
0 and 1 for the two groups of vulnerable and non-vulnerable code.

Since we trained the model on code blocks (coming from vulnerability fixing patches and the
previous code state), applying the model in practice has a challenge of finding the right blocks
within a whole project to which we can apply our trained model. We applied a small focus
window that traverses through the whole source code in steps of length n. Some positions of
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the focus window are depicted in blue in Figure 1. The focus window always starts and stops
at a character that marks the end of a token in Python, for instance, a colon, a bracket or a
whitespace to prevent breaking tokens.

Figure 1: Focus window and its surrounding context Figure 2: Confidence levels
For this focus window, the surrounding context of lengthm, also starting and stopping at the

border of code tokens, is determined (where m > n). After evaluating different settings, we set
the small window (n) to 5 tokens and the block (m) to 200 tokens. If the focus window is close to
the beginning of the file, the context will mostly lie behind it (see Block A), and if it is located in
the middle, the surrounding context will be spanning a snippet that lies equally before and after
the focus window. This results in a number of overlapping blocks. If the whole block contains
partially vulnerable code (as example blocks B and C), it is labeled as vulnerable, otherwise
it is labeled as clean. This ensures that code snippets containing a vulnerability in them are
marked as such. The parameters n and m are subject to optimization, their ideal values cab
be determined empirically. As a result, each time the focus window shifts, more information
about the block is obtained. As the focus region progresses through the code, the model absorbs
all information about its surroundings, creates a prediction based on that context as input,
and utilizes that prediction as the focus area’s vulnerability rating. The different classification
confidence levels as shown in Figure 2, could be highlighted with different colors. So if the
block is fully clean, it will be green; if the block has overlaps with vulnerable snippets, the color
will change to red depending on the amount of overlap there is; and if the block is completely
vulnerable, it will be red. This visual aid can be very useful for the developer tool we are
designing to implement.

Figure 3: Vulnerability detection and its visualization Figure 4: GitHub fix

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show a tiny example of a vulnerable code snippet with SQL injection
and its fix on GitHub. We ran our prediction model on the vulnerable version of the code
(i.e. before the fix), the results are shown in Figure 3. The command cursor.execute is
used in the vulnerable code snippet to run a SQL query stored in the variable sql_str, which
is constructed by concatenating strings together with other variables. The most vulnerable
part is cursor.execute(sql_str), which is 100 percent vulnerable after the focus window
crosses it. Confidence levels of the whole block changes both the blocks before it and the blocks
after it, this process just make confidece information by shifting focus window and in the end
surrounding red blocks illustrate how close they are to that part.
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Conclusion
This study presents a vulnerability detection method based on deep learning on source

code. Its purpose is to relieve human vulnerability detection experts of the time-consuming
and subjective effort of manually defining vulnerability detection criteria. Via LSTM mod-
els, this research demonstrates the feasibility of learning vulnerability attributes straight from
source code using machine learning. It can detect seven different types of errors in Python
source code. We were able to identify specific sections of code that are likely to be vulnerable,
as well as provide confidence levels for our predictions. We get an accuracy of 93.8%, a recall
of 83.2%, a precision of 91.4%, and an F1 score of 87.1% on average, the tool’s output results are
the 10 percent shuffled cross-validation result of the model evaluation based on our previous
work[1], specific performance on subject systems yet to be performed. We also demonstrate
how the model can be applied in practice, therefore it opens up the possibility of building a
hands-on developer tool for detecting vulnerable code blocks in arbitrary Python programs.
Moreover, the presented method is language agnostic, it can be adapted to other languages as
well.
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Qualitative Reasoning in Dependability Analysis

András Földvári and András Pataricza

Abstract:
Assurance of dependability is a key requirement in all critical application development pro-

cesses. A key problem is proving compliance with quantitative requirements like timeliness or
performability.

In this paper, we introduce a continuous to discrete abstraction methodology and its use in
dependability analysis which is faithful enough to maintain the fundamental characteristics of
the continuous domain.

Keywords: dependability, qualitative reasoning, error propagation analysis

Introduction

Assurance of dependability [3] (preferably mathematical proof of correctness) is a key re-
quirement of all critical applications. A key problem is proving compliance with quantitative
requirements like timeliness or performability. Moreover, the broad field of applications for
cyber-physical systems introduces a typically continuous environment to the IT solution.

Discrete domain modeling offers a huge repertoire of fault modeling, exhaustive mutation
generation, impact analysis, and proof of correctness methodologies for dependability and re-
silience assurance. This way, discrete abstraction of continuous properties facilitates the devel-
opment of critical applications if the models are sufficiently faithful.

In this paper, we introduce a continuous-to-discrete abstraction methodology (Fig. 1) and
its use in dependability analysis which maintains the fundamental characteristics of the con-
tinuous domain. Mapping the continuous problem into an abstract discrete model reduces it to
well-proven modeling, model analysis, and proof of correctness problems with already existing
sophisticated discrete formal methods and tools, even for complex problems.

Qualitative Model Extraction

Empirical systems engineering based on extracting models from observations of benchmark
experiments or operational logs is a favorite method for assessing and improving system de-
signs. Changes in application development strategies, like scalable designs, and continuous
delivery, require dimensioning independent models insensitive to the actual scaling.

We proposed in [15] a workflow for semi-automated qualitative model extraction and pro-
vided a reusable proof-of-concept Jupyter Notebook collection covering the specific aspects of
the quantitative dependability analysis.

We extended this toolset with qualitative reasoning features, facilitating requirement check-
ing and proof of correctness of derived abstract models. The rest of the paper introduces quali-
tative reasoning, focusing on error propagation analysis (EPA), the core paradigm behind proof
of compliance with dependability requirements.

Figure 1: Dependability Analysis Workflow
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Qualitative Reasoning

We use qualitative modeling for reasoning about the dependability aspects of a system.
Qualitative reasoning [1, 2] provides a well-understandable and interpretable modeling ap-
proach corresponding to the typical engineering thinking. It bridges the gap between the
continuous analysis and the thinking of the domain experts. In qualitative modeling, the
goal is to aggregate continuous values into categorical and ordinal discrete variables that de-
scribe the homogeneous behavior of the system corresponding to operational regimes. For
instance, a qualitative model describes that the values of the utilization of a particular resource
{low,medium, high} lead to system states {underload, normal, overload}.

Qualitative models represent state variables with their respective qualitative domains (using
ordinal variables preserves partial ordering) and their dynamic relations. A richer representa-
tion using multiple qualitative values describing a specific state of a qualitative component:
the qualitative value (magnitude) and the direction and speed of its change (derivative, second
derivative) (e.g., position, speed, acceleration).

Qualitative relations define the direction (causality) and the type (proportionality, direct
influence) of the interaction between state variables. For example, there is a positive direct
influence relationship between the level of water in a tank and the state of the input valve (the
open state of the valve positively influences the derivative of the water level).

Qualitative envisioning is a method to explore different state transition paths (potentially
including spurious ones) that cover the scenarios (sequence of qualitative states) for an initial
state space. A potential drawback of working at a high level of abstraction is the uncertainty
(ambiguity) due to the elimination of details. An abstract model often does not represent suffi-
cient information to precisely predict the system’s behavior in any given situation.

Qualitative reasoning over the merged model of the system, its faults, and its environment
facilitates the evaluation of all major dependability-related problems. It can deliver the esti-
mation of a single solution, their non-existence (e.g., proof of safety), the solution space, or
some extreme solutions for a given cost (e.g., risk, implementation cost, etc.). Qualitative rea-
soning handles the uncertainties in the qualitative models well as it allows the reasoning over
incomplete and uncertain knowledge.

Answer Set Programming (ASP) [4, 5, 8, 9] supports all the important modeling problems
in systems engineering. ASP is a Prolog-like declarative knowledge representation, knowledge
fusion, and logic reasoning framework with optimization mechanisms.

We use an extension of ASP — Telingo [7] — that allows the definition of temporal logic
programs handling linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas capturing the dynamic behavior of the
qualitative model. It also extends ASP with model checking capabilities by adding constraints
as formal LTL expressions for the formal description and validation of requirements.

Figure 2: Error Propagation Analysis

To support dependability analysis for ambiguous model fragments, we use the ASP imple-
mentation [12] of Rough Set Theory (RST) [11]. RST is a mathematical paradigm for discover-
ing patterns and rules in (noisy) data. With RST, it is possible to handle the uncertainty using
approximation operators. In RST, set approximation is a formal approximation of a crisp set
(X) defined by lower (RX) and upper approximation (RX). These approximations define a
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boundary region (RXB = RX −RX) that cover uncertain model fragments.

EPA [14, 13] is a special kind of sensitivity analysis that follows the spreading of an error in
the system by simultaneously evaluating the good and faulty systems and checking its conse-
quences on dependability-related aspects. EPA begins with the qualitative functional system
model (Fig. 2), which describes the architecture, the behavior of the system, and the interac-
tion of the components. The system dynamics are modeled as qualitative relations, initially
representing the system’s intended behavior. Initial model checking is required to validate the
faithful description of the system. Furthermore, the analyst can reuse the safety certification
models and constraints to check their violation in EPA later.

Mutations describe the faulty behavior of the components. These mutations can corre-
spond to specific dependability-related malfunctions like providing or omitting a control sig-
nal. These mutations can be generated by transforming the component models according to the
particular fault mechanism. For instance, in safety analysis, EPA over the different component
mutations can check which malfunction leads to the violation of safety constraints.

Our Jupyter Notebook-based environment enables exhaustive exploration by evaluating the
inputs and extracted error propagation traces leading to safety constraint violations.

Summary

The paper presented a workflow for qualitative modeling-based dependability analysis and
presented its usage in error propagation analysis. The solution builds on Answer Set Program-
ming as a core reasoning engine and uses Jupyter Notebooks for model extraction, exploratory
analysis, and evaluation of the results.

We use the presented approaches and qualitative modeling in several ongoing projects. We
developed a cybersecurity IT/OT impact analysis tool [16] for cyber-physical systems using er-
ror propagation analysis for reasoning about the consequences of the different attack scenarios.
The general-purpose qualitative approach [15] was used in blockchain performance analysis
[10], nanosatellite configuration design, and over-commitment analysis, configuration, and op-
timization in a cloud infrastructure.

Our future work aims to integrate the toolset and its extension with intelligent system iden-
tification approaches and algorithms. One of our main focuses is on Inductive learning of ASP
(ILASP) [6] which is a machine learning paradigm for learning ASP programs from examples.
This approach promises further automation of model extraction and reasoning. Another fo-
cus is on the engineering modeling aspect. Currently, the models are represented in pure ASP.
However, other knowledge representation and modeling approaches (e.g., ontologies, knowl-
edge graphs) are needed for complex models.
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Towards Modelling IoT Workflows
András Márkus

Abstract: The cooperation of distributed computing and Internet of Things (IoT) paradigms
created numerous research challenges. Modern applications do not only compute certain tasks,
but they support various events that make human life more colourful. Considering workflows
in the IoT domain, opposed to general scientific workflows, the focus is on the optimal ex-
ecution of predefined sequences of various steps, however, computational tasks can also be
contained. Such a sequence of steps usually consists of performing a service call, receiving a
data packet in the form of a message sent by an IoT device, or executing a computational task
on a virtual machine. The development and testing of such IoT workflows and their manage-
ment systems in real life can be complicated due to high costs and access limitations, therefore
simulation solutions should be preferred. In this paper, we discuss the current capabilities
of scientific workflow simulation environments, define the needs of IoT workflow modelling
support, and make suggestions for a future realisation.

Keywords: Workflow, Internet of Things, Fog Computing, Simulation

Introduction

The advancement of distributed computing paradigms gave birth to various domains such
as Grid Computing, Cloud Computing and Fog Computing. Scientific computations leverage
this technological involvement, and instead of utilising a monolithic application, data process-
ing can be done in a distributed and scalable fashion exploiting virtualisation and the geo-
graphically distributed nature of these environments. In early times, scientific workflows such
as Montage, Epigenomics, LIGO, CyberShake or SIPHT from the field of astronomy, physics
and bioinformatics were executed on Grid environments [1]. The on-demand resource provi-
sioning, virtualisation and accessibility made available by Cloud Computing opened ways for
evolution, however researchers still need to solve optimisation problems of resource utilisation
and task scheduling on virtual machines [2].

These types of grid and cloud applications can be considered as workflows described with a
directed acyclic graph (DAG). In a DAG, vertices represent a task (i.e. job), whilst edges define
the dependencies among the tasks. Until the dependencies of a task are not resolved, it must
be considered as suspended. The number of incoming and outgoing edges is not restricted to
one, except the start and stop events where in and out directions are missing, respectively. An
example of such a scientific workflow is depicted in Figure 1.

Involving the Internet of Things (IoT) domain, IoT workflows must meet novel require-
ments. Billions of smart devices, gadgets and sensors generate vast amounts of data, therefore
IoT is often paired to Fog Computing to enhance data processing and minimise latency by
connecting to computing nodes located close to end-users. IoT-Fog-Cloud systems may cover
many aspects of our daily life in the frame of smart homes, healthcare and autonomous driving,
which typically follow the sense-process-actuate model. IFTTT [3] offers trigger-based online
services for IoT, for instance if a new sleep is logged to a smartwatch then a service modifies
the room temperature accordingly. Such IFTTT applications or service compositions can be
considered as IoT workflows.

Currently there are only a few simulation tools and software solutions aiming execution of
workflows in Cloud and Fog environments, however the existing, general workflow descrip-
tion formats are unable to define similar IoT workflows, we defined earlier. To the best of our
knowledge, the literature lacks unified IoT workflow description and simulation tools, thus
this work represent the first step in this direction.
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Figure 1: Epigenomics workflow [4]

Research background

Workflow description languages are not executable themselves, therefore typically require
execution engines to be run. For scientific workflows (e.g. Montage) the XML-based DAX1 de-
scription is applied. DAX is typically used by Pegasus [1], which was designed to map abstract
workflows onto Grids. CWL2 (Common Workflow Language) can be written in JSON or YAML
to define command line tools and corporate them in order to create workflows. OpenWDL3

(Open Workflow Description Language) is a human readable and writable way to express tasks
and workflows, it has an dedicated, unique grammar. GCP (Google Cloud Platform)4 also has
workflow support accepting JSON or YAML-based definitions. It is dedicated to combining
and executing GCP services and custom services hosted on GCP.

Simulation is one of the most accepted ways to design and evaluate IoT-Fog-Cloud systems
as these tools are capable of modelling such complex systems realistically. The literature is rich
with various simulation environments, however only a few open-source tools exist especially
dedicated to workflow modelling.

Table 1: Comparison of the related simulators

Simulator Programming language Last updated Dependency Trace support
WorkflowSim

Java
2015 CloudSim

DAXFogWorkflowSim 2019 iFogSim, WorkflowSim
EdgeWorkflowReal 2021 FogWorkflowSim

WorkflowSim [5] is an extension of the well-known CloudSim simulator written in Java.
CloudSim has no workflow support by default, therefore the extended version provides nu-
merous modules for workflow management. The loader module only supports importing DAG
files formatted in XML (i.e. DAX), thus the primer goal was to simulate the behaviour of the
previously mentioned scientific workflows (e.g. Montage) in distributed cloud environments.
The main contribution is the horizontal clustering, which merges tasks into jobs so as to de-
crease the scheduling overheads. FogWorkflowSim [6] is also a broadening CloudSim-based
tool dedicated to model Fog Computing called iFogSim. Some components are also built upon

1DAX description (visited on 28.03.2022): https://pegasus.isi.edu/documentation/development/schemas.html
2CWL description (visited on 28.03.2022): https://www.commonwl.org/
3OpenWDL description (visited on 28.03.2022): https://openwdl.org/
4GCP description (visited on 28.03.2022): https://cloud.google.com/workflows
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WorkflowSim. FogWorkflowSim supports many greedy and GA-based workflow scheduling
algorithms by default, but unfortunately IoT-related workflow simulations are totally omitted.
EdgeWorkflowReal [7] inherited numerous function of FogWorkflowSim, furthermore it is ca-
pable of creating a real edge computing environment to execute workflow tasks and compare
to the simulated results. It also uses a database to store the structure of the real workflow and
the data for workflow tasks. Even if this work aims to simulate edge workflow applications,
only scientific workflows (i.e. Montage) were considered for the evaluation. The comparison
of the discussed simulators can be seen in Table 1.

According to the summarised research background, our observations are as follows: (i)
though the discussed simulation tools cover the domains of distributed computing paradigms,
IoT specific behaviour is not considered at all. To define a task in a scientific workflow, the
length of the task and the size of the incoming/outgoing files (i.e. dependent tasks) are enough
to be known. However, typical IoT-related tasks require more freely configurable options, for
instance waiting for a message (i.e. sensor data), notifying an actuator entity or expecting some
kind of human interactions. It is clearly seen that there is a very strong software dependency
(ii) among the different simulation approaches, which could make the modification towards
IoT workflows harder, especially if some of the tools were updated years ago. DAX is obvi-
ously the leading format applied by simulation communities, due to transparency and shorter
learning curve, so it might be a reasonable choice as the used description format (iii) for IoT
workflows as well.

Proposed solution

As discussed earlier, IoT workflows differ from the common scientific workflows, because
additional factors should be taken into account. To distinguish and highlight their differences
and similarities, we introduce an office routine IoT workflow, as shown in Figure 2. As a sim-
ilarity, the dependencies between tasks still exist, for instance until every sensor sends one
package of data and it arrives at the computing node, the data processing cannot be started. As
a consequence, computing tasks remain in the system as in case of scientific workflows. As a
novelty, time-dependent triggering events also appear in the system. For example, when a user
(programmer in this case) enters the office, a service executes an actualisation event by send-
ing instruction to an actuator to start an event automatically (e.g. turning on/off AC, lights
or start brewing coffee). Furthermore, time-dependent, recurring events are also part of the
system, e.g. measure temperature and humidity in every 30 seconds in the office, until the
programmer checks out.

Figure 2: Office routine workflow
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Such complex IoT workflows mostly cannot be investigated on a very large scale, when the
number of participant entities exceeds thousands in real life, due to the cost implications and
the need for large-scale behaviour. Therefore, in the future we plan to develop a simulation
extension of DISSECT-CF-Fog, which aims to model independent IoT workflow simulations
besides the general scientific workflows. DISSECT-CF-Fog is able to model various IoT de-
vice and application behaviours, as well as data centre management with realistic network set-
tings. It also considers energy consumption, IoT device mobility, and pricing schemes of real
providers. According to the preliminary plans, three extra modules should be implemented:
(i) abstract workflow handler, which transform the human readable format into tasks (ii) task
manager is responsible to map the tasks to the proper executors according to the type of a task
and finally, (iii) monitoring and reporting step analyses the results.

As a conclusion, in this paper we outlined the current position of workloads, simulation
environments and description formats regarding distributed computing environments and we
also discussed a research gap and a possible simulation solution in the field of IoT workflows.
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Using Version Control Information to Visualize Developers’
Knowledge

Anett Fekete and Zoltán Porkoláb

Abstract: In a large, long-term software product, knowledge is distributed unevenly among
developers. Developer fluctuation during the product lifetime might cause some parts of the
code to be known very well by lots of developers, while other parts might sink to the "gray
zone", where developer competence is dangerously low. For long term sustainable software
maintenance, it is essential for the project management to identify such critical points, to avoid
the complete loss of competence. This paper presents a developer-centered visualization tool
that is intended to visualize individual and team-bound knowledge of large legacy projects.
Version control repositories contain loads of useful information about the evolution of a soft-
ware project. The competence information is computed from the extracted version control
information from Git repositories. The calculated competence value is based on the number of
commits per developer, and commit quality. Aggregated views for teams and companies are
available. The visualization is implemented as a plugin in CodeCompass, an open-source code
comprehension software.

Keywords: code comprehension, version control data, static analysis, data visualization

Introduction

In case of long-running software projects, the fluctuation of developers is inevitable. When
fluctuation is so great, there is always risk that certain components of the software suffer ne-
glect. If all or even most crucial developers leave the project, maintenance problems might
emerge, and it will cause much more problems to debug or develop the component than it
would be with decent expertise [1].

During development, lots of questions emerge that concern other developers, like "Who
wrote this code?", or "Who understands this code the best?". These questions might be hard
to answer, especially in large companies with hundreds of programmers. Using some type of
version control system like Git or SVN is fundamental. Repositories are able to store every piece
of information that is bound to development since the start of the project. The information we
need is stored in form of commits.

In this paper, we present the competence plugin, a tool that is capable of parsing the commit
history of a Git repository and tell various information about source files and developers using
graph-based visualizations. We would like to facilitate code comprehension for programmers
by providing them a visualization that methodizes the obtained knowledge about project files.
It is also our goal to provide useful team and company level information, thus we present the
team view and the affiliation views. The calculations and visualizations are all handled on file
level.

Related work

Many studies have been previously done about code comprehension supporting visualiza-
tion possibilities [2], and using version control data for visualizations in particular. Code com-
prehension supporting tools usually focus on a group of important and coherent aspects of a
software, which means they do not cover every need of a developer that seeks deeper knowl-
edge of the project. Using version control data forms a subset of code visualization techniques.
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While repositories contain lots of valuable information, repository mining and data analysis is
an additional challenge in visualization pursuits [5].

The work of German et al. [6] presents cregit, a tool that refines blame information from Git.
Cregit focuses on tracking tokens in the source code instead of plain lines. Alcocer et al. [11]
created a circular visualization called Spark Circle to visualize the changes in various source
code metrics between commits. The visualizations vary based on the number of different met-
rics calculated.

Not only commits, but entire Git repositories and their branches can be effectively analyzed
and visualized. Elsen [8] has proposed VisGi, a version control visualization software that is ca-
pable of displaying detailed graphs of Git branches and version structures. Greene et al. [9, 10]
developed a browser tool that intends to give answers to collaborator- and repository-related
questions among others, named ConceptCloud. They focus on identifying abstract relations be-
tween objects and attributes.

Competence plugin

Repositories tell a lot about development history and workflow. When it comes to mainte-
nance and debugging, the first questions that usually emerge are "Who can I turn to for expla-
nation of the logic, structure and objective behind this code? Who is the expert in it?".

Developer competence is intended to show a detailed picture of the code comprehension and
expertise of the programmers in the project. It can be measured in the extent of comprehension
of files, or even classes or functions. In our research, we quantify developer competence as a
percentage value, which concerns one developer’s knowledge of a single file based on their
share of contribution.

In order to discover how much a developer knows about a file based on contribution, we cre-
ated the competence plugin. The plugin is part of CodeCompass, an open-source code compre-
hension supporting framework. The plugin consists of a parser, which performs code analysis,
repository mining, and information extraction, and a service layer. We measure competence as
the activity done by the developer (editing a file). If one creates a file, the creator’s competence
in that moment is 100%. If the file is modified, the modifier’s competence is reflected in the
quality of modifications.

In the competence calculation, we consider one commit as a unit. A commit is then divided
into files that were modified by the commit author (deltas). The most important factor of de-
veloper competence in our calculation is the quality of modifications which is calculated using
JPlag, a code similarity checker. We compare the modified version of a file with its previous
version in the commit history. JPlag returns a percentage value applying token-based compar-
ison. This way minor changes, such as adding or removing comments, or renaming identifiers
are filtered, and the focus is put on content change.

Visualization

Version control systems contain all the answers for the above questions in their commit his-
tory in an implicit way that requires meticulous analysis to be brought to surface. Commits
provide all the information about who is responsible for each line of code ever written for that
repository in their blame data. This information can be easily gained and used in various dif-
ferent visual depictions that help measuring developer competence. Our visualization intends
to present the developer data to facilitate source code comprehension by providing developer
statistics for the software. Currently, there are 4 different available types of diagrams (with 2
different affiliation views).
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Figure 1: An example of the personal view in the competence plugin.

• Personal view: It is useful for the user to keep track of what parts of the code base they
have reasonable knowledge about, and what else is there to investigate and learn. The
personal view shows this information.

• Team view: Team view displays the most competent developer of every file. If we are
looking to see who the most competent developer is in the current state of a file, the
information is likely the one who lately committed the most to the file in question.

• Affiliation views: In case of a collaboration project, it is useful if we are aware which unit
is the most competent in a software module. This is why it is advantageous to display
affiliation-focused diagrams. There is an individual and an accumulated affiliation view
for each file.

Case studies

The plugin was tested on multiple long-running open-source projects: Google Test, libgit2,
and LLVM-Clang. All of these projects are continuously developed with hundreds or even
thousands of commits a months, and their developer teams consist of large numbers of pro-
grammers from several different companies. CodeCompass was also one of the test projects,
since we thoroughly know its history and structure, and it facilitated the evaluation of the
results.

Table 1: Competence parser results.

Project All commits Parsed commits Exec. time Modified files Devs
CodeCompass 955 500 8m 31s 553 15

Google Test 3,913 500 26m 21s 151 63
libgit2 14,550 500 92m 41s 353 33

LLVM-Clang 425,138 500 15h 34m 1340 159

Tab. 1 shows the results of parsing of our test projects. All of their repositories contain
hundreds, thousands, or even hundreds of thousands of commits. In order to provide easily
comparable information, we parsed the latest few hundred commits of every project.

The workspace database provides a great deal of information about developers. Tab. 2 con-
tains the answers to the developer-related questions asked above. For the sake of secrecy, we
anonymized the actual usernames. In all test projects, less than a dozen developers can be
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Table 2: Developer data of the test projects.

Project >25 files
known

>50 files
known

Most
competent dev

Files known Most competent
company/team

CodeCompass 6 4 user1 399 Company1
Google Test 3 3 user2 87 N/A

libgit2 4 2 user3 200 N/A
LLVM-Clang 15 2 user4 107 Company4

named who are competent in larger parts of the code. This circumstance means increased risk
regarding the project’s future.

Tab. 2 shows the "most competent developer" in each software, while they are highly knowl-
edgeable and very important in the project, still has limited knowledge about the code. This can
be considered a normal situation, since we cannot expect, even from a lead developer, to know
everything about every component. The programmers with the highest amount of knowledge
supposedly know the entire project thoroughly, and they are aware of all the important devel-
oper decisions. We can also learn about the affiliations of the developers.
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Semantic Robustness Testing for Vision-Based Machine Learning
Components of Autonomous Cyber-Physical Systems

Attila Ficsor

Abstract: Autonomous cyber-physical systems often utilize vision-based machine learning
components. They are frequently part of a safety critical system, requiring special attention
during testing. However, testing these systems is an incredibly challenging task, as they need to
interact with an immensely complex and continuously changing environment. This makes sys-
tematic testing and other safety engineering best practices unfeasible. While some approaches
aim to test vision-based machine learning components, these cannot guarantee robustness.
In this paper I present a research roadmap of addressing this challenge by (1) proposing a
semantic-based robustness testing suite generation approach, (2) determining the minimum
level of detail necessary for testing in a simulator, and (3) finding the aspects of the simulation
affecting the results. I illustrate my proposed approach on an industrial case study.

Keywords: Computer vision, Automated test generation, Robustness testing

Problem and motivation

Testing of computer-vision solutions. Computer vision applications utilizing deep learning
algorithms and other artificial intelligence (AI) solutions are widely used in many domains,
including critical systems, such as autonomous vehicles and railway systems. However, the re-
liability and accuracy of AI-based solutions are significantly lower than expected: while SIL 4
level require at most 10−8 − 10−9 probability of failure in one hour (IEC 61508), current vision-
based AI applications have at most 99.8% accuracy for a single image in simplified environ-
ments1. Moreover, the currently used safety engineering best practices and test generation
approaches are not applicable to AI solutions directly. This necessitates the development of
new AI verification techniques.

Currently, the most widely accepted AI verification technique is testing. One way to test the
system is real-world testing. However, creating a large enough dataset is impractical or unfea-
sible in real-world applications. As reported in [2], testing self driving vehicles requires billions
of driven kilometers with 100 test cars, just to prove the system’s safety in a probabilistic way
(compared to human drivers). To make the testing process more scalable, the test cases must be
executed in a simulation environment. There are a number of photo-realistic simulators with
relatively good performance.

The goal of metamorphic testing approaches is to provide valid mutation transformations be-
tween input/expected output pairs [5, 6]. In general, those testing techniques aim to construct
various scenes with the same logic situation. Therefore, multiple test cases can be derived
from a single scene by applying transformation operations. Thus, the behavior of the AI can
be evaluated with the original and mutated scenes to compare their results: if the outcome is
different, then at least one issue is detected. It is important to note that metamorphic testing
approaches can detect issues without test oracles or formalized requirements in this way. If the ap-
proach aims to optimize getting the most challenging mutants to a given AI, then it is called
adversarial testing. There are multiple levels of metamorphic testing in the literature [5]:

1. First, several approaches insert visual glitches (e.g., pixel errors or noise) as mutation.
2. Next, several approaches (like [7, 8]) aim to add filters to images or video streams that

are semantically relevant to the given domain, e.g., filters imitating different weather
conditions (fog or rain), or lighting effects (lens flare) if the AI aims to operate outdoors.

1https://paperswithcode.com/sota/visual-question-answering-on-clevr
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3. More advanced approaches use domain-specific modifications on images, like recoloring
objects or inserting pictures to valid positions (e.g. images of planes to the sky).

4. And finally, in a simulation-based environment, the scene can be manipulated directly by
moving objects, changing the type of actors, or adding extra objects to the background. A
simple implementation of this principle on two actors is implemented in [9].

Semantic robustness testing. My proposed line of research aims to provide a testing suite
for the robustness testing of computer vision-based AI solutions. To test a computer vision
AI, we need realistic images depicting diverse situations. Without a systematic approach, we
cannot guarantee that the component is tested in all possible situations. But even covering all
logic situation does not provide a sufficient testing suite, as computer vision solutions can be
affected by changing a few pixels in an image. On one hand, adversarial machine learning can
find inputs that cause malfunction in a machine learning model, but these cannot guarantee
coverage of situations. On the other hand, systematic approaches can guarantee coverage by
some metric, but are lacking the ability to synthesize realistic images.

Adversarial testing usually involves modifying the pixels of an image directly, resulting
in new images, which are often indistinguishable from the original for humans. In contrast,
a semantic-based robustness testing suite could provide visually different, but semantically
equivalent images. Using a simulator, the properties of objects can be changed (e.g. texture, 3D
mesh resolution), static objects and dynamic agents can be moved around, or even new objects
can be placed, without changing the situation with respect to the requirements of the AI.

Semantic robustness of vision-based AIs can be defined as follows. If the AI is given two
inputs, which are semantically equivalent with regards to the requirements, it provides the same output.
While semantic adversarial attacks have been attempted by a few approaches, these only focus
on a small number of variables, and lack the guarantees provided by systematic approaches.
[10] tests object detection by simply varying the camera position whereas [11] tests complete
autonomous driving by changing only three parameters, two of which relate to the camera
placement. In summary, state-of-the-art testing techniques cannot evaluate the impact of mul-
tiple environmental parameters on the accuracy of the AI component.

Research Question How to evaluate the semantic robustness of vision-based machine learning com-
ponents of autonomous cyber-physical systems?

Challenges in realistic simulation. Achieving complete photorealism in a simulator is prac-
tically impossible, so we have to settle for a solution that yields results comparable to the real
thing. The simulation has a number of variables with multiple levels of detail, such as the
polygon-mesh resolution, or the texture of the models. Determining a level of detail necessary
for testing a computer vision solution is not straightforward, and may vary on a case-by-case.

Research Challenge 1. How to determine the minimum level of detail necessary for testing a com-
puter vision solution?

Changing the quality of the object we want the computer vision to recognize should affect
the performance of the AI. However, changing seemingly unrelated objects around the subject
or even the weather conditions may also have a negative effect, as it might see things that
are not there, or it might have learned to rely on environmental cues to recognize an object.
Removing these cues could unpredictably confuse the AI.

Research Challenge 2. What aspects of the simulation affect the performance of a computer vision
solution?
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Figure 1: High level conceptual components of the proposed solution

Proposed solution

In order to provide a testing workflow (see Figure 1) for computer vision solutions, I propose
an approach utilizing a simulator with realistic environment that can accurately represent a real
world location. This proposed solution is suitable for testing vision-based AI components. A
simple example for this is a number-plate recognition software.

Testing an AI solution requires Test data as the input, which is an image for computer vision
application. When the AI provides an output, we need to compare the actual result to the ex-
pected result. Applying a traditional testing approach would require a way to extract a ground
truth from the images to provide the expected result, but without additional information this
is impossible. Using this method, we also have no way to describe the input.

Adversarial testing mostly focuses mutating the test data, by introducing pixel-level pertur-
bations without any regard to the semantic meaning. This approach can identify behavioural
boundaries by checking changes in the output (without knowing the correct output).

In contrast, I introduce a systematic solution for synthesizing the test data, with additional
information provided in steps prior to creating an actual image. This way we can identify
behavioural boundaries by mutating either the semantic information, or the representational
information. The process starts with creating semantic information, which describes scenarios
using domain-specific models. This allows us to use an automatic model generator [4].

Example: In our running example of number plate recognition, the semantic information is the
positional relation of the camera, the vehicle with the number-plate, objects around the vehicle, and
the number plate placed on the vehicle. This step is called Environment configuration in Figure 2.

The next step is creating Representational information in the form of a three dimensional sim-
ulation environment. This is built on a base environment which we need to create before-
hand. Here we can choose the level of detail to include in the model, such as the texture or the
polygon-mesh of the models. Semantic information is also extracted from the situations.

The third extra step is Test data sampling, which includes running the simulation with the
defined 3D environment, and extracting images using virtual cameras.

Figure 2: Running example illustrated
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(a) Buildings from
Google Earth

(b) Buildings from
OpenStreetMap

(c) Sunny weather,
no obstruction

(d) Rainy weather,
with pedestrian

Figure 3: Simulation with various levels of detail, weather conditions and obstructions

Example: In the number-plate recognition example I created a 3D model of an existing intersection
in Budapest. I chose two different levels of detail for the building, which can be seen in 3a and
3b. One uses 3D models from Google Earth, while the other, less detailed version uses 3D models
based on OpenStreetMap data without any texture. I created a map in CARLA [1] using these
models and the map data exported from OpenStreetMap. The semantic information is determined
by the field of vision of the camera according to the relative positions of objects.

For testing the number-plate recognition software, we need images of vehicles with visible
number-plate. To get these, virtual cameras are placed observing the road, while vehicles are driv-
ing around (using SUMO [3]). The positions of the camera and surrounding objects can be fixed or
determined by the semantic and representational information.

With these extra steps the testing is performed not on the input data directly, but on the
combination of the semantic and representational information. After validating, that the gen-
erated images result in similar accuracy as real images, I plan to use this method to generate a
testing suite. Then, I will measure the accuracy of vision based AIs on the generated dataset,
do determine their semantic robustness.
Acknowledgements This research was partially funded by the EC and NKFIH through the Arrowhead Tools project
(EU grant No. 826452, NKFIH grant 2019-2.1.3-NEMZ ECSEL-2019-00003)
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Toolchain for the Construction of Realistic Simulated Urban
Environments

Pintér Balázs and Attila Ficsor

Abstract: Testing safety-critical autonomous vehicles (cars, trains, or trams) is an incredibly
challenging task: those systems need to interact with an immensely complex and continu-
ously changing environment, making systematic testing unfeasible. Moreover, physical test
drives are highly costly, making simulator-based testing a favorable alternative. However, syn-
thetic simulations may fail to provide realistic sensor input, thus hindering the effectiveness
of the testing process. This paper proposes a toolchain for the semi-automated construction
of realistic road networks using real-world maps. Therefore, better quality simulations can be
implemented with higher productivity.

Keywords: simulation, realistic, ADAS, urban environment, analysis

Introduction

The promise of novel artificial intelligence and especially deep learning-based advanced
driver-assistance systems (ADAS) is the increase of safety on our roads. Cameras and radar/l-
idar sensors observe the environment and collect information that is processed by computer
vision and other sensor fusion applications. Based on the gained information these systems
can send warning or even actuating signals. As we rely more and more on these ADAS tech-
nologies, ensuring their correct behavior is gaining even more importance. Various analysis
techniques exist to verify the behavior of ADAS technologies. However, many of them re-
quires that complex, realistic inputs have to be provided for the sensors: collecting sensory
data from physical environments yields realistic data, but it is a tedious and expensive task. In
addition, there might be a need to have data from dangerous situations, that is not feasible to
collect from real, physical environments. On the other hand, simulators can serve as an alter-
native for sensory data generation without the risk of serious consequences of accidents and
other damages.

Providing realistic environments for testing ADAS in simulators is a challenging but critical
task. Manually constructing maps and the urban infrastructure is time-consuming. Artificially
generating a road layout, and adding a basic environment around it can also be useful, but this
approach might not generate realistically distributed lanes, curves, or junctions, hence during
the test some faults might not occur, while others can be overrepresented.

Our objective was to find a scalable way to create a realistic simulator environment, with
little manual effort, as we have not found any established method to do this. Based on the
publicly available data of large cities, the urban environment can be virtually constructed. This
approach automates the most time-consuming part of the map development: modeling of 3D
buildings and roads, and can give realistic results, as it is based on the real world. The results
can then be used in various techniques such as testing or training ADAS technologies.

Overview of the approach

With the presented tools and technologies it is possible to create an accurate representation
of a real world location, suitable for testing ADAS or autonomous vehicle software in a sim-
ulation environment. Our approach automated many time-consuming parts of the traditional
virtual environment construction. Using public data instead of building the environment from
scratch makes the environment building process much faster.
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First, we extract the road geometry and the 3D environment from publicly available data
sources. In the configuration step, we can fine-tune the different parts of the environment: road
network configurations or the editing of the 3D environment can be done in this step, manually.
After the environment is constructed, we can export the environment into a standardized form,
this way the widely used tools and simulators can work with developed environment.

Figure 1: Simulator environment development workflow

Data source

Road Geometry The road geometry can be extracted from publicly available data sources
(OpenStreetMap), then the map can be converted to the desired standard format (OpenDRIVE),
which is widely supported by current test scenario generator and simulator tools.

Building polygons and textures There are multiple ways to acquire 3D models of real word
buildings. They can be extracted from public databases, with additional software. It results in
a triangle mesh file, which can be modified with any 3D modeling software.

From a public database (OpenStreetMap) we can extract the ground layout and the height
of the buildings. This results in buildings with basic geometry, without any texture. Textures
can be added manually, either using simple texture of materials, or real images.

3D buildings from Google Maps can also be extracted1. In the 3D model extracted from
Google Maps the buildings are geometrically accurate, they also have realistic texture.

Configuration

Road network The map file has to be imported to the environment building software (Road-
Runner), as it serves as the base of the environment, the spatial objects are adjusted to the map.
The original OpenDRIVE map is sometimes adequate, but as Figure 2 shows, the file generated
from the data source is not always complete: sometimes lanes and junction paths are missing
and the road annotations and properties are not always correct. Fortunately, these are easy to
fix and modify with the environment building software.

3D environment The extracted 3D models of the buildings are not always ready to be used
directly in the environment building software. Usually, small modifications are needed in the
3D model, to get reusable photorealistic 3D components for the simulation environment, this
can be done with a 3D computer graphics software. The importing method results in one
comprehensive 3D model, containing everything, even the streets (and for the Google Maps

1Tool and description: https://github.com/eliemichel/MapsModelsImporter
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approach, the vegetation or street objects), hence the buildings should be separated and the
redundant elements must be pruned away. For the OpenStreetMap approach, we need to add
texture to the walls, to reach realistic outlook.

Advanced map and environment editing software are suitable for building complex envi-
ronment above the map layer, including road materials, buildings, vegetation, traffic signs and
other static objects. To make the scenes realistic in the simulation these objects are important,
there are a lot of common assets already available in their asset library. In addition, everyone
can make new assets or customize the existing ones, even importing new 3D objects or pictures
is possible.

During the construction of the environment, we can label the objects with their type, this
way it is possible to retrieve the semantic or instance segmentation data during the simula-
tion, among the visual camera, depth map or other sensors. Our environment building process
results in a realistic urban environment, which can be used for training or testing ADAS tech-
nologies or their components, in a simulated environment. For this purpose the input of the
tested component (e.g. camera footage) and the ground truth (e.g. semantic segmentation) are
also accessible, thanks to the our environment building process and the simulator.

The workflow results in the virtual representation of the original location, which can be used
in the simulator. The environment is recognizable to human eyes, despite the sometimes lower
quality texture. We evaluated some preliminary measurements on pre-trained object detection
models, which shows promising results (up to 90% accuracy), but precise evaluation needs
further investigation.

Implementation

OpenStreetMap OpenStreetMap is an open source world map. OpenStreetMap contains de-
tailed information about roads, it serves as a suitable starting point (even though due to the
crowdsourcing data collection, it may contain some incorrectness). OpenStreetMap also con-
tains simple 3D models of the buildings, which is useful for the environment building.

OpenDRIVE OpenDRIVE2 is a widely used road network description standard, it describes
the structure of the roads in XML syntax. The standard can describe roads, lanes, junctions,
traffic signs, traffic lights, railways, switches, and many more. The standard can describe the
road-related logic of the traffic, as the geometry of the road, signals, speed restriction, traffic
lights, and other features implicate the traffic rules. It is supported (at least partially) by the
tools we are working with: Roadrunner, Scenic, CARLA[1].

(a) Data source (b) Generated road geometry (c) Fine tuned map

Figure 2: Map transformation steps

2https://www.asam.net/standards/detail/opendrive/
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Developing maps: RoadRunner RoadRunner3 is a road and environment design software by
VectorZero, with powerful building and editing toolset, widely supported import and export
formats and many flexible and good customizable assets. RoadRunner provides OpenDRIVE
editing tools. Other road related properties and appearance can be configured in this software,
for example the road surface, lane markings or speed limits are easily adjustable.

Unreal Editor 4 For executing the test scenarios, we chose the open-source CARLA simula-
tor. CARLA simulator runs on Unreal Engine 4, and its editor Unreal Editor 4 provides rich
functionality to manipulate the visual appearance and infrastructure (but not the OpenDRIVE
map). Manually transforming the 3D objects, adding or removing street objects, vegetation is
possible here.

For the 3D models we tried both the OpenStreetMap 3D buildings and the 3D view exported
from Google Maps. These are shown in Figure 3, along with an image taken directly in Google
Maps. Both approaches required manual modification of the 3D models. All vegetation was
placed manually in Unreal Editor, using the variety of plants in the extensive blueprint library.
The model from Google Maps contained some trees, but had too low resolution to be used. We
used Blender to cut out these parts of the model, but we could still use the original version as
a reference while placing the new, higher quality tree models.

Roadrunner and Unreal Editor allow us to label the objects, also every asset in their asset
library has a type, accordingly, the simulator can provide semantic segmentation, and instance
segmentation. CARLA’s built-in semantic segmentation sensor encodes the type of an object
in RGB values. Semantic segmentation images can give the ground truth for object detection,
classification, or other similar tasks, but this is not always enough. The instance segmentation
sensor encodes the type and the object’s unique ID, this way we can make difference between
the overlapping objects of the same type in the instance segmentation image.

(a) Original Google Maps (b) OpenStreetMap approach (c) Google Maps approach

Figure 3: 3D building comparison

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed an approach with the necessary tools to support the efficient
creation of real-world locations as virtual environments for simulators. We implemented a
prototype of the toolchain and identified the steps that need manual fine tuning/configuration.
The output of the toolchain provides realistic inputs for test scenario generation (which relies
mostly on map-topology) and for the virtual sensors in the simulator.

3https://www.mathworks.com/products/roadrunner.html
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Operations on Signed Distance Function Estimates
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Abstract: Signed distance functions (SDF) are versatile shape representations and challenging
to realize as Lipschitz division and minimum/maximum constructive solid geometry (CSG)
operations do not generally yield an exact distance representation. On the other hand, signed
distance lower bounds are convenient for modeling as they are closed under the above opera-
tions, yet the sphere tracing algorithm may not converge for the resulting distance estimate.

In this paper, we first show that, under certain conditions, the CSG operations are closed
under sphere tracing convergence; that is, if the algorithm converges on the primitives, it will
converge on any CSG tree assembled from them. Second, we quantify the precision loss for
each operation and region of space through the notion of set-contact smoothness, a generalized
angle of intersection of surfaces.

Keywords: Computer graphics, Signed distance function, Distance estimate, Sphere Tracing

Introduction

This paper presents a general theoretical framework to investigate the quantitative aspects
of bounding distance functions. Our theorems can be applied in an arbitrary geometrical
context, e.g., for objects with or without volumes, implicit curves, non-differentiable or non-
manifold surfaces, fractals, and any combination of these in a CSG tree [1]. We identify a
subset of Hart’s signed distance lower bounds [2] called signed distance function estimates
(SDFE) and show that sphere tracing retains convergence under set-theoretic union and inter-
section operations, a result for which a general derivation has not yet been presented. This
paper builds upon the theoretical results of Luo et al. [3], Bálint et al.[4], and Valasek et al. [5].

Preliminaries

The §r(p) :=
{
x ∈ IR3|d(x,p) < r

}
open set is the r > 0 neighborhood of a p ∈ IR3 point.

For any D ⊂ IR3 the radius r ≥ 0 closed offset set from D is defined as Kr(D) := {x ∈ IR3|
d(x, D) ≤ r}. Similarly, the interior of Kr(D) is denoted as §r(D) := intKr(D). Offsetting is
additive §r1

(
§r2(D)

)
= §r1+r2(D) (r1, r2 > 0) due to the theorem from [4].

Let us consider implicit surfaces {f = 0} := {x ∈ IR3 |f(x) = 0} defined by an f : IR3 → IR
implicit function. Intersection with a s(t) = p + t · v ∈ IR3 ray (v,p ∈ IR3, ‖v‖ = 1) equals
to finding the smallest positive root of f(s(t)) = 0. Let us define the distance operator D :

P(IR3) \ {∅} → C(IR3, [0,+∞)) as DA(p) := d(p, A) := infa∈A ‖p− a‖2 (∅ 6= A ⊂ IR3,p ∈ IR3),
where C(IR3, [0,+∞)) denotes the set of continuous functions from IR3 to [0,+∞), and P(IR3)
is the power set of IR3. Luo et al. investigate the singed distance operator in more detail in their
recent paper [3]. We call an f : IR3 → IR function a distance function (DF) if f = D{f=0}.

For any p ∈ IR3 point, the surface is at least f(p) distance away, meaning that a distance-
sized step along the ray will not overstep a solution of f(s(t)) = 0. This results in the sphere
tracing algorithm [2] that converges quickly on such implicit distance representations.

Signed distance functions (SDF) define "inside" {f < 0} := {x ∈ IR3|f(x) < 0}, and "outside"
{f > 0} := {x ∈ IR3|f(x) > 0} regions of space that allow boolean operations. For example,
IR3 3 p 7→ ‖p‖2 − 1 ∈ [−1,+∞) is a signed distance function of the closed unit sphere. In
general, any continuous function f : IR3 → IR is an SDF if |f | is a distance function. Continuity
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is required to ensure that the SDFs are Bolzano functions, i.e. the signs do not change without
crossing the surface. However, this does not imply that the signs have to change at {f = 0},
so distance functions are SDFs without interior ({f < 0} = ∅). Moreover, the definition implies
that {f = 0} 6= ∅. Mathematically, the exact distance representations are important, and there
are extensive studies that investigate signed distance functions [4], boundary projections [5], or
both [3]. Practically, however, exact SDFs are infeasible for anything but the most trivial scenes.

Signed Distance Lower Bounds

A common way of obtaining a distance estimate from an implicit function is to divide it by
one of its Lipschitz constants. We can generalize this to functions that are not Lipschitz contin-
uous by using a more general quantity than the Lipschitz constants. To identify the necessary
properties of this quantity, we derive an alternative definition to Hart’s signed distance lower
bounds from [2]. First, we define the set of Lipschitz constants for any f : IR3 → IR function as

Lip f :=
{
L > 0 | ∀x,y ∈ IR3 :

∣∣f(x)− f(y)
∣∣ ≤ L · ‖x− y‖2

}
. (1)

Note that smallest Lipschitz constant of an SDF is 1, that is inf Lip f = min Lip f = 1.

Definition 1 (Closer factor). For any f : IR3 → IR function, we define the set of closer factors as

C f :=
{
Q > 0 | |f | ≤ Q ·D{f=0}

}
⊂ (0,∞)

We interpret the above less-than sign element-wise. This means that the C f is the set of
positive numbers that scale the true distance function such that it is still larger than |f | at every
point. C f can be derived from the Lipschitz constant definition by restricting y in Equation
1 such that y ∈ {f = 0}. Note that the Lipschitz continuity (Lip f 6= ∅) is a much stronger
requirement than having a non-empty closer factor set, i.e. C f 6= ∅.

Then, we can define signed distance lower bounds consistently with Hart [2] if f : IR3 → IR
is such that 1 ∈ C f and sgn ◦f ∈ C({f 6= 0}). The original definition only had the 1 ∈ C f
condition, which ensures that f is a lower bound to the actual distance. We also stipulate that
sgn ◦f ∈ C({f 6= 0}), so that the resulting function only changes sign on the surface. Hence, this
condition guarantees inside {sgn ◦f = −1} and outside {sgn ◦f = 1} makes sense in relation
to the surface without restricting its geometry. As Hart noted in [2], we can generate a signed
distance lower bound by dividing any Lipschitz continuous function with any of its Lipschitz
constants. The same holds for closer factors, but the function need not be Lipschitz continuous.

Signed Distance Function Estimate

This section introduces SDFEs, a set of signed distance bounds that possess convergence
guarantees for algorithms such as sphere tracing by bounding their worst case slowdown. To
quantify this, let us define

Definition 2 (Farther factors). For any f : IR3 → IR, let the set of farther factors be

F f :=
{
q > 0 | |f | ≥ q ·D{f=0}

}
⊂ (0,+∞) .

This means that f is increasing at least q times more further away from the surface than
the distance does. The F f set is unrelated to Lipschitz continuity as it bounds the argument
function from below with the actual distance.
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Figure 1: Left: SDFE obtained through min and max set operations via transformations of a
half-plane(line) and a circle primitive. The ratio of the SDFE (left) and the exact SDF (middle)
is displayed on the right and it shows that the minimum precision of the final SDFE is about 0.2.

Definition 3 (SDFE). The function f : IR3 → IR is a signed distance function estimate if F f 6= ∅,
1 ∈ C f , and sgn ◦f ∈ C({f 6= 0})

Note that SDFs are SDFEs as well, since {1} = F f∩C f = (0, 1]∩[1,∞). We call any q ∈ F f a
precision of f since 0 < q ≤ 1 quantifies the difference between an exact SDF and our estimate
as demonstrated by Figure 1. Precision is also the maximum slowdown of sphere tracing.

Set-operations

Let f and g denote SDFEs with precisions qf ∈ F f and qg ∈ F g. Let us employ the notational
shorthands f−0 := {f ≤ 0} and f− := {f < 0}. The f+0 and f+ symbols are analogous.

The most important theorem in the field comes from [2] that states how set-operations can
be applied to SDFs. Adapting our notation, Hart’s theorem states that if f, g : IR3 → IR are such
that 1 ∈ C f and 1 ∈ C g, then 1 ∈ Cmin(f, g) and 1 ∈ Cmax(f, g), and therefore:

Union: h = min(f, g) is a signed distance lower bound of the f−0 ∪ g
−
0 object.

Intersection: h = max(f, g) is a signed distance lower bound of f−0 ∩ g
−
0 .

Difference: h = max(f,−g) is a signed distance lower bound of f−0 \ g
−
0 .

Despite the practical robustness, Hart’s set theorems do not guarantee sphere tracing conver-
gence, for example, the lower distance bound set may be empty. Figure 1 demonstrates how
precision drops as the result of the above set operations. Since Hart has proved that h is a
signed distance lower bound, we have to show that F h 6= ∅.

Set-Contact Smoothness

Our goal is to estimate the precision of the resulting h = max(f, g) function close to the
exterior of the surface {h = 0} without any geometric assumptions. However, the geometry of
the intersection plays a vital role in the resulting precision.

We define the set-contact smoothness modulus as a function for F,G ⊂ IR3 sets as

σF,G(δ) := min

(
δ, d
(
F \ § δ

2
(F ∩G), G \ § δ

2
(F ∩G)

))
(δ ≥ 0) .
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For example, if F and G are two perpendicular intersecting lines, σF,G(δ) =
√
2
2 δ. In general,

σF,G quantifies how smoothly F and G melds on various scales.

Proposition 1 (Properties). Let F,G ⊂ IR3, then (i) σF,G(0) = 0, (ii) σF,G is a monotonically increas-
ing function, (iii) σF,G(δ) ≤ δ, (iv) If F and G are closed sets, then ∀δ > 0 σF,G(δ) 6= 0.

When one of the sets are not connected, the function σ∗F,G(δ) := d
(
F \ δ

2
G, G \ δ

2
F
)

(δ ≥ 0)

can have a discontinuity and retain a higher value until §δ(F ∩G) reaches the next component.
Therefore, the min(δ, ·) is used in the equation allows the definition to make sense when σ∗F,G
is infinite, and it ensures that properties (i) through (iv) hold.

Results

The following theorem gives an almost global bound on the precision of the resulting SDFE.
It proves that sphere tracing converges on SDFEs and their set-theoretic combinations.

Theorem 1 (Set operations). Suppose that f and g : IR3 → IR are SDFEs, and let 0 < δ ≤ diam{f =
0}. Then, the following set-operations produce an SDFE with the function

Union h = min(f, g) for the f−0 ∪ g
−
0 set if f+0 is bounded

Intersection h = max(f, g) for the f−0 ∩ g
−
0 set if f−0 is bounded

Difference h = max(f,−g) for the f−0 \ g
−
0 set if f−0 is bounded

with the precision
1

4

σ{f=0},{g=0}(δ)

diam{f = 0}
·min(qf , qg) ∈ F h|IR3\§δ({h=0}) (2)

Where diam{f = 0} is the diameter the argument sets meaning that we must assume that
it is bounded. The above theorem implies sphere tracing convergence on the result for the
union, intersection, and difference operations. In practice, the convergence speed of the sphere
tracing algorithm depends on the δ ’near-threshold’ distance, on the diameter of the smaller
object diam f−0 , and its SDFE bound Kf . The δ appears in sphere tracing implementations as a
small distance threshold under which the computation is terminated. This way, sphere tracing
stops when the surface is sufficiently approximated, i.e. the error is smaller than a pixel.

Conclusion

We introduced a subset of signed distance lower bound functions called signed distance
function estimates (SDFE) that have provable precision characteristics. These functions only
pose constraints on the mapping and not on the represented geometry. We showed that sphere
tracing retains convergence on SDFEs under set-theoretic operations. In particular, most so-
called distance estimates used by the industry and online coding communities such as ShaderToy
are SDFEs; thus the convergence guarantees derived here also hold for those constructs.

These findings suggest that sphere tracing CSG trees composed of SDFEs may be optimized
by reordering set-theoretic operations. This is subject to further research in conjunction with
extending our analysis to various blending operations.
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Overlaying control flow graphs on P4 syntax trees with Gremlin

Dániel Lukács and Máté Tejfel

Abstract: Our overall research aim is to statically derive execution cost and other metrics from
program code written in the P4 programming language [7]. For this purpose, we extract a
detailed control flow graph (CFG) from the code, and then turn this into a full, formal model
of execution, to extract properties – such as execution cost – from the model [2]. P4 has several
features beneficial to program analysis, e.g. the small state space and the lack of loop constructs,
function stacks, and exceptions. While CFG extraction and analysis are well researched areas,
details are dependent on code representation and therefore application of textbook algorithms
(often defined over unstructured code listings) is often non-trivial. Our aim is to present an
algorithm for CFG extraction over P4 abstract syntax trees (AST). During the extraction we
create direct links from the CFG to the P4 AST: this way we can access all information in the P4
AST during CFG traversal. We call these overlay graphs deep CFGs. We are utilizing a graph
query language to take advantage of graph databases (GDB), but also for compactness and to
enable formal proofs of algorithm correctness. We plan to publish both the algorithm and the
correctness proof in the full paper.

Keywords: control flow graph, static analysis, P4, Gremlin, graph database, proof of correctness

Introduction

Our long-term research goal is to develop an adaptable, scalable, and efficient static cost
analysis tool for programs (network functions, NF) written in the P4 programming language.
Such a tool – that can estimate performance, energy needs, and other metrics of a P4 NF auto-
matically and without actually executing the program code – has several industrial use cases.
For example, network engineers can get quick feedback about the efficiency of the protocols
they are developing without time-consuming and possibly expensive deployment on real hard-
ware in a real network. Another example is that runtimes generated by compilers can be bench-
marked against theoretical optima posed by the cost analysis tool.

In our previous work [2], we discussed an approach focusing on semantics, that is based
on enumerating all possible execution paths in the control flow graph (CFG) of a P4 program
to produce the average (or minimum or maximum) cost for that NF. Cost analysis requires a
representation where implementation-dependent information (such as the CFGs of the imple-
mentation, or their manually prepared concrete cost formulas) can be easily inserted. CFGs
turned out to be such representations. This previous work focused on the surface structure of
P4 NF programs, and only addressed deep semantics (i.e. program state and its modifications)
to the extent it was needed to prepare its inclusion later. Currently, we see a possibility of using
model checking methods (e.g. those described in the monograph of Christel et. al. [11]) to han-
dle deep semantics: these approaches can be adapted for cost analysis, have a close connection
with CFGs, and the literature suggests that they can be also adapted to hardware implementa-
tion models.

In this work, we present a formally provable approach to intraprocedural CFG extraction
from abstract syntax trees (ASTs), formalised as a Gremlin query.

Problem domain

Our goal in this paper is to develop a CFG representation that is also capable of meaning-
fully representing program data and instructions over this data. We will refer to CFGs that
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explicitly represent deep semantics beyond control flow as deep CFGs. The idea we discuss
here to realise deep CFGs is easy to understand: instead of designing a new representation
from scratch, we exploit the fact that the AST already has every information about data and
instructions, and so all we have to do is to establish the links between the corresponding nodes
in the AST and the CFG. Thus, when we traverse the CFG during code or model generation,
any further information about the current program point is just one link away, in the form of
an AST subtree. Moreover, if the AST is stored in a way that it includes the results of further
semantic analyses as well, then we can directly access this information during code or model
generation as well.

1 control ingress(inout headers hdr,
2 [...]) {
3 table bd {[...]}
4 table ipv4_fib {[...]}
5 table ipv4_fib_lpm {[...]}
6 table nexthop {[...]}
7 table port_mapping {[...]}
8 [...]
9 apply {

10 if (hdr.ipv4.isValid()) {
11 port_mapping.apply();
12 bd.apply();
13 if ([...]) {
14 ipv4_fib_lpm.apply();
15 } else {}
16 nexthop.apply();
17 } else {}
18 }
19 }

d

b1

c1

b2

s1 s2 c2 s4

b3

s3 b4

b'1

c'1

b'2 b'3s'1 s'2 c'2

s'3 b'4

s'4

Figure 1: Source code, AST, and CFG of a control declaration

An example is depicted by Figure 1. One the left, there is a simplified excerpt from
basic_routing-bmv2.p4, a P4 router used in the testing of P4C [15]. This code describes
a control declaration named ingress. It declares a few match-action tables (their external
definition is linked at compile-time), and then it specifies the actual control flow determining
the (conditional) invocation of these tables. In the middle is the corresponding AST with d,b,c,s
denoting control declaration, block, conditional, and statement nodes respectively. (We do not
analyse control flow inside expressions.) On the right is the corresponding CFG with matching
node names. The thin lines are the association edges between AST nodes and CFG nodes.

For practical reasons explained in our earlier work [3], we host the P4 ASTs in a graph
database (GDB), and we intend to produce our deep CFGs in the same graph. Then, our second
aim is to address the problem of implementing a deep CFG algorithm in the form of a Gremlin
query. By doing so, we can leverage built-in optimisations in Gremlin-compatible GDBs, such
as parallelisation and bulking (see Rodriguez [1]). Gremlin is a domain-specific language
with somewhat unusual syntax and semantics, and one of the more interesting challenges we
faced was translating ideas in conventional CFG algorithms to Gremlin. We also hope that
this discussion will be helpful for all future Gremlin programmers aiming to implement other
non-trivial algorithms in Gremlin.
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Solution for CFG extraction

Having a graph query notation with high-level semantics simplifies both the algorithm and
the proof text. Gremlin is the programming language of a (Γ, T,Ψ) graph traversal machine
(GTM) with a Γ global memory consisting of a graph, a heap, a key-value-store, and some other
stores, a T set of traversers (local states of multiple traversals), and a Ψ traversal program. The
Gremlin white paper [1] only provides an informal description of the semantics: we plan to
formalise this as big-step semantics rules in the full paper. The basic idea of our CFG extraction
algorithm is that we process the AST in bottom-up direction, and transform each block node
and conditional nodes separately to a sub-CFG, and link their entry and exit points together.
We plan to present the complete algorithm in the full paper, and include here an illustrative
excerpt.

Ψcfg = σV (decl) 7→ σeff(σeff(Ψclear(r)) 7→ σeff(Ψentry) 7→ σeff(Ψbody) 7→ σout(exit)

7→ σas(x) 7→ σflatMap(σcap(r) 7→ σunfold) 7→ σaddE(x, flow))
(1)

Equation 1 depicts the top-level formal definition of our traversal algorithm in Gremlin. σ de-
notes steps in the Gremlin language, Ψ denotes our custom traversals, and we use 7→ to denote
reverse function composition. σeff abbreviates the σsideEffect step in Gremlin that maps a traver-
sal over T without overwriting T . Traversal Ψcfg loads into T the AST nodes corresponding
to a P4 control declarations and then performs the following steps for each: 1. It allocates in
Γ a global register r to store the return points of subsequent AST nodes; 2. Then, it invokes
traversals Ψentry and Ψnode to process the entry point and blocks inside the declaration body
and storing return points into r; 3. It loads into T the exit point to and assigns it in Γ to the
name x; 4. It loads the nodes of r into T , and creates flow edges from each of these to x.

Proof idea

As that the algorithm is in the form h ◦ g ◦ f (where ◦ denotes ordinary function composi-
tion), and Gremlin has a simple state space and semantics, we can use the traditional approach
to prove program correctness. Let pre-condition P be that the graph is a proper AST, and post-
condition Q be that the output is a correct CFG. To prove {P}h ◦ g ◦ f{Q}, we show {P}f{Qf}
∧ {Qf}g{Qg} ∧ {Qg}h{Q} for some Qf , Qg intermediate conditions regarding the current state
of the GTM (heap, names, graph, etc.).

In the full paper, we intend to show that it is possible to formally derive the correctness
proof of the complete algorithm by hand on just a few pages. The alternative – proving a less
abstract, less compact executable representation (such as direct Java code) with the same level
of formality – would likely require machine assistance, unlikely to fit into a research paper.

Related work

Many P4 analysis and verification frameworks are using CFGs as a base representation.
For example, Dumitrescu et. al. [13] introduced Bf4, a program verification tool for P4 net-
work functions, that rely on a preceding instrumentation step to annotate bug nodes in the CFG,
and then perform program slicing (using SSA and various dependency analyses) to compute
reachability of the bug nodes using an SMT solver. They do not discuss their internal CFG
representation, but they do tell that they realised the tool as a P4C backend, and the size of the
implementation is around 25000 lines of C++ code (not counting the P4C infrastructure).

For conciseness, we omit individually referring the standard textbooks concerning CFGs
over low-level code. In our work, we extract CFGs from a structured AST, not from unstruc-
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tured code (with features such as gotos, no nesting, etc.). This is also the approach of Söder-
berg et. al. [12], who – analysing Java – recognise that by superimposing the CFG on the AST,
"high-level abstractions are not compiled away during the translation to intermediate code".
The authors utilise elegant reference attribute grammars for control flow and data flow analy-
sis. Amighi et. al. [5] solves the more difficult problem of producing CFGs that make exception
flows and stacks explicit in Java bytecode CFGs. They prove that the extraction is correct by
establishing the existence of a simulation relation between states induced by the bytecode in-
structions and states induced by the extracted CFG.

Conclusion

In this short paper, we expressed two objectives: on one hand, we intend to improve upon
existing high-level CFG implementations and create detailed CFGs for P4 as an overlay on the
P4 AST to provide direct access to facts in the AST, and on the other hand we would like to
take advantage of GDBs for storing large attribute graphs. As a solution, we introduced the
schematics of a simple, graph query-based algorithm for extracting CFGs from P4 ASTs. We
represented the CFG extraction as a graph query, and relied on this formalism to propose an
approach for proving its correctness. In future work, we plan to use the CFG extraction as the
major part of a larger P4 model extraction algorithm we will use for cost analysis.
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Towards Abstraction-based Probabilistic Program Analysis

Dániel Szekeres and István Majzik

Abstract: Probabilistic programs with both probabilistic and non-deterministic choices are use-
ful for creating reliability models of complex safety-critical systems that interact with humans
or external systems. Such models are often quite complex, so their analysis can be hindered
by state-space explosion, which is typically dealt with by applying abstraction. We present
improvements for an abstraction-refinement scheme for the analysis of probabilistic programs:
we aim to improve the scalability of the scheme by adapting modern techniques from qualita-
tive software model checking, and make the analysis result more reliable using better conver-
gence checks. We implemented and evaluated the improvements in our Theta model checking
framework.

Keywords: Abstraction, Refinement, Markov Decision Process, Stochastic Game, Probabilistic Systems

Introduction

Probabilistic programs are models specified with a software code syntax, extended with
special statements that sample values from probability distribution. Their similarity to pro-
gram source code makes them easy to use to describe complex probabilistic systems, especially
for engineers already familiar with programming. Probabilistic programs are able to describe
both probabilistic and proper non-deterministic behavior, which is useful for creating models
for reliability analysis of complex safety-critical systems that interact with humans or external
systems with unknown behavior. The analysis of such models is often hindered by state-space
explosion, and abstraction is a widespread approach to deal with this problem. We present
improvements for an established abstraction-refinement scheme to perform the analysis. Our
contributions are two-fold: we (1) improved the scalability of the scheme by adapting modern
techniques from qualitative software model checking, and (2) tackled the problem of conver-
gence checking for the abstract model using bounded value iteration. We implemented these
as a probabilistic extension of our Theta model checking framework, and evaluated their per-
formance.

Preliminaries

For the scope of this paper, a probabilistic program means a model specified using a software
source code syntax, extended with special assignment statements that sample from a finite
discrete distribution. Such models exhibit both probabilistic behavior (through the sampling
statements) and proper non-deterministic choices (through reading non-deterministic input).

We analyze probabilistic programs by first transforming them to probabilistic control flow au-
tomata (PCFA), the non-probabilistic version of which is a commonly used formalism in clas-
sical software model checking. The edges of a PCFA are associated with program statements
that act on the program variables.

Unfolding the state space of a PCFA results in a Markov decision process (MDP). An exam-
ple can be seen in Figure 1. This state space can often be intractably large, or even infinite, even
for short probabilistic programs. This problem is referred to as state space explosion. The ap-
proach of abstraction has been successfully used in model checking to combat state space explo-
sion, with algorithms that can make the verification of increasingly complex systems tractable.
Predicate abstraction is a commonly used form of abstraction, which groups states together based
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Predicate abstraction game for the predicates {x<3, y<=x}Example Probabilistic Program MDP semantics of the program
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main() { 
  int x, y; 
  x = 0; 
  y = 0; 
  while(y <= x) { 
    // biased coin toss:  
    // 60% chance to return 1, 40% to return 0; 
    // the result is added to x. 
    x = x + coin(0.6); 

    if(x > 1) { 
      // y is assigned to an unknown integer; 
      // this is called "havoc" 
      // in software model checking 
      y = *; 
    } 
  } 
  assert(!(x<3)); 
} 

Figure 1: Example for abstracting probabilistic programs

on the truth values of a set of predicates - Boolean expressions over the program variables. The
resulting abstract model can be computed using SAT solvers.

[3] introduced an abstraction-refinement framework for probabilistic programs based on
stochastic games. The abstraction introduces non-determinism that is handled separately from
the non-deterministic choices originally present in the concrete system. This leads to the an-
alyzed model being a stochastic game played by the player responsible for the original non-
determinism and the one responsible for resolving the abstraction choices. See Figure 1 for an
example game. By choosing which side the abstraction takes, a lower and an upper bound can
be computed for the property.

Adapting modern techniques of software model checking

We adapted novel techniques of software model checking to work with the probabilistic
abstraction-refinement approach [3] in order to improve its scalability and implemented them
in Theta [2].

• Cartesian abstraction [4], a form of predicate abstraction, checks the implication of each
predicate separately, instead of exactly computing the next states when exploring the
abstract model. This makes the computation faster and the abstract state space smaller,
but also less precise.

• Explicit abstraction [1] means tracking the exact value of a subset of the program variables
instead of the truth of predicates. This can often lead to fewer refinement iterations.

• Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) solvers [10] is more efficient and is applicable to more
general domains than the bitwise SAT formulation originally used in [3].

• Large-block encoding (LBE) [5] (opposed to single-block encoding (SBE)) associates multi-
ple statements with each edge of the CFA, resulting in smaller state space for the (abstract)
model, fewer SMT solver calls, and potentially more precise abstraction.

The soundness of using Cartesian abstraction or limited enumeration explicit abstraction,
both of which use non-exact successor computation, can be mathematically proven using the
stochastic game simulation relation and the corresponding theorem from [11].
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Convergence criterion with optimality guarantees

There are several algorithms to compute optimal strategies for stochastic games. Value it-
eration (VI) is the most used one in practice: it iteratively finds how valuable each state is. VI
scales much better in practice than the other options, but being an iterative approximation pro-
cedure, it needs a stopping criterion. The most common approach is to stop when the latest
change in the value approximation was small enough. However, this criterion does not come
with any guarantees. See [7, 8] for example MDPs (which are special cases of stochastic games)
where the classical convergence check of value iteration can lead to arbitrarily erratic value
estimations.

Bounded value iteration (BVI, also called interval iteration) has been proposed for MDPs [7]
to provide guarantees on the result: it approximates the values both from below and above,
stopping when the difference between these is smaller than a given threshold. [9] generalized
the BVI algorithm to stochastic games. Using this algorithm in the abstraction analysis step,
we can make sure that the strategy synthesis does not stop too early. This makes both the end
result and the refinement procedure more reliable.

Numerical evaluation

We performed numerical experiments using models from [3] to evaluate our modifications.
In most cases, LBE performed similarly to SBE. There were some cases, where it led to a

significant speed-up, though. The speed-up was mostly the result of more efficient refinement
caused by using all statements on an edge for the refinement in a single iteration.

BVI often incurred a significant running time increase, even leading to timeouts where clas-
sical VI was fast enough. It is hard to compare these, as classical VI does not give any reliable
guarantees, but we can say that the trade-off between reliability and speed is non-trivial.

BVI was problematic when there were multiple loops with probabilistic exits in the abstrac-
tion game. The convergence of the upper value bound for the last computed abstraction was
steady but very slow. Further research is needed into ways to mitigate this downside, for ex-
ample using topological value iteration.

Explicit abstraction performed better than predicate abstraction on some models. Neither is
clearly better than the others, but having both option increases the number of models we can
analyze.

As for predicate abstraction, it was very prone to getting stuck in the refinement loop, be-
cause the inexact post computation dropped the information that would have been needed for
refining based on the selected state. This might be mitigated by different refinable state selec-
tion approaches, or by on-demand refinement of the post operator itself. Further research is
needed in this area.

Conclusions

In this work, we set out to (1) improve the scalability of game-based abstraction of proba-
bilistic programs by adapting modern techniques from qualitative software model checking,
and to (2) tackle the problem of convergence checking for the abstract model. Regarding (1) we
can conclude the following based on our numerical evaluation:

• Introducing the explicit abstraction option made the analysis of more models possible.

• Using LBE does not lead to significant changes in most models, but can sometimes enable
the analysis of models that SBE cannot handle.
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• Cartesian abstraction often gets stuck and so more sophisticated techniques are needed
to make it usable.

• As the analysis spent most of the time in the quantitative computation subroutines, the
effect of using SMT solvers was not observable.

Regarding (2), we can say that simply applying BVI to the abstract model can often lead to
a significant increase in running time, making the cost of a more reliable result unacceptably
high with this approach.

Acknowledgements Project no. 2019-1.3.1-KK-2019-00004 has been implemented with the
support provided from the National Research, Development and Innovation Fund of Hungary,
financed under the 2019-1.3.1-KK funding scheme.
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Towards an effective and fast adversarial free neural network
training with verified methods

Dániel Zombori, Tamás Szabó, János Horváth, Attila Szász, Tibor Csendes and
Balázs Bánhelyi

Abstract: The problem of adversarial examples was introduced in many papers. Obviously,
the verification of artificial neural networks is a challenging new field for the application of
reliable computation techniques. The present talk summarizes the results of our computational
experiments with the rigorous neural network verification methods.

Keywords: neural network, verification, rigorous methods

Introduction

Currently, neural networks are used in many fields. Whether we just think of the face recog-
nition in mobile phones or self-driving cars, they have become more and more a part of our
everyday life. A lot has happened in the last decades, newer and newer methods have been
invented. Their robustness is usually checked by random testing, i.e. by looking for examples
that are close to known examples and for which the neural network gives no longer the desired
result. These cases are called adversarial examples. A more sophisticated method than random
testing is currently not widely used according to the literature. Most of the verification tech-
niques are based either on optimization approaches [2], or on simple linear approximations [1].
Typically, these procedures are unreliable [3].

Our goal is to develop a verified method to improve the procedures based on this linear ap-
proach and control the robustness of different artificial neural networks with greater efficiency.
This system is based on Taylor polynomials. Another drawback of the current systems is that
while they attempt to provide a guarantee of neural network robustness, the systems them-
selves are not reliable against adversarial examples. Such examples can now be found in the
literature. Many cases can be found in the literature where a neural network that is considered
to be good can easily be "cheated". For example, for number recognition systems (MNIST), the
neural network can completely be diverted from the correct answer [3]. This behavior is highly
undesirable in such systems.

Currently, neural network robustness control systems are basically optimized for fast execu-
tion, which leads to rounding errors that can mask potentially hostile examples. The approach
we have taken has not really appeared in this field before, so it may be an interesting direction
and it can provide novel results if implemented successfully. Moreover, a proper implemen-
tation can address the reliability gaps of previous systems. It is expected that runtime will
increase, but considering that this algorithm only needs to be run once on the final neural net-
work and since it can be well parallelized, to some degree this is tolerable, for a possibly more
reliable response. Especially for systems where this is desirable at a higher level.

Verified methods

We have recently tested several technologies that can be used for reliable verification of
networks and we will briefly introduce them in our lecture.
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MIPVerify with SCIP

Obviously, the verification of artificial neural networks is a challenging new field for the
application of reliable computation techniques. The present talk summarizes the results of our
computational experiments with the neural network verification method MIPVerify [2] when
used together with the rational arithmetic based mixed integer optimizer SCIP [5]. The use of
the latter one was implied by the fact that MIPVerify proved to be unreliable with the suggested
solver Gurobi [4], see the paper [3].

In the presentation, our new implementation of MIPVerify and SCIP [5] is shown, and we
show the measured speed of the procedure. Ten handwritten numbers were applied from
the MNIST database, and some artificial neural networks from the ERAN (ETH Robustness
Analyzer for Neural Networks) set were applied. We also present the advantages of the new
method with some examples.

Taylor modell based veirification

A MATLAB/INTLAB implementation of the Taylor model was used [6]. The variables of
the Taylor models are the inputs of the neural network. The initial Taylor models were defined
in the first layer of the neural network. The Taylor model is used in this paper for the Tanh,
Sigmoid, and ReLu activation functions. In the last case, the adoption is not trivial because
the derivative of the ReLu function is not continuous. In this case, we applied some tricks, for
example, the soft-max function for inclusion was used.

Symbolic verification

The main feature of our method is that we store not a single value for the neurons in the
network. In addition to a neuron in the input layer x1 and x2, the for upon the f(x1, x2) lin-
ear function is stored. Using this method dependencies are more manageable, so narrower
intervals are essential. For each neuron, a corresponding symbolic function will be defined.
The numerical result of the evaluation is the symbolic function evaluation at the input inter-
vals. Transformations between layers are easy even with a functional representation of neurons
feasible. The product of a symbolic function with a constant value is multiplied by all the co-
efficients by the value of weights. For the sum of functions, the sum of the coefficients will
be calculated for the corresponding variables in the function. Because our networks have a
ReLU activation function, the ReLU transmission formation should also be extended to sym-
bolic functions. This means that for the input x, ReLU(x) will result in a function y whose
lower end of its value range limit is 0. Three different cases were considered. In the case
when the lower limit of the interval being greater than 0, the ReLU returns with the original
x function. In the case where the upper bound of the interval is less than 0, ReLU reduces the
function to constant 0. If, on the other hand, the interval encloses 0, y is a symbolic function
calculated with new variables, which handle the difference the deviation from the linear func-
tion. This technique was combined with linear optimization problems, which have improved
the inclusions in many cases.

Future work

All of the above new techniques are reliable compared to those previously found in the
literature. Several of our methods effectively resolve verification over time, so adversarial free
teaching may be appropriate. We’re working on this right now.
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Cell Representation and Segmentation with Shape Priors

Dominik Hirling and Peter Horvath

Abstract: Cell segmentation is a fundamental problem of computational biology, for which
convolutional neural networks yield the best results nowadays. This field is expanding rapidly,
and in the recent years, shape-constrained segmentation models emerged as strong competitors
to traditional, pixel-based segmentation methods. These methods predict the parameters of the
underlying shape model, so choosing the right shape representation is critical for the success
of the segmentation. In this study, we compare multiple shape descriptors from the literature,
evaluate their accuracy on biological data and introduce a deep learning segmentation method
based on Fourier coefficients, which have proven to be reliable tools for cell shape modelling.

Keywords: shape representation, deep learning, image processing, cell biology

Introduction

Imaging, identifying, and morpho-measuring cells and their subcellular compartments are
often the first step of fundamental cell biology research and drug discovery. Single cell seg-
mentation is an important part of this, as it enables researchers to analyze the number of cells,
their shapes, phenotypes or physiological state on microscopic images. In the recent years,
convolutional neural networks emerged as an effective tool for tackling segmentation tasks
like U-Net [6] and Mask-R-CNN [8], just to mention some of them. Recently, a new generation
of segmentation methods emerged that instead of per-pixel classification or bounding boxes,
predict the parameters of an underlying cell model. The most popular representations are star-
convex polygons [3] and cubic B-splines [4] in 2D, and star-convex polyhedra [5] and spherical
harmonics [13] in 3D. Choosing the right cell representation is crucial to the success of these
methods. There have been several studies about cell shape analysis unrelated to this applica-
tion [14, 15], but no quantitative comparison between a large number of representations has
been carried out yet to our knowledge. In this study, our aim is to compare and quantitatively
evaluate a large pool of possible cell shape models on real and synthetic images. We also in-
troduce a new deep learning segmentation network, which is a modification to the currently
available StarDist [3] and SplineDist [4] architectures, but relies on cell representation based on
Fourier coefficients, which naturally come to mind for cell shape description.

Cell representations

Modelling shapes with a small number of parameters has been studied for a long time [11].
One of the most well known tools for describing objects (when looking at them as paramet-
ric curves) are orthogonal functions, which are essential for approximation theory, as they can
be effectively used to describe functions with infinite series. The most well known set of or-
thogonal functions for describing shapes are trigonometric functions, which can be used for
calculating the Fourier series expansion of a contour. Besides that, polynomial basis functions
(e.g. Legendre, Hermite, Chebyshev polynomials) and wavelet functions (e.g. Haar wavelets)
can be utilized as well. Using these functions can be beneficial due to the simple and explicit
computation of the coefficients of the basis functions in the series, however, one does not neces-
sarily need the orthogonality property to accurately describe contours, for example, B-splines
have been successful in this area as well [4]. Specifically for cell description, the star-convex
polygon representation became widespread with the introduction of the StarDist segmentation
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method, however, it only guarantees convergence for star-shaped objects. To quantify the ca-
pabilities of the aforementioned representations, we evaluated them on several objects from 4
different datasets: the BBBC038v1 (N = 285), a common benchmarking dataset for cell segmen-
tation with star-convex shapes, a non-star-convex synthetic cell dataset (N = 118), a cytoplasm
dataset (N = 50), and artificial contours that are used in the field of shape analysis (N = 26).
We used the common intersection over union (Jaccard index) for scoring the representations.
According to our results, the star-convex representation performed best on cell masks from
the BBBC038v1 dataset, however, for other types of shapes, it didn’t yield competitive scores.
For the synthetic cell, cytoplasm, and artificial shapes, Fourier coefficients and B-spline control
points yielded the highest IoU scores. Polynomial basis functions and Haar wavelets did not
gain an edge in either of the datasets mentioned before. An example representation result can
be seen in Figure 1 and a summary of the representation scores can be seen in Table 1. Cell
segmentation methods relying on spline and star-convex polygon representations are already
available, so based on these results, we provide a segmentation model that implicitly defines
the cell contours by predicting the coefficients of their Fourier series expansion.

Original Legendre Chebyshev Hermite

Haar Fourier Star-convex B-spline

Figure 1: Sample object from the artificial shape dataset and its reconstruction from 19 coeffi-
cients with different representations.

Segmentation based on Fourier descriptors

Our network takes an input image, and predicts the coefficients for a Fourier series of order
N corresponding to the contour describing the cell at pixel (i, j), thus yielding a prediction

map Ĉij =
{
ĉnij

}N
n=−N

. We make one slight modification on one of the predicted coefficients:

instead of predicting c0ij explicitly (which is the center of mass of the predicted contour), we
train our model to learn ∆c0ij , which describes the translation of the center of mass of the object
relative to pixel (i, j). Besides that, it also predicts a probability value pij for every pixel (i, j)
so that pixels with low object probability can be ignored. Once a prediction has been made for
every pixel, a non-maximum suppression (NMS) step ensures that overlapping candidates are
filtered out. The proposed architecture can be seen on Figure 2.
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BBBC038v1 Synthetic cells Cytoplasm Artificial shapes
3 Fourier (0.867) Fourier (0.75) Fourier (0.694) Fourier (0.579)
5 Spline (0.892) Spline (0.858) Spline (0.775) Fourier (0.683)
7 Star-convex (0.923) Fourier (0.919) Fourier (0.824) Fourier (0.768)
9 Star-convex (0.942) Fourier (0.936) Fourier, Spline (0.86) Fourier (0.815)
11 Star-convex (0.95) Fourier (0.942) Fourier, Spline (0.883) Fourier, Spline (0.838)
13 Star-convex (0.956) Fourier (0.945) Spline (0.902) Fourier (0.866)
15 Star-convex (0.958) Fourier (0.947) Fourier (0.912) Spline (0.882)
17 Star-convex (0.963) Fourier (0.947) Fourier (0.921) Fourier (0.903)
19 Star-convex (0.965) Fourier (0.948) Fourier (0.928) Fourier, Spline (0.913)
21 Star-convex (0.967) Fourier (0.948) Fourier (0.933) Fourier (0.923)

Table 1: Best (average) shape representation scores on different datasets (front row) and param-
eter settings (leftmost column). Only the representations with the highest scores are shown.
Scores are based on the traditional Jaccard index.

Figure 2: Architecture of the proposed network.

Results

For evaluating the efficiency of our model, and comparing it to other, state of the art meth-
ods, we used the BBBC038v1 and non-star-convex synthetic cell datasets mentioned previously.
We used the same hyperparameters and augmentation strategy for training the models (Adam
optimizer with λ = 3 × 10−4, batch sizes of 4, and 300 epochs). For quantitative evaluation,
we used the mAP (mean average precision) metric. Our results indicate that if the objects to
be segmented are star-convex, and the number of parameters of the cell model is high, then
StarDist outperforms both SplineDist and the proposed method. However, for only a few pa-
rameters, or when there are non star-convex shapes in the dataset, our proposed method yields
better scores compared to the other networks. A summary of the results can be seen in Figure
3 and Table 2.
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StarDist ProposedSplineDist

(0.6604) (0.7529) (0.8429)(0.8601) (0.8353) (0.9234)

Figure 3: Sample segmentation results on the synthetic (left) and BBBC038v1 (right) datasets
for 14 parameters. mAP scores are shown over the top of the images.

nparams 6 10 22 34
BBBC038v1

StarDist 0.4359 0.5686 0.6037 0.6091
SplineDist - 0.5662 0.5925 0.5689
Proposed 0.5629 0.5745 0.5883 0.5784

Synthetic
StarDist 0.3720 0.5390 0.6488 0.6654

SplineDist - 0.5883 0.6392 0.6394
Proposed 0.4591 0.6077 0.6998 0.6771

Table 2: Summary of the segmentation results on the BBBC038v1 and synthetic datasets. mAP
scores for every method with different parameter settings are shown. For SplineDist, cubic
spline interpolation is used, so the minimum number of parameters are 8 (4 points).

Conclusions and future work

Based on the results of our studies, we can say that there are still a lot of possibilities for
incorporating different cell representations into neural networks. Fourier descriptors can be
competitive alternatives to B-splines and star-convex polygons, especially if the number of
parameters are low. We note that our study is not an exhaustive overview of all the possible
cell representations. Finding optimal basis shapes suited for certain cell types could be a very
interesting continuation of this research, as well as the exploration of how the weights of these
shapes can be effectively learned by neural networks.
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Comparing structural constraints for accelerated branch and bound
solver of process network synthesis problems

Emília Heinc and Balázs Bánhelyi

Abstract: The P-graph methodology can be used to find the optimal solution for large process
systems. This methodology solves the combinatorial part of the problem more efficiently than
the traditional branch and bound method due to the relationships inherent in the structure.
However, reducing the number of possibilities developed in the constraint functions also plays
a major role in this algorithm. In this publication, we present a new constraint function that
also takes into account the minimum cost structure and compares it with earlier versions.

Keywords: P-graph, Accelerated Branch and Bound, structural contstrain

Introduction

The task of process synthesis is to determine the optimal structure of a process system and
the optimal configurations and operating sizes of the functional units that make up the system
and perform various operations [7]. Process synthesis plays a critical role in reducing material
and energy consumption and negative environmental impacts, thereby increasing profitability.
Several examples in the literature demonstrate that efficient process synthesis can reduce en-
ergy consumption by up to 50% and costs by 35% [8]. Ideally, the structure of a process and
the operational configurations that make up the process could be designed and synthesized
simultaneously because their performance interacts. In practice, however, it is extremely dif-
ficult due to the simultaneous continuous and discrete nature of the task. The discrete nature
is caused by the structure of the process, which leads to the combinatorial complexity of the
problem that makes it complex to find an optimal solution to the problem. The process net-
work synthesis problems formulate a MIP problem with many binary variables. Finding the
optimal subnetwork is an NP-hard problem. Combinatorial analysis can be applied to this type
of problem. The method is used to reduce the number of possible solutions by exploiting the
unique properties of the so-called PNS (Process Network Synthesis) problems is the acceler-
ated branch and bound method [5]. It bases on the branch and bound method, i.e., the method
uses a lower bound submethod to exclude the solutions that cannot provide a better solution
than the current best solution. It is critical for the computation time of solving the problem
with the B&B method to find a tighter lower bound submethod. The currently available imple-
mentations and the previous studies do not exploit all the information, considering only the
continuous part of the problem by calculating the LP relaxation of the MIP problem. In this
article, we introduce a better lower bound sub-method taking into consideration not just the
continuous but the structural nature of the PNS problem.

P-graph

The P-graph (Process Graph) methodology was developed in the early 1990s for the complex
chemical production system to model and optimize. Its name derives from a directed straight
graph obtained by P-graph, which provides the ability to use combinatorial possible solution
structures to determine the optimum for large tasks [3]. The P-graph methodology based on
graph theory and combinatorial techniques provides a solution to facilitate finding the opti-
mal PNS subproblem. In the methodology, we use a directed bipartite graph to represent the
structure of a process system. We distinguish two kinds of nodes, the material (set of M ) and
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operating units (set ofO) in the graph. The directed edges represent the connection between the
operating units and materials. The edges from the materials to the operating units mark the re-
lation of the operating units that consume the materials. The edges from the operating units to
the materials represent the relation of producing the materials. In the PNS problems, costs can
be assigned to the operating units and raw materials. We distinguish three types of materials-
raw materials must be consumed by the operating units and not be produced, the products
must be produced by the operating units not be consumed, and the intermediate materials can
be produced or consumed by the operating units. The goal of the model is to produce all of the
products from the raw materials at minimum cost. To solve this problem, we first find the max-
imum structure which contains all combinatorically feasible process structures. This method is
called the MSG method (Maximal Structure Generation) [4].

SSG algorithm

Further investigation is aided by the SSG (Solution Structure Generation) algorithm, which
generates each combinatorially possible structure exactly once. The algorithm is based on de-
cision mappings. Decision mappings involve deciding which material to use for one or more
operational units, i.e., which operational units are involved in a given solution structure [6].
Consequently, during decision mapping, we also decide which operational units will be ex-
cluded from the given structure. We must be consistent in our decisions, because even if it
has already been decided that an operating unit for one material should not be included in the
structure, we cannot choose again when deciding for another material. All output materials
for an operation unit, if included in the structure, must be specified; an inconsistent decision
would result in certain substances being produced and certain substances not. The SSG imple-
mentation of the decision mapping based algorithm calls itself recursively [1, 2].

Mathematical model for P-graph

The continuous variables of the model are denoted by x and the binary variables by y. This
notation is also accepted in the literature for other general MILP models, although the Greek
letter is often used there to denote binary variables as well. These variables are assigned to
operational units. The continuous variable xi indicates the operational size of the operational
unit Oi(∈ O), and the binary variable yi indicates whether the unit is in the structure or not:
if the value of the binary variable yi ∈ {0, 1} is 0, then the operational unit Oi is not in the
structure, and if it is 1, then it is. If the operation unit Oi is part of the structure, i.e. yi = 1, then
the operation size of the operation unit, which is a continuous variable xi, can take any value
from 0, and the operation unit between its upper capacity limit, Ui. Formally: xi ≤ yiUi where
Ui is the upper bound of the capacity of the operating unit Oi. If nothing of the sort is defined
in the task boundary, an arbitrarily large number M can be used instead of Ui.

The objective function is written to minimize cost. The cost is composed of the investment
cost, the cost of running the operational units, and the price of the commodities. These compo-
nents cover the network, i.e., the process to be synthesized is fully cost. In the model, the costs
of the operating units are simply entered with the relationship a + bx, where x is the size or
capacity of each operating unit, a is the fixed cost, and b is the proportional cost.

In addition to the above constraints of type xi ≤ yiUi, additional constraints are imposed
on material balances, products, and raw materials. For products, we usually set lower limits to
determine how much we need to produce at least of a given product, while for raw materials
we may set upper limits if this type of raw material quantity is not available in unlimited
quantities. Material balance conditions should be defined for intermediate products. These
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Figure 1: A simple P-graph in which the fixed and proportional costs are visible above the
operating units.

conditions state that at least as much of each intermediate product must be produced as is
necessary for the operation of the operating units that use it, otherwise the manufacturing
process would come to a standstill.

Modified ABB method

Since this is a mixed-integer programming problem, they can also use general branch and
bound-type methods to solve this model. Although the optimal solution to the problem can
also be determined using these methods, their efficiency can be further improved since the
special properties of the synthesis tasks are not taken into account in the search for a solution.
Accordingly, the P-graph method for determining the optimal solution is a special algorithm
of the Constraint and Separation type, ABB (Accelerated Branch and Bound) use.

This algorithm uses the previously described decision mappings of the SSG algorithm for
binary variables in the B&B tree. Previously, the B&B method used continuous relaxation of
the mathematical model in addition to the structural constraints of the constraint SSG. In this
relaxed model, the binary variables (yi) were not considered, and the model was limited to de-
termining the optimal values of the continuous variables (xi). This optimization task provided
a lower bound on the operating costs.

In each of our relaxed models in our modified algorithm, the minimum cost of the struc-
turally feasible part of the residual was determined by the modified SSG algortihm for the free
part of the P-graph. The modified SSG algorithm is similar to the ABB method that has been
called recursively with the sum of the fixed costs as the lower bound. The sum of these two
optimization models gives a better lower bound for the subproblems of B&B. Of course, opera-
tional and structural lower bounds need not necessarily come from the same feasible structure.

Illustration of new constraint

The following simple example illustrates the efficiency of our algorithm. In our example,
we want to produce one product (D) from the raw material (A), using the operating units
O1, O2, . . . , O5.
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The final product (D) can be produced by either O1 or O2 or both operating units. If the
machine 01 chooses to produce the D final product. In this case the O1 unit consumes only the
A raw material. The total production cost will be the sum of the fixed and proportional costs of
the O1 operating unit. The optimal solution is y1 = 1, x1 = 1 and the other variables are 0.

Consider another branch that chooses O2. In this case, our previous production cost is 1 + 4,
because y2 = 1 and x2 = 1. In the original version, the operating cost of producing C is added
to this cost. The optimal solution for x3 = 1 and x6 = 1 is 2. For the lower bound, we obtain a
value of 7, which is smaller than the previous value of 8. That is, this branch is explained by the
previous constraints. However, structurally, the minimum cost of the operating units needed
to produce C is 2, which is the minimum in the y4 = 1 and y5 = 1 case. Then the installation
cost of 1 + 1 is added to 5 + 2. So, in total, the lower bound is 9, which is already worse than 8.
With this new lower bound, ABB algortihm is not explained this case.

The third branch includes bothO1 andO2 operating units. In this case, the considered inputs
of the included units, A and C will be the new materials to be produced. The recursively called
ABB method with modified fix costs for the C material, as it has been calculated in the second
branch, returns 2. The optimal relaxed operational configuration for the current whole branch
is x1 = 1. The sum with the fixed cost of the included units will be 11 so it is fathomed.

Conclusion

We have created a new constraint for the ABB algorithm that gives a better constraint than
the previously applied constraints. The computational cost of the new constraint is higher than
the previous one, but we show that the overall running time will be reduced.
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On the exact solutions of time-aware influence maximization

Eszter Julianna Csókás and Tamás Vinkó

Abstract: Perhaps one of the most actively studied problems in network science is influence
maximization (IM). It is a combinatorial optimization problem in which, given a weighted,
directed graph, a spreading model, and an integer k ≥ 1, it is required to identify the set of seed
nodes of size k which can make the largest influence in the network. In our recent work we
proposed an exact ILP model and iterative solution approach to solve the IM problem under the
so-called deterministic linear threshold spreading model. Since the solution describes how the
diffusion happens for different time constraints, it is of interest to investigate how the various
characteristics of the underlying graph relates to the result.

Keywords: Influence maximization, deterministic linear threshold, integer linear programming

Definitions

Influence maximization Let G = (V,E,W ) be a directed weighted graph, where V is the
set of nodes, E is the set of edges and W : E → R+ is a non-negative weight function. The
influence maximization (IM) problem is the following: given a weighted directed graph G, a
diffusion (or spreading) model, and an integer k ≥ 1, the task is to identify the so-called seed
nodes which can make the largest influence in the network [1].

In the following it is assumed that n = |V |. For a given node j ∈ V the set of in-neighbors is
denoted by N(j). For an integer 0 < k ≤ n, the function σ(S) determines that choosing a node
set S ⊂ V of size k as seed set, how many nodes will be influenced by executing the spreading
model. Formally, the IM can be described as a combinatorial optimization problem as

max
S⊂V,|S|=k

σ(S).

In the original formalism the spreading models were investigated with stochastic parameters,
hence σ(S) stands for the expected value of the number of influenced nodes [1].

Linear threshold (LT) model In this spreading model θi ∈ (0, 1] is the threshold of node i. In
each iteration step uninfluenced nodes are checked if they have∑

j∈N̂(i)

bi,j ≥ θi,

where bi,j ∈ (0, 1) is the edge weight between node j and i, and set N̂(i) be the already influ-
enced in-neighbors of node i.

The threshold value θi determines the influenceability of node i. According to the origi-
nal paper of [1], it is arguably difficult to measure (e.g., in social networks) the value of this
thresholds. Hence, the evaluation of the LT model is done by executing it R times and then the
average influence value is taken; this is how the expected value of σ is obtained.

In contrast, in the deterministic LT (DLT) model all the θi threshold values are fixed. Our
work focuses on this version.

Model and algorithm

ILP model In our recent work [2] an integer linear programming formalism was proposed
for solving IM under the DLT diffusion process. In fact, it is a special binary linear program, in
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which x ∈ {0, 1}n×T is the decision variable, and T is also to be optimized as it determines the
set of time periods T = {2, . . . ,T}. The ILP is given as

max
n∑
i=1

xi,T (1)

subject to ∑
j∈N(i)

bj,ixj,t−1 ≥ θi(xi,t − xi,t−1) ∀(i ∈ V, t ∈ T ) (2)

∑
j∈N(i)

bj,ixj,t−1 ≤ θi + xi,t − ε ∀(i ∈ V, t ∈ T ) (3)

xi,t−1 ≤ xi,t ∀(i ∈ V, t ∈ T ) (4)
n∑
i=1

xi,T−1 + 1 ≤
n∑
i=1

xi,T (5)

n∑
i=1

xi,1 ≤ k (6)

x ∈ {0, 1}n×T (7)

where ε > 0 is a small constant. In the objective function (1) the number of influenced nodes
are maximized in the last time period. The constraint (2) guarantees that node i cannot be in-
fluenced at time period t if the total weighted in-degree from the already influenced neighbors
is below the threshold value of node i and all nodes could be selected as seed node due the
difference on the right side. Furthermore, by constraint (3), if node i’s threshold at time period
t is exceeded by the weighted in-degree from the already influenced neighbors, then node i
gets influenced. It is important to emphasize here that it is assumed that the sum of in-weights
of nodes cannot exceed 1. The constraint (4) ensures that influenced nodes remain to be so in
later time periods. The purpose of constraint (5) is to force that for a given T, the last step of the
diffusion must have at least one more influenced node than in the previous step. We can thus
guarantee no repetition in the last two column of matrix x. Constraint (6) restricts the number
of seed nodes to be equal to k, whereas constraint (7) restricts the solution matrix to be binary.

It is to be emphasized that T is also a variable which is to be minimized. This leads to a
bilevel optimization model, which cannot be solved directly with standard tools such as AMPL.
Thus, an iterative approach was introduced in [2].

Iterative algorithm We use an iterative algorithm to find the global optimum of the ILP model
(1)− (7), which is shown as Algorithm 1.

Note that the ε > 0 constant is necessary to the constraint (3) to avoid an infinite loop in the
iterative approach, so it guarantee no column repetition inside of matrix x.

Algorithm 1
Step 1 Start the iteration with T := 2.

Step 2 Solve the problem (1)− (7) for the diffusion time value T.

Step 3 If the solution becomes infeasible, then STOP, the global optimum is found. Otherwise,
let T = T + 1 and go back to Step 2.
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Related work There are a many recent and significant publications for the IM problem, we
present some of them which were inspiring for our work. [3] solve the IM problem with LT
model and use matrix multiplication, linear programming, randomized rounding (MLPR). [4]
studied three new variants of the competitive influence maximization problem and they pro-
posed a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model. In [5] they studied the spread of infec-
tious disease process, introduced a general IM.

In our recent work [2] we have proved the correctness and investigated the numerical effi-
ciency of the above defined model (1) − (7) and Algorithm 1. As a follow-up we are planning
to analyse the solution matrix x ∈ {0, 1}n×T , where T is regarded as a fixed parameter. This
model is called time-aware influence maximization.

Experiments

To motivate the time-aware version of IM, consider the results shown on Figure 1. We can
see the step by step results of Algorithm 1 regarding the increasing value of T. Note that the
model becomes infeasible at T = 22 and the globally optimal solution is σ∗ = 104 at T∗ = 17.
However, this sequence of solutions is suboptimal for the time-aware version. For example,
when T = 12 then σ = 89, which is smaller then the number of influenced nodes for T = 11.

Figure 1: Detailed results of Algorithm 1 for a graph of 120 nodes and k = 2

Inspired by the example above, the following ideas will be studied.

• How can we modify the model (1) − (7) in order to obtain optimal solutions for any
fixed T, while keeping the model as small as possible, i.e., not increasing the number of
constraints radically.

• From matrix x a bipartite graph B can be constructed in which one group of nodes are
the influenced nodes. These nodes are connected to one of the nodes in the other group,
which identify the time at which the node got influenced. Thus, we treat matrix x as
bipartite-incidence matrix.

• Given T, the optimal solution matrix x describes how the influence spread happened
under DLT. For different T values we obtain different solution matrices. It is of interest to
find out how the nodes of the original graph G play any role in x, for example, in what
time do they get influenced using different T values.
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• Similarly, we will also study that how easily a node can get influenced. For each node i the
θi−din(i) will be calculated, where din is the weighted in-degree (strength). An illustrative
example is shown on Figure 2, where the same graph with 120 nodes were used as for
the motivational example, and T = 20. Larger and lighter circle means more influenced
neighbors in previous time steps. It is interesting to note that easily influenceable nodes
appear more for higher time values.

More insights will be discussed in the conference talk.
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Integer Programming Based Optimization of Power Consumption
for Data Center Networks

Gergely Kovásznai and Mohammed Nsaif

Abstract: With the quickly developing data centers in smart cities, reducing energy consump-
tion and improving network performance, as well as economic benefits, are essential research
topics. In particular, Data Center Networks do not always run at full capacity, which leads to
significant energy consumption. This paper experiments with a range of operation research
solvers to find the optimal solutions for the Integer Linear Programming model of network
power consumption. While the results show that some solvers can find optimal solutions up to
80 flows, the tool GUROBI scales even for several hundreds of flows and finds solutions faster
by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude than the other tools do.

Keywords: Integer Programming, Optimization, Power Consumption, Data Center Network

Introduction

Data centers networks (DCNs) are becoming increasingly significant in daily routine be-
cause of the fast growth of modern information technologies such as the Internet of Things
and Mobile Sensing Networks. DCNs aim for high reliability and stability with several re-
dundant links and enough capacity. The network devices usually work at full capacity 24
hours a day, consuming much energy. However, network equipments are underutilized most
of the time, causing extremely low network energy efficiency. As a result, this problem at-
tracts many researchers to figure out techniques that save energy while maintaining network
performance. For the current DCNs, there are two techniques to save power consumption:
device sleep [1] and adaptive link rate [7]. The device sleeping technique is based on turning
on/off the switches and links that are under a utility value in a dynamical manner. Whereas
the adaptive link rate technique is based on assigning the fair bandwidth value for each flow
pass through the links to control the clock rate (operating frequency) of the port, leading to
lower power consumption. This paper builds on top of our last contribution in [5]. This re-
cent paper proposes an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) model for traffic and energy-aware
routing in Software-Defined Networking (SDN) based on link utility information, which could
decide many pathways simultaneously. Although the ILP model in [5] can calculate optimal
multi-path ways and can manage the current status of the network, it was solved by the op-
timization problem-solving tool LINGO, which resulted in high runtime when the network
size and the number of flows were large. It takes more than 160 minutes to accommodate only
120 flows burst in the topology (i.e., fat-tree topology with k = 4) at one time. This is why
the authors chose to use a heuristic routing methods called the Fill Preferred Link First (FPLF)
heuristic-routing method to find feasible solutions. The contribution of the current paper is
to explore and examine other ILP solving tools to solve convex and non-convex optimization
problems, which we can use in real-time action to find an optimal solution for a large number
of injected flows instead of FPLF-heuristic solutions.

Power consumption model

The DCN is modeled as an undirected graph G = (S,E), where S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} is a set
of switches and E ⊆ {eij | si, sj ∈ S} is a set of links. The traffic is represented as a set of flows
F, where each flow f = (f.Sr, f.Ds, λf ) ∈ F consists of a source f.Sr ∈ S, a destination f.Ds ∈ S
and a packet rate λf ∈ N.
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The power consumption of a DCN is based on the SDN network equipment S and E. There-
fore, the Network Power Consumption (NPC) model is directly related to the number of active
switches and the number of links. The computation formula for NPC is shown in (1).

NPC = Pswitch
∑
∀s∈S

Bs + Plink
∑
∀e∈E

Le. (1)

Bs and Le denote the state of switches and links, respectively, where the value 1 represents the
active state, and 0 the passive state. The base power consumption of switches and links are
denoted by Pswitch and Plink.

Problem Modeling

The model in [5] employed the second parameter from (1), to minimize the number of the
links as shown in (2).

min

 n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Lij

 . (2)

The link state Lij is 1 if and only if the link is active, 0 otherwise. Therefore, the constraint (3)
shows the relation between flow traffics Tij and link-state Lij .

Tij
BWij

6 Lij , ∀eij ∈ E, (3)

where BWij denotes the capacity of the link eij .
The constraint (4) computes the link utility of all the topology’s links and limits the available
utility of the link to be less that or equal to the bandwidth of the link.∑

∀f∈F
FR (f, i, j) · λf 6 BW th − Tij , ∀eij ∈ E, (4)

where FR (f, i, j) is equal to 1 if the flow f passes through the edge eij , 0 otherwise.
The constraints (5) install the path from the source to the destination for each flow.

n∑
i=1

FR (f, f.Sr, i) = 1,

n∑
i=1

FR (f, i, f.Dr) = 1, ∀f ∈ F, (5)

The constraint (6) states that the incoming and outgoing flows of the intermediate switches,
which are between the sources and destinations, should be equal, in order to avoid packet loss.

n∑
i=1

i 6=f.Sr

FR (f, i, j) =

n∑
i=1

i 6=f.Ds

FR (f, j, i) , ∀ f ∈ F, j ∈ S. (6)

The condition (7) helps to avoid the looping between switches.

FR (f, i, j) + FR (f, j, i) 6 1, ∀ f ∈ F, i, j ∈ S. (7)

The constraint (8) states that the link should be active if and only if flow passes through it.

FR (f, i, j) 6 L(i, j), ∀ f ∈ F, i, j ∈ S. (8)
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ILP Solving Tools

We implemented the proposed model for several ILP solvers, as follows. LINGO is a com-
mercial tool for solving various kinds of optimization problems, and integer linear problems
with general and binary integer restrictions. Google’s OR-Tools [6] is an open-source toolkit
for solving optimization problems in general. Via its API, one can access several optimization
tools, including the following ones. GUROBI [4] provides one of the most powerful commer-
cial ILP solvers, and it is free to use for academics and students. CP-SAT 1 is a constraint
programming solver that uses SAT methods, and it is part of the OR-Tools package. SCIP [2]
is a non-commercial, open-source framework for constraint integer programming. CBC [3]
(Coin-or Branch and Cut) is an open-source mixed integer programming solver.

Results and Discussion

In our experiments, we are dealing with the same DCN topology as in [5]. Fig. 1 shows the
topology containing 20 switches and 16 hosts, and numerous links between those nodes.

Figure 1: DCN topology for experiments.

We inject different burst sizes and random flows into the DCN in order to evaluate our
approach. The generated benchmark instances consist of 5, 10, 20, . . . , 200 flows, respectively,
where each flow f is given by a random source host f.Sr, a random destination hosts f.Ds and
a random packet rate λf . The bandwidth of each link is uniformly set to 1 Mbps. Furthermore,
we have keened to build a reliable and comprehensive benchmark for managing the different
scenarios of flows. For this purpose, we used highly random cases of flows between all the
sending and receiving nodes.

The ILP solvers that we mentioned in Section were run on those benchmark instances with
a wall clock time limit of 1200 seconds. The runtimes are shown in Fig. 2a. Notice that the
vertical axis is log-scaled. Note that benchmark instances up to 110 flows are satisfiable (SAT),
while the ones above that are unsatisfiable (UNSAT).

The memory consumption we have recorded is shown in Fig. 2b.
Only GUROBI is able to solve all the benchmark instances under the time limit. LINGO and

CP-SAT times out on all the UNSAT instances, while all the other solvers are able to recognize
the UNSAT case in quite a short timeframe. CBC and SCIP time out on 1 and 2 SAT instances,
respectively, with a high number of flows.

Regarding runtime, GUROBI outperforms all the other solvers by 1 or 2 orders of magnitude,
especially when comparing to LINGO that was used as an underlying solver in [5]. Also,
GUROBI consumes a moderate amount of memory. LINGO’s memory consumption seems to
be very low, however LINGO’s runtime is high and cannot solve none of the UNSAT instances.

1https://developers.google.com/optimization/cp/cp_solver
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Figure 2: Experimental results with different ILP solvers.

Conclusion

The paper presented different solutions to the ILP problem using a real DCN topology with
a wide range of traffic benchmarks. Comparative experimental results showed that for most of
the traffic benchmarks, GUROBI outperforms the other solvers in both terms, time and memory,
except for LinGO in the memory term. As future work, it would be worth to investigate how
much the ILP solvers scale for certain generalizations of the DCN model, such as by using
heterogeneous power consumption values for switches and links. In the ongoing work, we will
embed the ILP model solving in the SDN-based DCN approach, to find an optimal solution for
each flow transaction. Furthermore, we will compare the results with FPLF under the same
conditions.
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Measurement Automation of MOSFETs and Other Electronical
Components Using Artificial Intelligence, Neural Networks and

Computer Vision

Gergő Bendegúz Békési, Péter Ekler, Ágnes Urbin and Szilárd Szőke

Abstract: T3Ster provides an opportunity for thermal examination and identification in field of
automotive electronics. T3Ster measurements can be performed more economically and com-
petitively with robotization, which requires a vision system. This paper presents the hardware
selection and the artificial intelligence (AI) based software development of the vision system
using fully convolutional networks (FCN) and machine learning (ML) algorithms.

Keywords: artificial intelligence, machine learning, fully convolutional neural network, computer vi-
sion, image processing, optics, T3Ster, MOSFET

Introduction

Due to global trends such as electrification, proliferation of smart devices, increasing elec-
trical energy consumption, the expansion of electronics and automotive electronics, and the
growing popularity of electric cars, special emphasis is being placed on the electronics indus-
try, including the power transistor industry. These electronic devices must deal with more and
more heat power, because of their increasing electrical energy consumption, although their sur-
faces are getting smaller and smaller by the time. This trend is a serious technical challenge,
because too high temperature is the leading cause of failure. Thus, thermal examination and
identification is extremely important, which can be performed by T3Ster equipment [1]. We
with the ThID team at Robert Bosch Kft. participated in a project that automated and acceler-
ated T3Ster measurements.

We developed a vision system as a complex electronic device for a robot made of CNC 3018
Pro, controlled in a LabVIEW environment. As a result, our system can help the robot to detect
the MOSFETs and other electronic components. After that, the robot can automatically mea-
sure them. We also developed the hardware and software for the system. We selected a cam-
era with appropriate sensor (Sony IMX477) and optics (Waveshare Electronics 8-50mm Zoom
Lens), and implemented a server platform capable of serving several computers that would
control or monitor the measurement at the same time with the help of a Raspberry Pi 4 Model
B. In Autodesk Inventor Professional 2022, we designed the tool that supports mechanical inte-
gration and then created a prototype with a 3D printer. In the most emphatic part of our work,
we performed semantic segmentation and keypoint detection for robot navigation using arti-
ficial intelligence, fully convolutional neural networks, and computer vision algorithms. We
implemented the fully convolutional neural networks and created the dataset necessary for the
teaching. That dataset was made with the camera and optics that are used in real measurements
and annotation happened manually. We have studied neural networks comprehensively. Us-
ing automated runs, we taught and evaluated networks, modifying depth, number of channels,
resolution, and batch size. We did these in the open-source Python 3 programming language
primarily using the OpenCV [2], Pytorch [3] and Torchvision [4] libraries.

The following sections of this paper focus on the image processing part of the described
project which consists of two parts. The first part is the selection of the optics and sensor that
is detailed in Section 2. The second part is the software development which is presented in
Section 3. Finally, Section 4 summarizes the results and tells the conclusions.
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Selection of the camera system

In this section, we describe the selection of the optics and sensors for the system to achieve
the 100 µm accuracy required to navigate the robot properly.

Calculation of the range of the focal length to select the lens

The accuracy requirement mentioned in Section 2 can be fulfilled in two steps. In the first
step, the adequate range of the focal length has to be estimated. It is an estimation because in
the first step the difference between the object distance and the object distance measured from
the lens is unknown. Thus, these are taken to be the same and clarified in the second step.

Furthermore, the object is assumed to be located along the optical axis for each measure-
ment. So, based on the laws of industrial optics, the required range of focal length (f ) can be
calculated from the number of the pixels of the smallest part to be observed (a), the pixel size
(px), the object distance (s), and from the size of the smallest part to be observed (x).

f =
1

x
a·px·|s| −

1
s

(1)

Selection of sensor

After having the lens a sensor has to be selected. Based on the technical parameters of the
lens, a can be defined as a function of px, and s can be distinguished from the object distance
measured from the lens (s0). In equation (2) d is the total length of the lens.

a =
x

px
· 1

|s0 − d+ f |
· 1

1
f + 1

|s0−d+f |
(2)

It is advisable to choose px so, that a remains within the [5; 15] range for every possible f . The
value of a is important to be well selected for two reasons. If a is too large, the entire MOSFET
will not be detected. And if a is too small, the smallest part is not well detectable.

Software development

After performing the hardware tasks of image processing, the software implementation can
take place. It basically consists of configuration, semantic segmentation, and keypoint-based
displacement calculation.

Configuration

Radial distortion must be eliminated during configuration. In doing so, calibration can be
performed based on the conventional distortion approach according to [5]. This is a nonlinear
optimization using the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The camera matrix is calculated by
SVD decomposition.

Another calibration is the calibration of the position and orientation of the optical system. It
can be performed with the built-in functions of OpenCV [2], applying a perspective transfor-
mation based on four known points in the calibration image.

Semantic segmentation

After having an undistorted image, semantic segmentation has to be performed to specify
the region of interest (RoI), where the keypoints have to be found for navigation. As a result
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of a detailed literature search, we found FCNs to be the most suitable for this task because
conventional ML algorithms, like k-means clustering did not give an accurate solution [6]. The
effectiveness of FCNs is confirmed by both [7], [8] and [9].

The photo-dataset for learning was created with the selected lens and sensor, and data aug-
mentation was done with an own class to increase the amount of data by adding slightly mod-
ified copies. This actually meant different random reflections. The data-loading was done with
the modification of the torch.utils.data.DataLoader class of Pytorch.

In addition to the operation of convolution, every convolutional layer in the network also
includes nonlinearity and normalization. These can be derived as a class from the pytorch.nn
module with an extra convolution attribute that is a pytorch.nn.Conv2d object. It is important to
enter stride, padding and channel numbers as input here. The applied forward function is the
ReLU. The structure of the transposed convolution layer is very similar. The main difference is
that the extra attribute is a pytorch.nn.Transpose2d object.

We created 5 types of network architectures from the layers discussed above and further
varied their parameters. The architecture class was also derived from the pytorch.nn module. As
a first step, we create a convolution layer as an attribute that receives the 3 color channels as
input and returns the input channels of the architecture. Then n downscaling and convolution
follow each other, which are also realized by convolutional layers. The parameters of the i-th
downscaling are 2i−1 times the number of input channels in the architecture, the size of the ker-
nel, and the stride. Furthermore, in the case of convolution, the input parameter is 2i times the
input channel number of the architecture. Next, we use the transposed convolutions according
to a similar logic and a classifier is placed at the very end of the network. Downscaling and
upscaling is done with feedforward.

In teaching, we used the internationally accepted cross-entropy loss function and the Adam
optimization algorithm. During the runs, we changed the depth, channel numbers, resolution,
and batch size. In each case, 50 teachings were run, so that after every 10th teaching, the step
length was decreased to a thousandth.

Figure 1: The operation of the entire tool and the flowchart of the FCN based Semantic
segmentation module with its result.

Keypoint detection for displacement calculation

Knowing the RoI, keypoints can be searched and the displacement can be determined from
their coordinates. We found these keypoints with the help of the Scale Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) detector, which is also available in OpenCV and whose patent expired in March
2020, so it can be used in the industry free of charge. This algorithm basically searches for
corner points and creates an invariant descriptor for all transformations except perspective
distortion based on their local environment. The perspective distortion is eliminated at the cal-
ibration so it is not a problem. Because the descriptors of these detections also characterize the
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probability of their existence, this approach can correct the effect of small semantic segmenta-
tion errors on the workflow by using the best 50% of the detections.

Performance and overview

The semantic segmentation was rated with the internationally accepted Intersection over
Union (IoU) metric used in OpenCV. With a train-validate-test ratio of 233-111-111, we achieved
a validation result of 93.78% and a test result of 94.01%. The best was the 5-depth, 8-channel,
4-batch neural network with the resolution of 576 x 896. The displacement calculation was
tested in 50 cases with a calliper and every time the error of the calculation was in the 50 µm -
100 µm range. The error of the rotation calculation was always under 1◦. So, the most important
requirements were fulfilled.

All in all, we created an electronic system consists of the sensor, the lens and the Raspberry Pi
4 Model B, with a robust implementation of navigation to the components, that are measured.
A significant advantage of the developed system is that it is not necessary to perform manual
preparation on the components to be measured. This method therefore increases the number of
components that can be measured per unit time by more than ten times. We achieved 100 µm
and 1◦ accuracy, which was associated with an IoU value of 94% accuracy for semantic seg-
mentation. We tested our system in the real, original measurement environment. So, our work
is absolutely applicable for additional scientific and industrial projects. Furthermore, using the
FCNs and SIFT algorithm together, that helped to reach presented results, is a new approach.
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Ontology Supported Domain Knowledge Module For E-Tutoring
System

Ghanim Hussein Ali Ahmed and László Kovács

Abstract: E-tutoring Systems are computer applications that provide direct customized edu-
cation to learners. The E-tutoring system usually includes four modules: Teaching Module,
Knowledge Module, Learner Module, and Learner Interface. This investigation focuses on
Knowledge Module, considering design and implementation for a selected domain. One of
the useful mechanisms of Artificial Intelligence (AI) that is commonly used to formalize do-
main knowledge module concepts and their relation in E-tutoring system is ontology. The
term ontology is described as a representation of the entities in a domain and the way those
entities connect to each other. This paper introduces a domain knowledge module for an E-
tutoring system that allows knowledge stored in a well-defined form to support reusability,
shareability, flexi-bility, and standardability and to assists the storage of transfer and prereq-
uisite knowledge relationships. The introduced knowledge do-main module is designed in
two ways the general concepts domain knowledge module and a specific domain knowledge
module ontology. This innovative technique is helpful for students in enhancing their learning
progress.

Keywords: E-tutoring system, Domain knowledge module, Ontology, SPARQL

Introduction

In the earlier decades, learning platforms such as e-learning have been controlled by a tech-
nology called Learning Management Systems (LMS), such as Moodle, ATutor, or Blackboard;
these present integrated systems that allow and support a wide range of academic activities.
Thus, instructors can use LMS to create courses and test suites, communi-cate with moni-
tor learners, and evaluate their work. In addition, learners can learn, share, and collaborate
through LMS. The problem is that LMS cannot offer only limited personalized learning ser-
vices. All learners are given access to the same learning resources and implements without
considering the differences in knowledge level, interests, and goals.
Regarding this problem, a new learning platform is coming to give the learning the facilities
of customizing the educa-tion as one-to-one learning. This technology is an E-tutoring system.
An E-tutoring system is defined by [1] as computer-based software that provides immediate
personalized learning or feedback to learners without the involvement of hu-mans while con-
ducting a task. E-tutoring systems commonly involve four modules: the Knowledge Module,
which incor-porates content related to the rules and facts for a specific domain of interest to be
given to the learner; the Tutoring Module, which creates and controls instructional interactions
with the learners; the Learner Module, which is a dynamic representation of the current state
of student knowledge; and the Learner Interface, which governs the interaction be-tween the
learner and the system [1]. The creation of an E-tutoring system can concentrate on different
issues, including the tutoring decisions which will take place in the tutoring module as well as
the rules and facts represented in the knowledge module. The goal of E-tutoring systems is to
allow students to gain knowledge and develop skills in a particu-lar field of study. However,
delivering such tutoring services effectively, these systems must provide an explicit represen-
tation of the domain knowledge module that the topic of the education activity [2]. It must
also be prepared with the tools by which the representation can be employed on the E-tutoring
system for reasoning to solve problems in given do-main of interest. E-tutoring systems must
also include a domain-specific knowledge module capable of generating and resolving domain
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problems as well as providing access to such knowledge to promote the dissemination and ac-
quisition of this knowledge by students [2].
Developing and describing a domain knowledge module is a challenging problem that has
been the issue of many in-vestigations in the disciplines of both artificial intelligence and ar-
tificial intelligence in the educational domain (AIED) [3]. Scholars offered many approaches
to expressing the knowledge base explicitly for domain knowledge modules. The ap-proaches
presented have been drawn from several fields such as artificial intelligence, education science,
knowledge en-gineering, knowledge management, knowledge representation, and software
engineering. These techniques are semantic networks, frames, knowledge graphs, ontologies,
rule-based, case-based, logic-based and belief networks. This work focus on ontology for rep-
resenting the domain knowledge module. Ontology is a standard structure that offers a shared
under-standing of a specific area. It represents the domain semantically explicitly, allowing
intelligent access to the knowledge module. Ontology is a building block of semantic tech-
nologies. It is a formal description of the relevant knowledge con-cepts and their relations.
The formal definition of ontology given by Gruber [4] "ontology is an explicit specification of a
conceptualization". Ontologies determine or model the domain using concepts, attributes, and
relationships, and this ex-plicit formal representation provides meaning for the vocabulary

Related Work

Researchers have followed a modern technology known as an E-tutoring system in different
disciplines such as teaching, psychology, and artificial intelligence. The aim is to support the
benefits of one-to-one education and allow learners to train their skills by conducting exercises
on many interactive learning platforms. E-tutor System is a software system developed to sup-
port students with immediate and personalized instruction or feedback, usually without hu-
man teacher intrusion. Several researchers, designers, and developers define E-tutor systems in
different ways according to their interests. According to authors in [5], E-tutoring systems are
intelligent instruction techniques using computer soft-ware and communication technologies
their capabilities, practices to improve a human tutor who is an expert in the sub-ject matter
to enhance personalized learning in the form of one-to-one learning. Scholars have struggled
since the early invention of computer applications to create intelligent learning systems that
are more successful than human instructors [6]. The fundamental role of using an E-tutoring
system is to facilitate and customize student learning and achieve their activities effectively [6].
Nowadays, ontologies have become a proper representation scheme, and several application
domains are consider-ing adopting it. However, concentrating on this technique is reusing do-
main knowledge resources for developing domain ontologies. Ontologies have been discussed
in the context of E-Learning since early 2004 [7]. Ontologies are employed in different ways in
E-Learning systems, depending on the E-Learning tasks they perform. Every part of E-learning
activities can represent by a collection of well-defined associated entities that can have the same
semantic representation, especial-ly when dealing with concepts in particular domain knowl-
edge module. Ontology is the mostly used approach in the evo-lution of AI applications to
model concepts in a particular domain of knowledge. In different terms, ontology is used to
represent classes, concepts, and properties that usually exist in a specific domain and their re-
lations. Ontology is a build-ing block of semantic technologies. It is a formal description of the
relevant knowledge concepts and their relations [8]. Ideally, ontologies should describe these
well-defined meanings that can be formalized in languages such as Ontology Web Language
(OWL) [9], Resource Description Framework (RDF) [10], or Resource Description Framework
Scheme (RDFS) [10]. The formal nature of ontologies allows intelligent machines to interpret
the meaning of concepts. In com-puter technology and information science areas, Ontology is
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the formal description of a specific domain by representing the concepts of a specific domain
their properties and relationships among these concepts [8]. Concepts are usually clas-sified
regarding a hierarchical relationship of specialization, generalization, and containment among
these concepts.
Data Model (DM) is a commonly used notion in many disciplines to deliver an abstract rep-
resentation of its struc-ture, function, behavior, or others [11]. DM expresses as a concep-
tual model that organizes knowledge structure, relation-ship, semantics, and consistency con-
straints [11]. According to authors [3] Domain Model deals with a collection of knowledge
concerning a specific topic, concept, or domain. Artificial intelligence is a tool that can extract
and work with this data. The data represented in this case relates to the form of knowledge
in a given domain. As an additional point, this model is not designed to replace the role of
the instructor. Domain knowledge module (DKM) introduces as a knowledge base for courses,
topics, fundamental concepts, teaching units, or knowledge units in the E-tutoring system. In
other terms, the DKM represents the knowledge base structure of a particular domain in a
specific discipline which used as a component in E-tutoring systems. DKM is essential and
valuable to educational communities because it is usually a targeted skill for developers to
build a knowledge base in a well-defined form so that it can use as learning content from
the E-tutoring platform [12]. DKM within the E-tutoring system describes the course, top-
ics, knowledge domains, key concepts, teaching units, including the knowledge contents and
competencies. However, the primary role of developing a DKM is to promote and reuse this
knowledge on different E-tutoring frameworks. Domain module is the most significant part
of E-tutoring systems providing a base for operational components such as learning material,
content recommend-ers, or collaboration tools.
A comparison was made using selected criteria according to the representation schemas used
in the current works for representing the domain knowledge module as a part of E-tutoring
systems. The criteria used to compare the proposed model with others in the literature covered
the terms: standardbility, shareability, reusability, flexibility, simplicity, and reasoning-engine,
which are indicated in Table 1.

Proposed Domain Knowledge Module

Based on the properties of the learning content, two kinds of ontologies were introduced: a)
general concepts for do-main knowledge module ontology and b) specific domain knowledge
module ontology. The general concepts of the pro-posed ontology domain knowledge mod-
ule deal with the domain knowledge module’s concepts and define the relation-ship related to
these concepts. The ontology of a specific domain knowledge module deals with the selected
subject area that can relate the selected subject domain to the general concepts for the domain
knowledge module. It seems like indi-viduals or instances for the general concepts of the do-
main knowledge module.
These modules describe the topic to be learned, provide input to the domain module, provide
specific feedback, se-lect problems, generate suggestions, and support the learner module. The
key structure of our proposed domain knowledge module is shown in Figure 1. The model
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is based on topics, attributes, task assessments, material forms, learning levels, learning rules
and relations. To share and reuse the knowledge module in E-tutoring systems, ontology is
utilized to manage and represent the domain knowledge module. The benefit of this model is
to personalize the material forms, make suggestions, and automatic as-sessments for students.

Figure 1: The proposed a domain knowledge module

Based on the general concepts of the proposed domain knowledge module ontology dis-
played in Figure 1, topics, attributes, task assessments, learning levels, learning riles, and
material forms terms refer to the following: Topic refers to knowledge modules as a unit of
instruction representing domains, key concepts, or education units of the learn-ing materials.
Attributes refer to slots as an atomic property of the topics. Every slot has a value domain
and concept type. Learning rule refers to rules or constraints defined on the topics and the
attributes. A learning rule is a group of explicit or implicit ontology constraints or principles
managing behavior or procedure in a particular activity area. Task assessment refers to the
task as an activity related to the topics and attributes/properties. Task assessment describes
an activity to be performed by learners. Material form refers to teaching material for the topic.
Material forms are teaching materials used to learn the topic. Material forms contain any parts
of the academic institution or education material. Re-garding the primary relationships, the
ontology model contains the following elements: Topics taxonomy relationship: it defines the
specialization among the topics. Topics component relationship: one topic consists of other
topics. Topics-competency relationship among the topics.
Figure 2 indicates the case study structure of a specific domain knowledge module ontology
for the world history domain in the E-tutoring system. We use various kinds of relationships
in the case study, such as specialization or generalization, associa-tion, and containment. Con-
tainment denotes that a specific topic within a domain includes different concepts (has-a). The
specialization or generalization indicates that topic has specific topics (is-a). Finally, association
means a specific topic associated with attributes/properties, material forms, and task assess-
ments. Based on Figures 1 and 2, the following shows a brief description of a subject:

• Topic: World History, WW I, WW II, Civil War.

• Dependency: Battel Name, Factor of War.

• Task Assessment: Question/Answer.

• Attribute: Events, Durations, locations.

• Material Form: Web, Text, Media.
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Figure 2: Domain knowledge module sample

Implementation of the Proposed Module

Python is the most commonly used language for implementing the ontology domain knowl-
edge module, which can apply to the E-tutoring system. It is an object-oriented and extensi-
ble programming language [13]. It offers different modules, frameworks, and packages for
handling and implementing ontology. Python can be integrated with an OWL ontology us-
ing Owlready2 and Flask. Owlready2 was employed to get transparent access to ontologies,
manipulating the classes, object and data properties, individuals, property domains, ranges,
annotations, constrained datatypes, disjoints, and class expressions. Flask is a Python Web
framework that allows the rapid design of web applications [13].
The domain knowledge module considered here is "History". The ontology created consisted
of the "World History". Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 show the implementation of the proposed
module. In Figure 3, a snippet shows topic components construction while Figure 4 displays a
snippet of the object property of the topic module. Figure 7 presents a topic instance. Check-
ing the consistency of the ontology is shown in Figure 5. Rule construction and adding new
knowledge are indicated in Figure 6. Figure 8 represents the topics and their tasks.

Results and Discussions

A proposed model for an ontology domain knowledge module is given in this work. In
section 3, a theoretical module was described based on two kinds of ontologies. First, a general
domain knowledge module ontology based on topics, attributes, task assessments, learning
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Figure 3: domain knowledge components
Figure 4: object property of the domain
knowledge

Figure 5: checking the consistency of the on-
tology

Figure 6: rule construction for adding new
knowledge

Figure 7: a SPARQL query to retrieve the top-
ics

Figure 8: a SPARQL query to retrieve the
tasks

rules, learning levels, material forms, and their relations is indicated in Figure 1. Second, a
specific domain knowledge module is designed as a case study for the History domain using
different relationships such as specialization, generalizations, association, and containment, as
shown in Figure 2. In section 4, an implementation of the domain ontology using Python and
Owlredy2.
The current work deals with a knowledge module that helps learners understand all the key
concepts in a specific topic. The future work recommended is coping with problem-solving to
support learners in understanding how to use knowledge modules in solving a practical prob-
lem. The majority of the domain knowledge module uses a separate knowledge base, which
can satisfy the features of reusability, standardability, open knowledge, and flexibility. By em-
ploying ontology in constructing the domain knowledge module, we can avoid the problem
of isolating knowledge bases, which is the problem of the most current solutions. The domain
ontology can be involved in managing adaptive intelligent E-learning frameworks, supporting
personalized learning, generating tasks, suggesting materials, and giving hints automatically.
The domain ontology considered in this work has diverse pedagogical goals. These goals in-
clude understanding specific domain facts and solving standard problems, obtaining a concep-
tual and intuitive understanding of the material in the selected domain, and learning general
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problem solving and metacognitive skills. A major feature of our model is that the knowl-
edge representation techniques used have a standard structure. This standard structure allows
general representational inference tools and control mechanisms, facilitating the pedagogical
analysis of knowledge.

Conclusion

An E-tutoring requires content-specific knowledge and pedagogical, social, and technical
factors to manage the complicated procedure affected in an E-learning platform. We first devel-
oped general concepts for domain knowledge module ontology which deals with the general
concepts of the domain knowledge module and defines the relationship related to these con-
cepts. Secondly, we design a specific domain knowledge module ontology that deals with the
selected subject area that can link the selected subject domain to the general concepts for the
domain knowledge module. It seems like an individual or instances for the general concepts
of the domain knowledge module. Therefore, we created domain ontology for the Knowledge
Module, especially in History Domain, to integrate with E-tutoring System. Using ontologies is
concerned as a knowledge representation for describing the domain knowledge module, which
can provide solutions to fundamental problems in this subject also, an approach for organizing
the ontology domain knowledge module presented and discussed. Furthermore, a proposed
method explains how the ontology domain knowledge module can be combined with an E-
tutoring system to enhance the quality of intelligent problem-solving. Also, it will be possible
to reuse the knowledge domains and design E-tutoring frameworks. Finally, a proposal of the
domain knowledge module for the E-tutoring system can enhance teaching and learning, sup-
port recommendations, generate hints, and support the generation of problems and solutions
automatically.
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The data path: in depth analysis

Grácián Kokrehel and Vilmos Bilicki

Abstract: There are many design patterns in software development, their proper use in dis-
tributed, client, server, cloud, and fog systems is not trivial. The article is the beginning of a
review of design patterns used in modern software architecture. Developers often forget about
the extra tasks involved when using these solutions. During 4 years of research and devel-
opment, a number of real telemedicine applications were effectively implemented. The team
gained experience in solving the challenges associated with usage of the standard model. Cur-
rently, a unique data set is available which allows us to analyze the effects of FHIR[6] models
on the system. This paper focuses on the application of FHIR with Firebase and Angular. The
goal of this research is to describe the standardized model impact on different elements of the
system:such as GUI, database, data processing, and relations of objects.

Keywords: fhir, telemedicine, gui, firebase, angular, modeling

Introduction

The paper is the beginning of a review of design patterns used in modern software archi-
tecture. Two important parts of our software architecture: Firebase data storage, Angular web
application.
During 4 years of research and development, a number of real telemedicine applications were
effectively implemented.
The following 6 issues were highlighted during the analysis of the projects: the model effect
on the GUI, data processing before the information is stored in the model (heart rate, blood
pressure, body weight, etc.), string transformations before saving(Patient name, address, con-
tact, etc.), model references or embedded data, server or client data processor, and expansion
of FHIR due to storage constraints and methods. Finally, we show how often the defined prob-
lems occurred during the use of different FHIR models.

State of the art

Jinfeng Wen’s team presents the first comprehensive study on understanding the challenges
in developing serverless-based applications from the developer’s perspective. They mine and
analyze 22,731 relevant questions from Stack Overflow (a popular Q&A website for develop-
ers), and show the increasing popularity trend and the high difficulty level of serverless com-
puting for developers. Through manual inspection of 619 sampled questions, they constructed
a taxonomy of challenges that developers encounter, and report a series of findings and action-
able implications. [1]
In a different publication Jinfeng Wen’s team presents a comprehensive study on characteriz-
ing mainstream commodity serverless computing platforms, including AWS Lambda, Google
Cloud Functions, Azure Functions, and Alibaba Cloud Function Compute. Specifically, they
conduct both qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. Based on the results of both qual-
itative and quantitative analysis, they derive a series of findings and provide insightful impli-
cations for both developers and cloud vendors. [2]
A. Bergmayr and his team investigated the diverse features currently provided by existing
Cloud Modeling Languages (CMLs). They classified and compared them according to a com-
mon framework with the goal to support Cloud Service Customers (CSCs) in selecting the CML
which fits the needs of their application scenario and setting. As a result, not only features of
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existing CMLs are pointed out for which extensive support is already provided but also in
which existing CMLs are deficient, thereby suggesting a research agenda. [3]
Software architectures allow identifying confidentiality issues early and in a cost-efficient way.
Information Flow (IF) and Access Control (AC) are established confidentiality mechanisms, so
modeling and analysis approaches should support them. Because confidentiality issues often
trace back to data usage, data-oriented approaches are promising. However, S. Seifermann’s
team could not identify a data-oriented approach handling both, IF and AC. Therefore, they
present a unified data-oriented modeling and analysis approach supporting both, IF and AC.
They demonstrated the integration into an existing architectural description language and eval-
uated the resulting expressiveness and accuracy by a case study considering 22 cases. [4]
The main theoretical results of P. Stunkel’s team results are proofs of the facts that comprehen-
sive systems are an admissible environment for (i) applying formal means of consistency ver-
ification (diagrammatic predicate framework), (ii) performing algebraic graph transformation
(weak adhesive HLR category), and (iii) that they generalise the underlying setting of graph
diagrams and triple graph grammars. [5]
Providing an extensive overview of the state of the art for each of these works would go beyond
the scope of this paper.

Our cloud software storage

FHIR (Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources) Specification, which is a standard for ex-
changing healthcare information electronically. FHIR aims to simplify implementation without
sacrificing information integrity. It leverages existing logical and theoretical models to provide
a consistent, easy to implement, and rigorous mechanism for exchanging data between health-
care applications. The philosophy behind FHIR is to build a base set of resources that, either by
themselves or when combined, satisfy the majority of common use cases. FHIR resources aim
to define the information contents and structure for the core information set that is shared by
most implementations. There is a built-in extension mechanism to cover the remaining content
as needed.
Firebase is a development platform known originally for its realtime database that’s still at its
core a multi-node, key-value database optimized for synchronizing data, often between user
machines or smartphones and centralized storage in the cloud. It’s designed to make life easier
for developers by handling much of the pushing and pulling of data. That relieves app devel-
opers of the programming burdens associated with managing versions or locations. They can
write the new bits to Firebase and the data will be consistent throughout the system.[7]
Angular is a development platform, built on TypeScript. As a platform, Angular includes:
A component-based framework for building scalable web applications A collection of well-
integrated libraries that cover a wide variety of features, including routing, forms management,
client-server communication, and more A suite of developer tools to help you develop, build,
test, and update your code With Angular, you’re taking advantage of a platform that can scale
from single-developer projects to enterprise-level applications. [8]

Approach

This section describes the main issues that change the data model. Short description of the
4 problems:

1. Transformation - Often some sort of transformation takes place before the data is mod-
ified. These changes can affect the data model in several ways: string transformations,
complicated calculations, date conversion, and so on.
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2. Security - For telemedicine applications, it is important to pay attention to patient’s per-
sonal information, so encryption or authorization management is required.

3. Consistency - Due to Firebase’s document-based storage method, references or embed-
ding must be used, and these solutions raise consistency concerns. In telemedicine appli-
cations, where the lives of patients depend on current data, it is extra important that all
data is always consistent, which is why multiple model operations must be performed.

4. Performance - The deep data structure of standard data models gives extra processing
tasks to the client side. Because of the standard FHIR model, deep data structures often
need to be displayed on the GUI, which is an extra load for the client. In addition, null
and undefined data must be handled in all cases, so it is packed with features to eliminate
errors.

A(pure data)
T(transformation) sr/mr(single/multi row) c(client) s(server)

1 - string 2 - number 3 - date
4 - others

S(security) 1 - gdpr
C(consistency) 1 - id reference 2 - embedded data 3 - many extra data

4 - data after delete
P(performance) 1 - deep data 2 - multiple promise 3 - handle null/und

Table 1: Notations

Model FHIR Firebase GUI
C R U D

Device A T4s C2 S1 T4s C4
Patient A T1srs C2 S1 T1srs T1mrs C4 C4 P1

Practitioner A T1srs C2 S1 T1srs T1mrs C4 C4 P1
Appointment A T3s C2 T3s P2
Questionnaire A P1

Questionnaire Response A P1
Group A T1s C2 T1s C4 P2

CarePlan A C2 P1
Condition A C2 P2

Communication A C1 P1
Goal A C2 P1

MedicationRequest A C2 P1
ServiceRequest A C2

Table 2: Analysis of FHIR models

In Table 2, we can trace the data lifecycle in different states, where the Firebase part has even
been decomposed based on CRUD (Create / Read / Update / Delete) criteria. Table 1 contains
the notations required for interpretation. Based on the above results, it can be noticed that
the FHIR model alone is not enough, but several transformations have to be applied during
development to get the right results. In our experience, it is still worth using standardized
models.
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Conclusions

It is clear from the literature search that there are many ways to study modern software
stacks, yet there are very few papers that take full account of the life path of data. By analyzing
common problems encountered in the development of Telemedicine applications using the
FHIR model, we have created a simple methodology with which modern systems can be easily
evaluated. This is especially important for automated software evaluation, which will be the
next step in our research. We have already identified more than 9k github projects and we
developed code to interpret them along the criteria. With our methodology, we can get an idea
of the application of both architectural and component-level design patterns.
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Optimizing the influence maximization problem with covering
models including costs and required seed-distance

Gyöngyvér Vass

Abstract:
The influence maximization is a truly interesting and hot topic in our current digital world.

In an earlier work, we used covering models to solve influence maximization problems, where
we transformed the probabilities in influence maximization problems to distances.

In this study, we want to extend a diffusion model such that instead of a fixed number of
seed points we can influence, we include costs to the individuals, as the cost to influence them.
This way we have a budget for the initial influence, or in other words for selecting the seed
points, while we still try to maximize the total diffusion.

We also study a restricted information maximization problem, when it is important to spread
the information more evenly on the network and reach different communities. Such a require-
ment can be fulfilled by constraining the seed points to be further away than a predefined
distance.

Both new problems are planned to be solved by a fitting covering model, and their efficiency
will be studied.

Keywords: influence maximization, information diffusion, covering, facility location, optimization

Introduction

The influence maximization problem explores that from a given set of staring points (called
seed set) how many other individuals can be reached by the information in a social network,
or how successfully the seed set can diffuse the information [1]. The transmission of the infor-
mation can be different, but usually, the capability of the influencing is defined by the weight
of the edge between two points. One seeks the seeds which maximize the final number of in-
fluenced points. Influence maximization is also known as information diffusion, and influence
diffusion.

In facility location, the covering problem explores the vertex or vertices that can cover other
vertices in a demand network within a given covering distance [2]. The aim is to maximize the
covering by the specified number of centres which we can locate at the existing demand points.

In our previous work [3] we extensively analysed the two problems, and found how one can
solve the Independent Cascade (IC) problem using a covering model.

The idea of solving a diffusion model by covering models were already done for the Linear
Threshold diffusion model. In [4] Güney et al. have shown a stochastic programming approach
for the Linear Threshold model using scenarios. Nannicini et al. [5] also introduce a set cover-
ing model, in order to solve the robust version of the Linear Threshold model.

In this study, we want to solve specialized influence maximization problems. First, we want
to include costs on the initial influence, that is, how much it costs to influence a seed point. It
is more natural to assume that influencing a person can cost us more or less, and that we have
a limited budget for influencing. This way we have to optimize how we spend our budget on
influencing the seed points while still maximizing the number of influenced points by them.

Second, we want to make sure that the information spread well in the graph. This can be
reached by requiring a minimal distance between the seed points. Applying such a required
seed-distance, we want to reach the points in the graph evenly and avoid having a hotspot.
We want to reach more parts of the graph if it is possible without sacrificing the number of
influenced points. By forcing the seeds to be more spread out, the model will expectantly give
us a solution where different parts of the network are reached.
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Information diffusion

Information diffusion or Influence maximization is a certainly interesting topic nowadays.
There is a simple weighted graph, where edge weights describe the probability that the ver-
tices can influence each other through the edges. We seek the starting points of the information
(called seed points) to maximize the number of influenced points. How the information diffu-
sion exactly happens is defined by different diffusion models.

We used in our previous work the triggering diffusion model to prove, that maximal cov-
ering models can be made equivalent with a few conditions. This is a nice theoretical result,
since the triggering model is considered as a generalization of all diffusion models [1].

In this study we deal with the Independent Cascade (IC) diffusion model. In each itera-
tion, the lastly influenced points try to influence its neighbours with the probability between
them: we are generating a random number, if it is smaller than the edge weight the diffusion is
successful, otherwise not. Therefore, it can be seen as a Monte-Carlo simulation.

Covering

In the covering problem there is a demand network: a simple graph where the points are
demand points and the edges with their edge weights represent the distance and accessibility
between points. We want to locate a given number of facilities or centres, in such a way that we
maximize the covered demand. A new facility can cover a demand point if the point is within
a given covering radius to the facility. The mathematical model for the maximum covering
model can be described as below:

Parameters:
R = covering distance

Decision variables:
Xj = 1 if a company at point j is located, otherwise 0
Yj = 1 if point j is covered, otherwise 0

max
∑
j

Yj (1)

s.t.
∑
j

Xj = s (2)

∑
i∈V :d(i,j)≤R

Xi ≥ Yj ∀j (3)

The objective function in (1) maximizes the number of covered points.Constraint (2) make
sure to only locate the given number of seed points. Constraint (3) defines the covering: a
point can be covered only if there is a facility from which the distance is not greater than the
covering radius R. This model is integer-friendly and can be solved very efficiently even for
huge graphs.

Influence-Covering-Influence Algorithm

If we analyse the two problems, they are very similar at first. Both are working with simple
graphs, want to find seed points from which we can reach as many other points as possible.
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For the influence maximization, the seed points are the starting point of the information dif-
fusion. In the covering problem, the seed point is the newly located facility from which we
want to cover the demand. But the main difference is how the point reach other points. In
the influence maximization, a point try to influence its neighbours with the probability (edge
weight) between them. In the covering problem, a facility can cover a demand point if the dis-
tance between them is not more than the covering distance, where the distance between two
points are defined by their edge weight. As we can see, the edge weights are different: in the
influencing they are probabilities and in the covering they are distances. Consequently, the in-
fluence maximization is a stochastic problem while covering is deterministic. We can also see
that, the information maximization is a dynamic problem since anyone can influence, while the
covering is static, only the facilities can cover the demand points.

We have proposed an idea for an algorithm that can overcome some of these differences,
called Influence-Covering-Influence algorithm. Our aim is to solve the influencing as a cov-
ering problem and then choose the most promising seed set for the influencing. In order to
tranform the probabilities to distances, we need to take into account that a small probability
means small chance to influence. Thus, small probability needs to be transformed into large
distance in the covering model, and vica-versa. So we want to apply some reverse ratio. We
developed 3 methods for the transformation: if p is the probability, we get distances as 1− p, 1

p
and −ln(p). As we calculate the distance with these transformations, we get 3 networks where
the edge weights are above distances. We can solve them as maximal covering problems. For
the covering radius, we calculate a suitable interval from the minimum and average of the edge
lengths. We can divide this interval into as many covering radiuses as we like, consequently
getting that many covering sub-problems for each distance method. We solve all of the sub-
problems, obtaining many possible seed sets. We run the simulation for the influencing for all
seed sets, and we choose the most successful one.

As we will see, this method can be extended to our special cases.

Costs for seed points

We can add a cost to the influence maximization problem quite naturally. We assume that
a cost to every point in the graph is given, which tells us how much does it cost to influence a
seed point. Therefore, we have a maximum budget instead of the number of seed points.

We can also add costs easily to the covering problem with a similar meaning like the influ-
ence cost. We can assume that a cost to every point in the graph is given, i.e. the cost to locate a
new facility in that demand point. In this case, we also have a maximum budget instead of the
number of facilities to locate. So using this budget, we want to maximize the covered demand
within the given radius. Adding the costs to the model can be done easily.

max
∑
j

Yj (4)

s.t.
∑
j

cjXj ≤ Cmax (5)

∑
j∈V :d(i,j)≤R

Xj ≥ Yi ∀i (6)

Only constraint (2) in the covering model will change to (5), which describe that the summa-
rized cost of the seeds can not be greater than the budget.

It is also important that it is possible to take into account the costs for the greedy method of
the IC model. There is a fully greedy version, where we select from the points available by the
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budget, the most influential points to be seeds until there is any remaining budget. In a smarter
greedy version, we also choose from the budget-fulfilling points, but here we choose the point
for which the number of influenced points to cost ratio is the highest.

Preliminary result show that our approach is promising.

Working with required distance between seed points

We want to avoid those cases, where the same large set of points are reached from different
seed points, whilst other portions of the network are not reached. Our aim with this is to reach
different parts of the network and not creating just one hotspot. We want to influence different
communities of the network, if possible.

This new condition could be that we want the seed points to be as far from each other
as possible, or at least farer than a given distance. The number of covered points possibly
decreases from the original solution when we distance out the seeds, but here we want to trade
off some decrease in the influencing by obtaining a wider spread of information.

To integrate the required distance distmin between any pair of seed points, we can introduce
this new condition to our covering model:

d(i, j) ≥ distminXiXj ∀i, j.

This may look difficult, but can be equivalently modelled by the McCormick conditions.
Unfortunately, it would add too many constraints to the original model, so we propose another
way to model it.

As we have a pre-calculated distance matrix, we can directly prohibit solutions where two
seeds are closer than the given minimal distance:

Xi +Xj ≤ 1 ∀i, j ∈ V, i 6= j where d(i, j) ≤ distmin.

This gives us not too many constraints, which might even makes the model easier to be
solved. We can incorporate this readily into our method, thus we expect to obtain an efficient
method for this problem as well.
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Edge-based detection of nested communities
Imre Gera, András London, András Pluhár

Abstract: Community detection algorithms traditionally focus on finding groups of nodes that
have a high number of connections among each other while having few connections to outside
nodes. This can be done in various ways, for example by maximizing modularity [2]. Instead
of densely connected groups, we are looking for a different structure, namely the nestedness.
Here we aim to find overlapping subgraphs (communities) of a graph that are perfectly nested.
We present an adjustable greedy algorithm that is able find such communities in both bipartite
and general graphs, and examine its performance on two sets of networks.

Keywords: graph theory, nestedness, community detection, greedy algorithm

Introduction

Among the most looked for structure in networks are groupings of nodes in the form of
clusters and communities. Lots of methods have been developed that perform these tasks by
optimizing a certain metric, for example the so-called modularity [2]. These methods usually
try to create groups inside of which the edge density is high, but it is low among them. Different
types of networks usually exhibit different structures. Human social networks, for example,
usually contain a large amount of triangles, where a modularity-based clustering or community
detection would find groups of people who are in a closer relationship (e.g. a group of friends).
The same might not be true to other types of networks, like technological ones, where due to the
lower amount of triangles, it might not be adequate to find disjoint dense parts [5]. Ecological
networks tend to display another structure in the form of nestedness [3, 4].

In this paper we propose an algorithm that detects overlapping, fully nested communities
by assigning one or more communities to the edges of a network. As a result, edges belonging
to the same community span a fully nested subgraph of the network.

The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we introduce the concepts used to build
the algorithm, then in section 3 we describe how the algorithm works. In section 4, we exam-
ine the algorithm’s performance on sample networks and finally, in section 5 we draw some
conclusions and mention potential research questions for the future.

Nestedness

We call a bipartite graph G = ({V1 ∪ V2}, E) fully nested if the vertices in V1 (or V2) can be
ordered in such a way that Ni1 ⊇ Ni2 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Nin , where N` is the neighborhood of vertex
` (` /∈ N`). The property is symmetric: if V1 is fully is nested, then so is V2 and vice versa. It
should be noted that a bipartite graph is fully nested if and only if it contains no induced 2K2

(two independent edges). While the concept of nestedness can be extended to general graphs
through the 2K2-free property [6], we only work with bipartite graphs in this paper.

We want to identify the nested subgraphs of a graph as communities. To do that, we define
a fully nested subgraph of G as an induced 2K2-free graph and try to find all maximal (non
expandable) ones. However, enumerating nested bipartite subgraphs as communities directly
might be too restrictive for real-world applications, so we introduce the following formalism.
To test whether nodes vi, vj ∈ V are nested, even in a general graph, we check how much their
neighborhoods overlap by calculating

nest(vi, vj) =
|Ni ∩Nj |

min
{
|Ni|, |Nj |

} . (1)
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If nest(vi, vj) = 1, then vi and vj are nested as one’s neighborhood is a subset of the other’s.
In all other cases (i.e. when nest(vi, vj) < 1) the two vertices are not nested since there is a 2K2

between them. The 2K2 is caused by the fact that vi has a neighbor vk that is not connected to
vj and vj has a neighbor v` that is not connected to vi. The 2K2 is formed by edges (vi, vk) and
(vj , v`).

To identify the nested subgraphs of a graph G, we try to group together those nodes where
for all (vi, vj) pairs in the group nest(vi, vj) = 1. We want to emphasize again that in this work
we look at a subgraph as a vertex set spanned by given edges.

Community detection

Our goal is to identify the maximal (non-extendable) nested subgraphs of a network. There
are two approaches for this: clustering and community detection. The main difference is that
in the case of community detection we allow overlapping groups, while in case of clustering
each node (or edge) belongs to only one cluster.

To perform this grouping, labels (or community indices) are assigned to the nodes and edges
of a network. A labeling is a function C : V → P(N), where C(v) is the set of labels (indices)
assigned to node v. In case of clustering, only a single label is assigned to each node, which
creates a non-overlapping cluster structure.

Traditionally, clustering and community detection algorithms assign labels to nodes. Our
approach, instead, assigns labels to the edges of the network and derive the labels of the nodes
from that. Let C̃ : E → P(N) denote the set of labels assigned to the edges of the graph. Using
this, we define the set of communities a node v is assigned to as the union of the labels of its
incident edges:

C(v) =
⋃

e∈E(v)

C̃(e). (2)

Edge-based community detection

Our algorithm works by labeling the edges of the network, with one or more labels, in a way
that edges having the same label (i.e. belonging to the same community) form a fully-nested
subgraph of the network. The key idea is that we use equation (1) to check whether two vertices
are nested and we assign all of their edges either to the same community or to two different
communities, based on the result.

Naively all
(
n
2

)
≈ n2 vertex pairs could be compared, but a lot of these comparisons can

safely be avoided. For instance, and most obviously, there is no need to compare two u, v ∈ V
vertices that do not have a common neighbor (i.e. where nest(u, v) = 0), since they are always
part of an induced 2K2 (if none of them is an isolated vertex).

Instead of excluding these pairs after enumerating all possible combinations, though, we
focus on collecting only those pairs of nodes that have at least one common neighbor. To do
that, for each vertex v we calculate a set of vertices that are exactly at two distance from v:

N++(v) = {vj : ∃vk (v, vk), (vk, vj) ∈ E, (v, vj) /∈ E}. (3)

To keep track of which vertices we need to examine, we use two lists: n1 and n2, each
of length n. For each vertex, n1 contains the number of unlabeled incident edges (or unseen
neighbors) and n2 contains the number of unseen 2-neighbors.

We start each iteration by comparing vertices a, b ∈ V that are 2-neighbors using equation
(1). Selecting a proper a and b can be done in a greedy way, e.g. by choosing a node with the
highest amount of unvisited 2-neighbors as node a and one of its 2-neighbors as b. During the
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Figure 1: Execution results of the algorithm on the host-parasite networks.

iteration our goal is to find those sets of communities ca and cb that can be assigned to the edges
of nodes a and b, respectively. First, we perform the test using equation (1) and if its value is 1,
then we create a common set of communities ca = cb, otherwise ca 6= cb. Finally, we assign all
communities in ca to the incident edges of a and the communities in cb to the incident edges of
b and update the n1 and n2 counters for a and b.

To find similar communities, we first take the union of the existing communitiesC(a)∪C(b).
Then we check if each community would contain a 2K2 if both a and b were inserted into
it, discarding those communities that would have a 2K2. In the end, we use the remaining
communities as both ca and cb, or if there are none, we create a new community.

The algorithm stops when all 1
2

∑
v n2(v) pairs have been examined or when ∀v ∈ V :

n1(v) ≤ T (T is a user-defined threshold value, ideally set between −∆ · m and 1, where ∆
is the maximum degree in the network), whichever becomes true first. This makes the algo-
rithm’s speed-versus-accuracy adjustable: a higher value of T will cause the algorithm to stop
earlier, creating sparser communities.

Results

We examined the algorithm performance on a real and a synthetic set of networks and mea-
sured how the stop threshold T affects the quality of the found communities.

As the first dataset we used 50 host-parasite networks from Web of Life [7, 8]. To be able to
compare these networks among each other and identify their degree of nestedness, we use the
discrepancy measure [1], which calculates the number of 1s that need to be shifted in the inci-
dence matrix to get a fully nested network – lower discrepancy means higher nestedness. Our
preliminary results show that there is a strong non-linear connection between discrepancy and
the size of the found communities: the Spearman correlation coefficient of the two variables
was -0.9374 and the Person correlation coefficient of the community size and the logarithmic
discrepancy was -0.8794. The community size in the function of the discrepancy can be seen on
figure 1a.

For the second dataset we generated 200 samples of random bipartite graphs using the
G(n, p) Erdős-Rényi model [9] with n ranging from 6 to 30 and p = 0.6. We observed a similar
relationship as in the case of the host-parasite networks: highly nested networks show denser
communities. Here the Spearman correlation coefficient of the discrepancy and the community
size was -0.9876.

We also compared the effect of different n1 threshold values T = 1, 0,−1, . . . ,−7 and T =
−∞. As figure 1b shows, by decreasing the threshold value (and thus increasing the iteration
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count) the average density of a community grows. This means that the algorithm prefers to
grow existing communities to creating smaller, new ones. We can also see that the iteration
count increases steadily as the threshold is lowered but the growth of the community size
starts to slow down, requiring a lot more iterations to reach the final 7% growth.

The threshold parameter T is useful for striking a balance between speed and denser, fuller
communities. On some smaller graphs, the finite thresholds resulted in very similar commu-
nity sizes as with the infinite one, but the algorithm finished earlier.

Conclusion

We described an algorithm capable of finding a nested community structure of a graph using
an edge-based iterative approach. Our method allows us to assign multiple communities to the
edges and vertices of a graph. The algorithm is highly adjustable, its main parameter allows
one to trade community density for execution speed. While nestedness is mostly relevant in
the case of bipartite networks, the algorithm does not exploit properties exclusive to them,
allowing it to run on general graphs as well.

To measure the algorithm’s performance, we tested it on a set of both real-world and syn-
thetic networks and found that average community size (in terms of the percent of edges con-
tained) highly correlates with the discrepancy measure. We also examined the effect of the T
threshold parameter.

We would like to optimize the algorithm’s speed in the future, possibly by introducing a
better ordering heuristic for the node pairs. We would also like to examine the algorithm’s
completeness to see if it finds all maximal 2K2-free communities.
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Towards Knowledge Discovery for Predictive Maintenance in
MEMS Inertial Sensors using Artificial Intelligence and Design

Science Research

Itilekha Podder, Murad Huseynli, Michael Chima Ogbuachi, Tamas Fischl and Udo Bub

Abstract: Knowledge discovery is a comprehensive process for extracting new and useful
information from a large data set in which data mining is an inseparable step. Given the
complexity of the discovery process and the massive amount of data involved, Artificial In-
telligence techniques have been proven to be useful in a wide range of applications such as
predictive maintenance. Nonetheless, the process of knowledge extraction and reuse of the
produced knowledge lacks a methodical approach. Design Science Research is a qualitative
research paradigm that offers structured guidelines for the generalization and transferability
of newly produced knowledge using artifacts. In this paper, we provide an artifact for the
early prediction of affected inertial sensors which are based on Micro-electromechanical sys-
tems. Artificial Intelligence tools and Design Science Research are used to design the proposed
artifact.

Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Design Science Research, Knowledge Discovery, Predictive Mainte-
nance, Micro-electromechanical Systems.

Introduction

As a field of investigation, Micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS) is complex not only
due to its multidisciplinary nature, which combines disciplines like material science, chemi-
cal engineering, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, IC fabrication, packaging, etc.
but also due to its wide range of applications in different areas such as consumer electronics,
automotive, military, medical, and the communication domains. Hence, there is a constant
demand for optimizing process steps with smarter and faster solutions, to produce improved
and innovative products. Given the complexity and multi-dimensionality of the enormous
data sets produced during the MEMS manufacturing process steps, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
based techniques are becoming the most preferred and intensively used tools. Nevertheless, it
should be kept in mind that the incorporation of AI-based solutions into organizations is not
straightforward. There exist many challenges such as data pre-processing issues, regulatory
requirements, platform incompatibilities, etc. To mitigate these challenges, systematic guide-
lines are required for the generalization of the produced information and swift integration of
AI into MEMS manufacturing systems. Design Science Research (DSR) is a qualitative research
paradigm where researchers look into user insight to formulate a systematic design solution, by
creating innovative artifacts in the form of constructs, models, methods, and instantiations [1].
DSR concepts are broadly based on two main principles, build and evaluate. The build activ-
ity produces prescriptive knowledge in the form of situation-specific artifacts and attempts to
solve real-life problems, whereas the evaluate activity generates descriptive knowledge in the
form of observations, hypotheses, theories which are more high-level and generalized. Thus,
DSR becomes a crucial discipline for the theorization, re-utilization, and transfer of newly ob-
tained knowledge. In this paper, we propose an artifact for predictive maintenance (PDM) of
MEMS inertial sensors using AI tools and a DSR methodology.
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Related Work

Theissler et al. [2] identify challenges and research directions by analyzing research papers
about PDM using machine learning (ML). Furthermore, Pech et al. [3] examine current liter-
ature related to PDM and intelligent sensors in smart factories and provide an overview of
current trends regarding PDM. Tiddens et al. [4] claim in the paper that there are several tech-
niques available for PDM. The authors realize that there is a scarcity of available guidelines
and an end-to-end overview for implementing such techniques. Additionally, Hirt et al. [5]
claim that data mining processes are not tailored to supervised ML and they do not provide
a general view that can support both building and deploying a model in an information sys-
tem. Thus, the paper applies a DSR approach to develop a supervised ML process model -
an artifact, which encompasses model initiation, error estimation, and deployment. The re-
search papers [2, 3] focus on PDM and use DSR to design artifacts by solving problems and
formulating generalized design and action theories simultaneously [7, 6].

Proposed Process Model

In MEMS inertial sensors, temperature dependency is a common issue; On a wide temper-
ature range, the sensors have to fulfill certain offset criteria such as drift, absolute failure, etc.
that originate from vibration, temperature, aging (or mechanical stress), humidity. Offset ef-
fects like high drift over temperature, which is the focused area here, can influence the sensor
performance significantly and can only be recognized at the end of production test activities.

Drift = max{P(T )} −min{P(T )}, (1)

Here, drift effect can be defined as the non linear behaviour of a monitoring signal (P ) which
occurs due to high frequency components over temperature (T ) as shown in the eq. 1. The data
set used for this analysis is consisting of 1.5 millions data points and 212 attributes with 2 target
classes. There target classes are segregated based on the drift value defined in the eq. 1 over a
predefined threshold value (in this analysis 25 LSB is considered).

Figure 1: Evaluation process for predicting affected sensors. The arrows represent the cyclic
process flow in both direction.

Figure 1 describes a process model (DSR artifact) to predict the aforementioned drift be-
haviour of the affected MEMS inertial sensors effectively and systematically, through root
cause analysis using AI and DSR to create and evaluate the final artifact. Sonnenberg et al.[8]
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provided a very interesting and thorough argument of how prescriptive knowledge can pro-
vide ’truth-like value’ if it fulfills three principles which are shown here. The evaluation process
consists of the basic build - evaluate phases of DSR, but with some reconsideration. The activ-
ity starts with the Problem Statement where the research need (or "pain area") is investigated to
formulate the research question(s). This is conducted using various means, such as literature
reviews, expert interviews, domain knowledge, etc. The next phase ’Eval 1’ is the second phase
of this DSR evaluation process. This step finds the significance of the research question, which
in this case, is to improve the MEMS production process by finding and eliminating the factors
behind the high drifts over temperature for the affected inertial MEMS sensors. The ’Design’
phase can be interpreted as a set of design requirements chosen to solve the selected problem.
Here, supervised and unsupervised ML techniques have been used for the high dimensional,
imbalanced data set.

The ’Eval 2’ phase is an experimental phase where multiple methods and algorithms have
been used and compared to find the most suitable solution. For the data preparation, the data
set is normalized and is split randomly into train and test set. Different techniques such as
SMOTE oversampling, undersampling, cost function have been used to balance the data set.
Different feature reduction techniques such as principal component analysis (PCA), correlation
analysis, recursive feature elimination (RFE), tree-based feature importance have been used,
along with knowledge from subject matter experts (SME), to reduce the dimension of the data.

(a) Model Performance Comparison using RFE (b) XGBOOST Classification model implementation

Figure 2: Final model selection and implementation (XGBOOST) using RFE method

The three activities, ’Eval 1’, ’Design’ and ’Eval 2’ belong to the ’Ex-ante Evaluations’, as shown
in Figure 1. These are used to validate the design choices selected for creating an artifact for
the aforementioned problem statement. Multiple rounds of experimenters were performed on
different combinations of algorithms to find the most suitable solution set to predict this high
drift behaviour of the affected sensors. The final solution set is the ’Construct’ which is the next
step of this process. For this research work, SMOTE oversampling was selected to balance the
target classes. RFE [9] proved to be the most useful for feature selection, identifying 10 features
as the optimal input set marked by the blue dotted line as shown in the figure 2a. The figure
also shows that XGBoost algorithm provided higher accuracy compared to other methods such
as Decision Tree (DT), Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) and Support Vector Machines (SVM).

The ’Ex-post evaluation’ consists of ’Eval 3’, ’Use’ and ’Eval 4’ activities to evaluate the artifact
instances and usability. In ’Eval 3’ the artifact prototype, consisting of a set of most suitable AI
methods, is assessed in an artificial setting but on a real data set. Figure 2b shows the result of
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model implementation on MEMS sensor production data. The monitoring parameter value (P )
here signifies the drift magnitude as shown in the eq. 1. The higher the drift, the larger the
radius of the circles (where each circle represents an individual sensor on a wafer). Using the
model prediction and SME knowledge together, influencing parameters for the abnormality
around the edges of the silicon wafers were found. Upon conducting a detailed investigation
on the sensors belonging to false negatives (FN) and false positives (FP) around the edges of
the wafer, the physical causes behind the measured effect on the sensors have become clearer.
The XGBoost model was able to predict 95% of the good sensors (or the positive class) and 88%
of the affected sensors (the negative class) on the overall data set.

The next phase ’Use’, is where the final set of guidelines is formulated using the useful
information extracted from the research analysis and consulting with domain experts. The
last phase ’Eval 4’, validates artifact instances through an actual production implementation.
The artifact prototype proposed here is currently being used in production for sorting wafers
according to the drift behavior. This concludes the evaluation process.

Conclusion

This paper proposes a novel artifact for PDM analysis of MEMS inertial sensors using AI
solutions with a DSR approach. It was demonstrated that the proposed artifact can improve
the overall manufacturing process with the methodical steps described in Section . Though the
proposed artifact is designed using prescriptive knowledge, it contains three main principles
that provide truth-like value; (a) two modes of DSR inquiry; (b) documentation of the process;
and (c) continuous assessment. Having a concise structure helps researchers look into the right
problem space, design and validate the solutions according to the research need and finally
formulate an artifact. However, the proposed artifact needs to be verified in different problem
settings for further generalization and kept as a part of future work.
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Uncovering Hidden Dependencies: Constructing Intelligible Path
Witnesses using Dataflow Analyses

Kristóf Umann, Gábor Horváth and Zoltán Porkoláb

Abstract:
The lack of sound, concise and comprehensive error reports emitted by a static analysis

tool can cause increased fixing cost, bottleneck at the availability of experts and even may
undermine the trust in static analysis as a method. This paper presents novel techniques to
improve the quality of bug reports for static analysis tools that employ symbolic execution.
With the combination of data and control dependency analysis, we can identify the relevance
of particular code snippets that were previously missing from the report. We demonstrated the
benefits of our approach by implementing an improved bug report generator algorithm for the
Clang Static Analyzer. After being tested by the open source community our solution became
enabled by default in the tool.

Keywords: static analysis, symbolic execution, control dependency analysis, reaching definitions anal-
ysis, Clang Static Analyzer, report generation, code comprehension

Introduction

Maintenance costs take a larger part of the price of the software systems. Most of these
expenses are spent fixing bugs. However, the earlier these bugs are detected, the lower the cost
of the fix [3]. One approach to catch bugs early is to conduct analysis compile-time with the
use of static analysis. Most commonly, the only input of static analyzer tools is the program’s
source code, which they can use to provide (at least theoretically) full coverage of the program.

Most static analysis methods apply heuristics, which means that often they may underesti-
mate or overestimate the program behavior [1]; in other words, static analysis trades precision for
coverage. In practice, this means static analysis tools sometimes do not report existing issues
which is called a false negative, and sometimes they report correct code erroneously as a prob-
lem, which is called as false positive. Therefore, all reports need to be reviewed by a professional
who has to decide manually whether the report stands, and if so, fix it. This, however, creates a
serious bottleneck in the otherwise automated process as humans who are experts both in the
problem domain and in the implementation techniques are usually the most expensive and the
least available resources. It has the uttermost importance to maximize the effectiveness of the
step where humans involved [4]. This demands improvements in the communication between
the analysis tool and the human actor: i.e., to teach the analysis tool to provide sound, concise
and comprehensive reports.

In this paper, we present the report generation challenges faced by a technique called sym-
bolic execution. Symbolic execution explores a high number of execution paths within the
program and can constrain the values of runtime variables, allowing it to gain a considerable
understanding of the program’s runtime behavior. However, after finding a bug, it usually
struggles to relate back to the source code and many time is unable to consider the proper
context broader than the actual path of execution leading to the bug.

We discuss possible new techniques to allow a symbolic execution tool to better understand
of code contexts outside a given path of execution. We also demonstrate one of these techniques
implemented as an extension to the open-source analyzer tool Clang Static Analyzer, to which
we will refer under the term analyzer for the remainder of the paper. As one of the more mature
and popular static analyzer tools that implement symbolic execution for C, C++ and objective C
languages, it is considered stable and reliable to be used on large code-bases for both academic
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and industrial purposes. Our report generation improvement was tested by the open source
community and accepted to merge into the tool since version 10.0.0. As this improvement has
been enabled in the releases since1, we feel there is a real world benefits to our results.

Symbolic execution

Symbolic execution [2] in clang starts after the conclusion of syntactic and semantic analy-
sis, and the construction of the AST (abstract syntax tree) and the CFG (control flow graph). From
an initial function, the analyzer will explore paths of execution along the directed edges of the
CFG. For the code snippet in Figure 1a., with f being the initial function, a possible path of
execution would be B5 B4 B3 B2 B0. The CFG describes one specific function at a time yet
both B4 and B2 contain function calls. This obstacle is resolved by the analyzer “jumping”
from the invocation site to the entry blocks of the callee function’s CFG. We call this process in-
lining. Should we denote the symbol fooBi as the ith block of foo’s CFG, the path of execution
mentioned above is as follows:
fB5 fB4 gB2 gB1 gB0 fB4 fB3 fB2 gB2 gB1 gB0 fB2 fB0

During analysis, the analyzer builds a data structure to keep track of the program state (most
notably the store and the constraint manager) at each point of symbolic execution. This data
structure is called the ExplodedGraph, which most commonly takes the shape of a directed
tree.

Report generation

Bug report generation is done after the entire analysis is concluded by the inspecting nodes
of the ExplodedGraph. In this section, we overview this process.

Report genertion techniques prior to our research

To construct a bug report, the analyzer, starting from the error node, inspects the bug path’s
nodes individually all the way to the root of the ExplodedGraph. Upon each inspection, bug
path visitors are allowed to construct a diagnostic message, such as “Assuming the condition is
true”. Visitors greatly expand the number of variables and values to consider for explaining.
Data dependence is a great example; if variable x caused a bug, we want to find x’s last write
preceding the error node (e.g., “Value assigned to ’x’ ”). If that last write is in the form of an
assignment (x = y;), a new visitor may be registered to explain y.

During bug emission and bug report generation, the analyzer marks some entities (such
as the denominator for a division-by-zero bugs) interesting. As the analyzer ascends the bug
path, visitors may propagate this interestingness to other entities. In a later stage, after all
diagnostics have been constructed, messages in function calls not describing any interesting
entities are pruned. This is useful to avoid irrelevant notes cluttering the bug report.

We track variable x, if we register a combination of visitors to explain its value and other
properties, and mark it interesting.

Deficiencies

Even when describing multiple iterations of a loop, the path in the ExplodedGraph that
connects the root to the error node (also known as the bug path) contains no directed cycles. This
path a sequence of program states, not CFG blocks. This linearity and the lack of information

1As of the writing of this paper, the latest Clang release is 13.0.1.
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1
2 1 int flag;
3 2 bool coin();
4 3
5 4 void g() {
6 5 flag = coin

();
7 6 }
8 7
9 8 int f() {

10 9 int *x = 0;
11 10 flag = 1;
12 11 g();
13 12 if (flag)
14 13 x = new

int;
15 14 g();
16 15 if (flag)
17 16 *x = 5;
18 17 }
19

[B5 (ENTRY)]

[B4]
int *x = 0;
flag = 1;

g();
if (flag)

[B3]
x = new int;

[B2]
g();

if (flag)

[B1]
*x = 5

[B0 (EXIT)]

(a) A code snippet and function f’s CFG. g’s CFG
(not pictured) would consist of 3 blocks: gB2 →
gB1 → gB0.

(b) Before (c) After

Figure 1: A code snippet and analysis results demonstrating how the analyzer struggles to re-
alize that x’s value and derefence depends on flag, and as a result, will not construct diagnostic
messages to explain relevant events to it.

on code not explored by the analyzer on that bug path can make it challenging to understand
the intention of the programmer.

Figure 1a. shows a code snippet where the global variable flag controls whether x will be
initialized, and whether x will be dereferenced. Function g sets flag to some unknown value,
and the lack of parameter passing makes this a non-trivial realization from a user’s perspective.
Figure 1b. shows a report from the analyzer displayed by CodeChecker before our research: the
analyzer failed to understand that x’s value depends on flag on line 12, and x’s dereference
depends on flag on line 16, both of which would be worth of more explanatain. These two
conditions in fact describe two different classes of problems for the analyzer to solve. As a
result, it pruned diagnostic messages relating to function calls to g.

Proposed solution

Figure 1a. demonstrates two classes of problems. For one of them, where the analyzer failed
to realize that x’s dereference depends on flag’s value on line 16, we propose a new technique:
incorporation of control dependency analysis into clang’s existing infrastructure, as line 16 is
in fact a control dependency to line 17.

For the other, where the analyzer failed to realize that the programmer’s intended initializa-
tion to x depended on flag on line 12, we propose the incorporation of reaching definitions
analysis into the existing infrastructure, as line 12 contains a reaching definition to x on line
17. In our full paper, we present two additional classes of problems, and theorize about their
solution.
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Total reports Changed % of changed
CppCheck 44 7 15.9 %
Gravity 16 1 6.3 %
gRPC 229 15 6.6 %
LLVM + Clang 249 2 0.8 %
Xerces 106 1 0.9 %
Others combined 451 0 0 %

Table 1: Evaluation of control dependency tracking in terms of how many reports received
additional notes.

Results

We tested our solution on, as seen in Table 1, the following open-source C and C++ projects:
Bitcoin, CppCheck, Gravity, gRPC, LLVM and Clang, OpenSSL, Protobuf, Rtags, S2N, TinyVM,
Xerces and XGBoost. Combined, these projects cover a wide variety of coding techniques,
codebase sizes, and different versions of the languages’ standards.

Out of the 12 open source projects, reports remained unchanged in 7. Out of 1096 bug
reports, 2.4% received additional notes. We intentionally fine tuned our solution to limit its
impact, and have observed that preserved information from previously disregarded function
calls always meaningfully added to the intelligility of the analyzed path of execution.

Conclusion

In this paper, we demonstrated that the root cause of poor bug reports to otherwise valuable
discoveries are caused by the fact symbolic execution can only reason about a single path of
execution at a time. After the analysis is concluded, tools such as the Clang Static Analyzer
inspect the sequence of program states leading to the error, and construct a set of diagnostic
messages and notes to explain the flow control and change of values. However, these program
states are oblivious to what could have happened on alternative paths of execution, as well as
control dependence.
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Detecting Corrugated Wire Mesh in Images

László Körmöczi and László G. Nyúl

Abstract: Detecting wire grid in an image is important in many image processing applications.
This task can be difficult if the mesh is not made of straight wires and cannot be detected with
simple line detectors. Template matching is insufficient if the appearance of the wires varies
throughout the image. Neural networks require computationally expensive training on a well-
prepared dataset. We propose a simple yet efficient way to detect a mesh of corrugated wires
in an image. After defining an average intensity that macroscopically defines the mesh and a
band width that can cover a wire, local minima of a 2D cost function over the image represent
the location and orientation of the wires. When having a regular mesh with constant distance
between the wires, missing detections can be complemented and false detections can be filtered
out. Experimental results show that wires are detected precisely and errors can be avoided with
simple filtering.

Keywords: image processing, grid detection, template matching, cage mesh detection

Introduction

Detecting wire mesh in an image is an important task in many image processing applica-
tions. A grid of straight wires can be detected with line detectors, e.g. using Hough transform.
Detection of thick lines can be achieved by either downscaling the image or by using thick line
detectors [16, 17]. However, these methods fail when the wires are not seen as lines in the
image, like the wires of a welded corrugated grid, that appear as wavy lines with alternating
darker and brighter segments due to directional reflection of their material.

Different parts of a mesh of corrugated wires are seen from different angles, like the exam-
ples in Fig. 1, thus have different shape throughout the image, so template matching cannot be
used.

Figure 1: Examples of corrugated wire seen from different angles.

Quasi-periodic wire meshes can be detected in the frequency domain [4]. There are methods
that use machine learning and neural networks to detect and segment grids [15], but training
neural networks require a lot of carefully prepared training data (e.g. precisely segmented grid
samples) and is computationally expensive.

Wire grid detection can be achieved easily if there is camera motion between frames [18]
or the focus distance can be varied [19], but having a fixed-focus camera in a fixed position
requires a different approach.

If the grid fills a large portion of the image we can find ”bands” that can be macroscopically
recognised by an average intensity. The regularity of the mesh (i.e. when the distance between
wires is constant and the mesh is a rectangular grid) can be utilized without the need to rectify
the image.
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Wire detection

First an average intensity value I is to be defined that macroscopically represents the grid
wires along with a band width d that covers a wire. We compute the squared difference of pixel
intensity and this selected average intensity for each pixel of the image. Then, for every angle
α in a selected range with a defined step size, we compute the sum over a d-pixel wide band
rotated with α for every row (for horizontal lines) or column (for vertical lines) of the image.
”Strong” local minima of the resulting 2D function represent the location and orientation of the
wires. An example visualization of the resulting function can be seen in Fig. 3. Knowing that
the distance of the wires is constant and there is only a perspective effect in the image, missing
detections can be complemented and false positives can be filtered out easily.

Algorithm 1 Wire detection

Require: I average intensity of the grid
I grayscale image
H,W height and width of the image
αmin, αmax, αstep as minimal, maximal rotation angle and rotation step size
d band width

Ensure: C cost function
for x ∈ [0,W ], y ∈ [0, H] do

J(x, y) = (I(x, y)− I)2

end for
for α ∈ [αmin, αmax] with αstep step size do

for x ∈ [0,W ] or y ∈ [0, H] do . depending on horizontal or vertical search
Bd,α,x or Bd,α,y is a d pixel wide band rotated with α and translated with x or y
C(α, x) =

∑
Bd,α,x

J or C(α, y) =
∑

Bd,α,y
J

end for
end for
search for ”strong” local minima
complement missing detections and filter out false positives based on consistency

Experimental results

In the experiments described in [14] we are working with grayscale images of 60×60×60 cm
rodent home cages acquired with consumer grade IP cameras having 1/2.7" class sensors and
wide angle lens with 3.6 mm focal length. The resolution of the images is 1920×1080 px and the
cage almost fills the whole image. The cameras have 83◦ vertical and 44◦ horizontal angle of
view and a strong barrel distortion can be observed in the images. We calibrated our cameras
and undistorted the images so that the barrel distortion is eliminated. Fig. 2 shows that only a
perspective effect remains.

The home cages have a skeleton of square steel tubes, and a mesh of corrugated wires is
welded to the inner side of the tubes.

The average intensity of the wires is 180 (on a grayscale range from 0 to 255) in the image so
we computed the squared difference of pixel intensity and this selected average intensity for
each pixel of the image.

The wires of the welded corrugated wire mesh can be covered with 8 px wide band so we
used this as d parameter. Projection of horizontal lines are almost horizontal in the image so we
set the limits of the rotation angle from -10◦ to +10◦ with 0.2◦ step size. The perspective effect
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Figure 2: Sample original (left) and undistorted (right) image showing the rodent home cage

on the vertical lines is more apparent so we set αmin and αmax to -15◦ and +15◦, respectively.
An example visualization can be seen in Fig. 3 and 4. Fig. 3 shows that ”strong” local minima

are lying on a line in the parameter space. The uppermost line is not detected as it is only
partially present in the image and does not have an expressed local minimum. False positives
caused by the edges of platforms in the background have local minima at rows around 300 and
570 but they were filtered out as seen in Fig. 4.

Figure 3: Example visualization of the grid detection cost function for horizontal wires. X axis
is for the rows of the image and Y axis is for the rotation angle. Brighter color means higher
function value. Useful local minima can be seen as dark spots.

Conclusion

We presented a simple yet efficient method to detect a regular mesh of corrugated wires in
an image by finding local minima of a cost function. We only use computationally inexpensive
image processing operations. Experimental results show that the algorithm can correctly detect
the grid and filter out false detections.
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Figure 4: Found lines painted over the original image, vertical lines in green and horizontal
lines in red. Note that lines that do not have ”strong” local minima on the cost function are
filtered out or not detected.
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Quadratic Displacement Maps for Heightmap Rendering

Mátyás Kiglics, Gábor Valasek, Csaba Bálint and Róbert Bán

Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest, Hungary

Abstract: We present a higher-order representation of heightfields by constructing unbound-
ing revolved parabolas about every texel of the height texture. These surfaces of revolution do
not intersect the interior of the volume defined by the heightfield. We present a simple genera-
tion algorithm and show that these maps can be rendered by computing intersections between
lines and parabolas in the plane. We compare its quality and performance with linear search
and relaxed cone step mapping.

Keywords: Computer Graphics, Parallax Mapping, Cone Step Mapping, Quadric Tracing

Introduction

Heightmaps are two-dimensional textures that store elevation values at each sample po-
sition. These textures are mapped onto simplified base geometries, and the base shapes are
transformed by displacing their points by the corresponding elevations along a direction. This
direction is usually the unit normal of an interpolated tangent frame over the surface. Geomet-
rically, the heightfield describes a variable radius offset of the coarse geometry.

There are two main approaches to the implementation of the above transformation [6]. A ge-
ometric one takes the vertices of the simplified base shape and translates them according to the
heightmap. This requires a sufficiently dense base geometry to accommodate the heightmap
resolution. It also necessitates carefully crafted level-of-detail (LOD) variations of the base
shape so that GPU performance is not wasted by rendering micro-triangles at a distance. More-
over, the transitions between the LODs should also be seamless.

The screen-space or per-fragment approach does not alter the raw geometry; instead, it casts
a ray through each pixel of the base shape and alters the shading parameters according to a ray
trace against the heightfield. Here, the displaced geometry is not stored explicitly, it only exists
procedurally during ray traversal.

Initial screen-space techniques relied on linear search along the ray to identify the ray-
heightfield intersection [6]. Dummer proposed a conservative empty space skipping technique
called cone step mapping to accelerate this process [2] with a different heightmap represen-
tation. Unbounding cones replaced the elevation values. These are the widest cones that are
disjoint from the heightfield, have their apex on the heightfield surface, and their axes of sym-
metry are the tangent-space normals. Usually, these cones are stored with two scalars: the
height of the apex and the tangent of the half cone angle. Other numerical representations
have been proposed as well that improve numerical or distributional properties [3].

The current state-of-the-art in terms of rendering performance is the relaxed cone map tech-
nique of Policarop and Oliveira [5]. They extended Dummer’s cone step mapping by replacing
strictly conservative cones with relaxed cones that do not allow for more than one outside-
inside transition between the ray and the heightmap. This approach guides the rays inside the
volume of the heightfield, so it requires a robust root refinement process, e.g. binary search, to
find the surface point of the intersection.

Our paper proposes a generalization of cone maps by assigning a surface of revolution based
on a parabola to each heightmap sample. This approach is a generalization of quadric maps
[1]. The resulting surfaces are conservatively unbounding in the same sense as Dummer’s, and
we refer to them as unbounding revolved parabolas. Figure 1a illustrates several examples.
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(a) Distance–maximum height histogram for a texel. The or-
ange points are the height differences divided by the distance.
The blue, red, and green lines form a convex boundary. Each
line corresponds to a bounding parabola.

(b) Comparison between cone step mapping and
unbounding revolved parabola tracing. The next
step is the intersection between the ray and the
cone (green) or parabola (red).

Figure 1: Visualisations of parabola revolution generation (a) and raytracing the heightmap (b).

Constructing unbounding revolved parabolas

We must generate an acceleration structure that can be efficiently queried, maximizes the
empty space skipping extent, and has a small storage footprint. For a single pixel within the
heightmap, we use revolved parabolas for this purpose that are represented by three scalars.

First, at each texel of the heightmap, we generate a radial function that stores the largest
height at a given distance from the texel. Then we fit a parabola on this such that all points of
this maximum height function are below the parabola. By revolving this parabola about the up
axis, we obtain a surface of revolution that does not have intersections with the interior of the
heightmap. Figure 1a illustrates this construction.

In this interpretation, a cone-map would find the highest slope from the origin, thus bound-
ing all values under a linear curve. We propose to bound with an ax2 + bx = y parabola in the
pixel distance – maximum height difference plane.

Our goal is to find the parabola that bounds all pi = (di, hi) ∈ IR2 points and maximizes the
potential volume a random ray may traverse. All this while subject to

∀i ∈ {1 . . . n} : hi ≤ ad2i + bdi .

One option is to fit parabolas with coefficients a and b for all possible pairs of pi points, and
check if all the other points are above it. However, this requires Θ(n3) steps. Thus, we divide
by di, so we must bound the p′i = (di,

hi
di

) points with the resulting linear equation. Hence, it
is enough to compute the convex upper bound of the {p′i} set because any line segment with
equation ax+ b will yield ax2 + bx that bounds all pi points. Since the input is preordered, the
algorithm is Θ(n).

Rendering unbounding revolved parabolas

Rendering the surface requires finding its closest intersection along a ray (p + tv, where
p ∈ R3 is the ray origin and v ∈ R3, ‖v‖2 = 1 is the ray direction) given by the distance t > 0.
Using the revolved parabolas generated above, this is done as shown in Algorithm 1. The
tracing takes variable step sizes with the strict condition of never entering, only approximating
the surface.

In each step, we find the texel coordinates of the current point on the ray, then intersect the
ray with the parabola stored in the texture. However, this can be greatly simplified by carrying
out the calculation in two dimensions. We only need to calculate t in the plane spanned by
the ray and the vertical axis, and this yields the same result as the three-dimensional case since
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Figure 2: Comparison between 16 steps of linear search (left), relaxed cone maps (center), and our
proposed parabola tracing (right), without binary refinement. The parabola method converges to more
stable points in fewer steps; however, its ultimate convergence is slower than relaxed cone stepping.

the parabolas are symmetric. Additionally, the p is above the local origin by definition in each
iteration, so the step distance is calculated as a simple line-parabola intersection. Figure 1b
illustrates the process and compares it with cone step mapping.

Repeating these steps will either exit the surface or approach the intersection. In the latter
case, the algorithm returns the distance taken along the ray from the starting point.

Algorithm 1 Tracing of revolved parabola field

Input: p0 ray origin, v ray direction, aij , bij , hij parabola parameters stored in a texture
Output: t distance along the ray

p← p0; s← 0
while s < steps ∧ t > ε do

(i, j)← texel coordinates of p
A← −aij · v2

x;B ← vy − bij · vx;C ← py − hij . We safely assume that vx > 0
if |A| < 10−6 then . A is small avoiding numerical error

t← −C
B . Linear equation

else
t← −B−

√
B2−AC
2A . Quadratic equation

end if
p← p + t · v . Step along the ray
s← s+ 1 . Increase step count

end while
return t

Results

We implemented the proposed method in C++, using the Falcor DirectX 12 rendering frame-
work from NVIDIA [4]. In our tests, the parabola tracing algorithm exhibited faster initial con-
vergence, however, the final approach to the intersection points was considerably slower than
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with relaxed cone step mapping. At 16 iterations, our method was 27% slower.
On the other hand, as shown in Figure 2, our method provided the best visual quality be-

tween linear search, relaxed cone step, and unbounding revolved parabola tracing. All meth-
ods used a single secant step as the final root refinement.

Conclusions

We proposed a generalization of cone step mapping based on the idea of quadric tracing.
We converted heightmaps into triplets of real signed scalars that represent planar parabolas.
During ray traversal, these parabolas are treated as surfaces of revolution and are constructed
so that they do not enter the interior of the volume defined by the heightmap.

Empirical tests showed that this acceleration structure yields larger initial empty space skip-
ping than relaxed cone maps, albeit the final convergence of our method is slower.

Our future work focuses on improving the performance of our method by optimizing the
query and representation of our proposed representation. One possible enhancement is the
combination of the two mentioned algorithms that takes advantage of the fast convergence in
the first few steps using the parabolas, followed by the more time-efficient cone tracing.
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Metaheuristic algorithms for related parallel machines scheduling
problem with availability and periodical unavailability constraints

Mihály Gencsi

Abstract: Related parallel machines scheduling problem (R-PMSP) is a type of optimal job
scheduling problem. The problem is to assign different types of jobs to different parallel ma-
chines. Every machine has a speed rate, with which they can execute a job faster or slower than
other machines. This work focuses on a R-PMSP with availability and periodical unavailability
constraints. Some jobs can also have machine preference. This is an NP-hard problem, which
means implementing a polynomial running time algorithm is unavailable. This study describes
three metaheuristic algorithms for solving larger problems. The algorithms namely are genetic
algorithm (GA), simulated annealing (SA), and Discrete Grey Wolf optimizer (DGWO). Their
running times and efficiency is compared. A benchmark generator method is also designed,
with a correctness proof for its optimal solution.

Keywords: Job Scheduling, Parallel machines, Availability Constraint, Periodical Unavailability Con-
straint, Genetic Algorithm, Simulated Annealing, Grey Wolf Optimizer

Introduction

The machine scheduling problem is an important topic nowadays for computer science. It
is confirmed by the numerous studies in the specialised literature. Time is one of the most
limited resources. Useful time can be saved by efficiently scheduling jobs on machines. We
want to assign independent jobs to several machines to minimize their running time. Each
machine and each job has different characteristics. In this problem, the jobs do not have a due
date, but all has to be executed. This problem description can be applied to various real-life
problems. We can use for scheduling tasks to computers, where availability constraint means
that the computers are unusable after a time and the periodical unavailability constraint means
that the computers need to restart periodically. Another example for this problem is scheduling
patients to testing laboratories, where availability constraint means that the laboratories are
closed after a time and periodical unavailability constraint means that the laboratories have a
break. In both cases, machine preference means that some jobs must be run exclusively on the
designated machine.

Related-parallel machines mean that we have two or more machines and the processing time
of a job can be different on each machine, but the rate of processing time on different machines
is the same for all jobs (giving the speed rate of the machines). Most of the researchers focused
on the fact that the machines are available all the time, but in this case, we do have maximum
runtime for the machines.

In this work, we focus on related-parallel machine scheduling with availability, periodi-
cal unavailability constraints and machine preference. The machine scheduling problem with
these constraints is NP-hard, indicating that it cannot be solved in polynomial time. We focus
on solving the three or more machine problems using metaheuristic algorithms - genetic algo-
rithm, simulated annealing, and Grey Wolf optimizer. We could not find a suitable benchmark
to test our results. Therefore, this work provides a method for benchmark generating, which
also specifies the optimal solution.
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Related works

Over the past few years, researchers have defined many subtypes of the job scheduling
problem. We can talk about two main types of scheduling problems, single-stage, where each
job contains single execution phase and multi-stage, where each job contains several execution
phases, which may be executed in sequence or in parallel. The single-stage job scheduling
problem has four subtypes: single-machine (1), identical-machines (P), related-machines (Q)
where job j on machine i takes pj · si time, and unrelated-machines (R) where job j on machine
i takes pij time [7]. The machines may have other characteristics: shutdown time, break time,
and deceleration over time. The jobs have also some characteristics: release date, delivery
time, machine preference. We can have different objective functions to be minimized [6]: the
makespan, the maximum lateness, the total completion time, the number of late jobs or the
total tardiness.

Zhao et al. [8] focus on two machine scheduling problem with an unavailability constraint
for only one of the machines. They study an approximation scheme, which is generalized for
m parallel machines. Masmoudi and Benbrahim [9] focus on parallel-machine scheduling with
only one unavailability period for each machine. They differentiate five sub-cases and develop
a heuristic for each one. Other researchers concentrate on single-machine scheduling with
multiple unavailability constraints, using heuristic algorithm [10], or genetic algorithm [11].
Kaabi [12] presents a two phases quadratic model for uniform parallel machine scheduling
with multiple unavailability constraints and solve small and medium-size test cases.

Model description

We describe our problem in this section. In our case, the number of jobs and machines is
known in advance. Each job has a number of machine-instructions and the job can have a ma-
chine preference, which means that a job has to run on the specified machine. Every machine
has its speed, availability and periodical unavailability constraints. Machine speed gives the
number of machine-instructions it can execute in unit time. Every machine has an availability
constraint, which means that the machine is available for a predefined time. Periodical unavail-
ability constraint means that each machine has a rest time or maintenance time periodically.

We want to minimize the makespan, i.e. the time elapsed from the start to the end of the
work for all machines. For each machine, we seek the job sequence that will minimize the
makespan.

In order to specify a problem instance, the following data must be given.

J = {ji} Jobs, i = 1, . . . , n
P = {pi} Number of machine-instructions of each job
JP = {jpi} Machine preference of each job
M = {mj} Machines, j = 1, . . . ,m
S = {sj} Speed of each machine
UT = {utj} Periodic uptime of each machine
MT = {mtj} Maintenance time of each machine
A = {aj} Available time of each machine

The periodical unavailability constraints are given by breaking up periodically a given machine
into uptime and maintenance time.
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Generating benchmark

In the literature, exists benchmarks for related parallel machine scheduling, but these did
not contain maximum availability, maintenance time and periodical uptime constraints. Ex-
tending benchmarks with these constraints does not guarantee that the optimal solution will
be maintained. Therefore, we propose a benchmark generation method for this problem. Thus,
we can also compare the metaheuristics.

We have developed a procedure to generate test cases for this problem together with the
guaranteed optimal solution. The method has a lot of input parameters, varying them we can
generate customized test cases. We can provide the number of machines, and also limits on
several parameters, like the speed of the machines, number of machine-instructions for the
jobs, maximum availability, periodical uptime, maintenance time, and percent of jobs to have
machine preference. The method generates random integer values between these limits.

We can see on Figure 1 a generated test case with four machines and 20 jobs. Every machine
has different maintenance and uptime, and the optimal solution is 40 seconds.

Figure 1: Test case.

Algorithms

We use metaheuristic algorithms for solving our scheduling problem. We have used three
metaheuristic algorithms: two widespread, namely GA, SA, and the relatively new discrete
version of GWO. In the literature, it was demonstrated that SA and GA are efficient for the
related parallel machine scheduling problem. We expect the same for the problem presented
above. In addition, we examine the effectiveness of the DGWO and compare the efficiency of
these algorithms with the DGWO.

Genetic algorithm

The genetic algorithm is a population-based optimization technique [11]. This algorithm
has different types of operators, which have different rules. We use the common operators for
selections, however we tried improved approaches for crossover and mutation. We use integer
representation to describe one solution.
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Simulated annealing

Simulated annealing is another optimization technique, which we can use for discrete opti-
mization [4]. We use for generating new solution to the improved mutation operators from the
genetic algorithm.

Grey Wolf optimizer

The Grey Wolf optimizer mimics the leadership hierarchy and hunting mechanism of grey
wolves in nature [5]. Researchers use this optimizer for continuous problems, but we can im-
plement it for our discrete problem as well.

Discussion

This study aims to solve the Related Parallel Machines Scheduling problem with availabil-
ity, periodical unavailability constraints and machine preference using a set of metaheuristic
algorithms. The runtime of each algorithm is optimized. We will compare the running time
and the effectiveness of the algorithms. We will describe appropriate conclusions about their
usefulness.
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Two algorithms for not-in-class classification task on image datasets

Modafar Al-Shouha

Abstract: Regardless of the availability of the data, classification models in general have closed
nature, and they are constrained by the number of classes in the training data. Hence, classi-
fying "not-in-class", or out-of-distribution (OOD), samples is challenging. We propose and
investigate different solutions to tackle this task, where we adjust and adapt a K-classes classi-
fication model to be able to identify K + 1 classes.

Keywords: classification, GAN, not-in-class, Out-Of-Distribution (OOD)

Introduction

In computer vision field, visual recognition in the form of classification is one of the ear-
liest and most common tasks which are challenged by deep neural networks [3]. With the
availability of large, well maintained training datasets, and the advancement of convolutional
neural networks (CNNs) [1][4], neural networks could achieve remarkable results in perform-
ing this task. However, their classification ability is bounded by the training data features and
attributes [2].

In the majority of these neural networks, SoftMax [6] function is applied on the last layer,
the result is the probability of each of the K training classes, and the most-likely class is chosen
accordingly. One main limitation of those networks, is the inability of recognizing an object in
case it is not presented during training, i.e. Out-Of-Distribution "OOD" or "not-in-class" class.
As a solution for such challenge, data can be produced or gathered for the K + 1 class, and a
classifier can be trained on K + 1 classes instead of K. However, this solution remains limited
and constrained by the ambiguity of defining the "not-in-class" class and covering its wide
features and possibilities.

In this paper, we propose and study two solutions, which avoid the need of either defin-
ing the "not-in-class" data explicitly or retraining the original K class classifier. The first, is to
rely on the K classes probability confidence when classifying an object. The other, is to take
advantage of GANs [7] to learn the representation of the training data and to use the discrim-
inator block as a binary classifier, i.e. "in-class" and "not-in-class", before performing K classes
classification.

Suggested algorithms

Threshold algorithm

In paper [9] a method is presented to build a binary classifier, i.e. in and out of distribution,
based on the prediction confidence level. Similarly, our first algorithm creates a K + 1 classes
classifier by extending a K classes classifier to be able to classify an extra class, i.e. "not-in-
class", without modifying its architecture. The prediction output of this classifier is a vector
contains the probability of an instance belonging to each of theK classes. The probability is not
more than the classifier confidence, higher probability means more confidence. The threshold
algorithm checks the confidence levels, if the confidence is lower than the threshold value,
the instance is assigned a "not-in-class" label, otherwise, the label is one of the K classes with
respect to the classifier output [Algorithm 1].
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Algorithm 1 Threshold algorithm.

1: Obtain Preds, Threshold
2: yi = ArgMax(Preds)
3: Pi = Max(Preds) . Prediction confidence
4: if Pi < Threshold then
5: Yi = not in class . "not-in-class" label
6: else
7: Yi = yi . K-classifier label
8: end if

Discriminator algorithm

While a proposed method [10] utilizes a discriminator from an AC-GAN [11] as a K + 1
classes classifier, our approach is more general. We build a K + 1 classes classifier by using a
discriminator -which is trained on "in-class" data- from a simple GAN as a binary classifier, then
cascade it by the pre-trained K classifier. The discriminator distinguishes between "Real" and
"Fake" instances based on the knowledge it gains about the data during the training process. We
use this discriminator to catch the "not-in-class" instances before we decide if the K classifier
prediction is considered or not. If the discriminator considers an instance as "fake", "not-in-
class" label is assigned to it, otherwise, its label is the one which is offered by the classifier
[Algorithm 2].

Algorithm 2 Discriminator algorithm

1: Obtain Preds, Disc_Pred
2: yi = ArgMax(Preds)
3: if Disc_Pred = fake then
4: Yi = not in class . "not-in-class" label
5: else
6: Yi = yi . K-classifier label
7: end if

Experiments

Datasets and classifiers

In the experiments we define "in-class" and "not-in-class" datasets; "in-class" data consists of
K classes training data, while "not-in-class" data is the additional data which is not witnessed
by the neural network during training phase. For "in-class" data we use more than 40k, 32x32
grey scaled images, it contains 52 classes, i.e. K = 52, for upper and lower case English letters.
On the other hand, we use three different types for "not-in-class" data for better generalization.
The first is randomly generated 32x32 images, the second is Fashion-mnist [8] data (resized into
32x32), and the third is 32x32 grey scaled randomly selected numbers [0− 9] images.

For K classes classification we build simple convolutional neural network (CNN) model,
this model is trained on the "in-class" data and achieve 91.05% testing accuracy. For binary, i.e.
"in-class" and "not-in-class", classification, we train simple GAN on "in-class" data, and use the
discriminator block as binary classifier.
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Figure 1: Accuracy vs. Threshold results at 40% "not-in-class" ratio of Threshold algorithm

Results

To be able to detect and classify "not-in-class" instances, we first use "Threshold algorithm".
One main drawback of this approach is the uncertainty of assigning the confidence threshold,
and its big impact on the resulted accuracy, i.e. accuracy ranges between 0% and 100%. Thus,
it is either set randomly or after performing several experiments to pick the best choice. This
should be done while keeping in mind that the threshold value is proportional to both the
characteristic and the amount of "not-in-class" data in test set. For instance, when "not-in-class"
instances are from numbers data, a higher threshold is needed to achieve the best accuracy
with respect to the others at the same ratio; since numbers data features are the closest to the
letters data, e.g. at 40% "not-in-class" data ratio the best threshold values are 99%, 95%, 95% for
numbers, Fashion-mnist and random data respectively. Noting that at near 100% threshold the
accuracy drops for all types of data. [Figure 1].

"Discriminator algorithm" is the second approach. One main advantage is the dynamicity;
no threshold value needs to be set. Using this algorithm, satisfactory results are achieved,
especially when the "not-in-class" data in test set is from Fashion-mnist and random datasets.
However, the discriminator appears to be confused in filtering the "not-in-class" instances when
the similarity with "in-class" data is high, e.g. numbers data. Therefore, the results do not show
a proper tendency [Figure 2].

Conclusion

We propose two main approaches to expand K-classes classifier by an extra "not-in-class"
class. The first approach relies on the prediction confidence of the original classifier and does
not modify its architecture, however, it is influenced by the choice of the confidence threshold.
The other approach utilizes a pre-trained discriminator from a GAN to filter the "not-in-class"
samples before passing them to the K-classes classifier. It is more dynamic and no user input
is needed, but it is highly dependant on the discriminator, and its performance is disturbed in
case the "not-in-class" data features are similar to the training data, i.e. K-classes data. Lastly,
although the proposed solutions are models, data and user dependant, the concepts can be
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Figure 2: Accuracy vs. not-in-class ratio results of Discriminator algorithm

generalized and there is a big room for further investigation.
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Advances in Knowledge Tracing: A brief overview in deep learning
techniques

Naranjo Jose, Stoffova Veronika and Zhu ChangSheng

Abstract: This paper intends to explore the direction that experimental research in the Knowl-
edge Tracing (KT) task has followed since 2015 when the first deep learning-based model was
introduced. The emergence of KT is not new. However, it has recently attracted explosive in-
terest not only from the research community but also from the private sector. The popularity of
this research field increased as well with the forced transition in 2020 to more extended use of
online platforms for educational delivery. The KT task aims to model the level of knowledge of
a student based on the answers to a sequence of exercises, commonly referred to as interactions.
This field, unfortunately, has not matured thus far, and the methods and terminology have not
been well established yet, which is also due to its constantly evolving nature. Solid support
for such advocacy is lacking and therefore It's claimed that a serious study focused on models
based on deep learning can provide a foundation for future research in the field. Therefore, the
present manuscript will present the latest advances in the research area and briefly expose rep-
resentative models and challenges being faced nowadays. This research is focused exclusively
on models that use artificial neural networks to provide a solution; the interest in that segment
of models is because they have reached a higher performance over solutions based on proba-
bilistic or logistic models. Additionally, their powerful capability of reaching non-linearity and
feature extraction turns them into an important study segment. Although these powerful mod-
els provide additional capabilities, they still lack interpretability since they do not have innate
end-to-end learning strategies. The improvement of state-of-the-art models for the solution of
this task can directly impact high-quality education around the world..

Keywords: Knowledge Tracing, Neural Networks, Artificial Intelligence, Deep Learning, Intelligent
Education

Introduction

In 2015, the first deep learning-based model called Deep Knowledge Tracing (DKT)[1] was
introduced, DKT outperformed previously known models based on probabilistic and logistic
approaches, DKT used the Area Under Curve (AUC) as an evaluation measurer. The model
used a specific type of Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [2] to model the knowledge of
a student in a particular task and represent the student's knowledge through hidden states,
the use of the LSTM made possible to incorporate the characteristic of forgetting. Later, in
2017 appeared a model named Dynamic Key-Value Memory Network (DKVMN)[3] which
use an external memory cell to retain the knowledge stated for a long time and was capable
to delete(forgetting) information. In 2018, the paper [4], was introduced a novel Exercise-
Enhanced Recurrent Neural Network (EERNN) framework which attempts to improve the
knowledge prediction of a student by additionally learning from each exercise representation
of its text description. This idea was later retaken with Exercise-aware Knowledge Tracing
(EKT)[5], which presents a holistic study of student performance prediction. In 2019, was pro-
posed the model named Self-Attentive Knowledge Tracing (SAKT)[6] with an approach that
identifies the Knowledge Concepts (KC)s from the student's past activities that are relevant to
the given KC (incorporating the attention mechanism) and predicts the student mastery based
on the relatively few KCs, therefore, handling the data sparsity problem better than the meth-
ods based on RNN.
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Figure 1: Taxonomy proposed by Abdelrahman et al.[8] for classifying the models based on
deep learning.

In effect, lastly, a plethora of solutions have been presented, and various have contributed
with important ideas. Through this paper we present a succinct summary and a classification of
the most relevant models only from the deep knowledge perspective, there were left aside those
based on traditional (probabilistic or logistic) models since they reported lower performance.
The contribution of this work is an ephemeral time-evolution chart of the models based on
deep learning techniques; later each model will be accompanied by a summary that describes
its functioning and characteristics. Finally, challenges that are being faced and future directions
are provided. The main distinction with the works presented by Liu et al.[7] and Abdelrahman
et al.[8] diverge in deep and extension, in this document the focus and comprehensive coverage
fails exclusively in KT models based on deep learning. This work aims to answer the following
research questions:

• How fast has the KT task been developing in the last seven years?

• What are the core techniques that have contributed for the KT task development?

• What are the actual and future research challenges?

In the next section, will be discussed the more relevant models and provide a succinct expla-
nation of their characteristics, additionally, in Section 2 it will be presented a timeline of the
knowledge tracing models, Section 3 contains a discussion on future research challenges and
directions, and finally in Section 4 are presented the conclusions of this work.

Relevant Models

To construct the timeline of the development followed by the models proposed to solve the
KT task, it was selected uniquely one representative model that adjusts closely to the taxonomy
that classifies the models based on deep learning as can be seen in Figure 1.

Sequence Modeling: Deep Knowledge Tracing[1], is the pioneer model using deep neural
networks to predict the probability of correctly answering an exercise at each time step. It uses
a sequence of hidden states (h1, h2, . . . , hn) to encode the sequence of information obtained
from previous interactions, these hidden states represent indirectly the state of knowledge of
the learner. At each time step t, the model calculates the hidden state ht and the student's
correct response probability.

Memory-Augmented: The DKVMN[3] is the most significant model, it represents the knowl-
edge state of a learner by using a pair of key(static)-value(dynamic) memories, the use of the
external memory helped significantly to the enhance the prediction probability in a much more
long term.
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Figure 2: Timeline of representative proposed knowledge tracing models.

Text-Aware: models have leveraged the textual features of questions to enhance the perfor-
mance in tackling the KT tasks. The relevant model here is the work presented by Su. et al.
EERNN[4], which predicts the probability of correctly answering a given question. The model
uses a bi-directional LSTM[10] module to extract the representation (i.e., a vector) of each ques-
tion from the question's text and then trace a student's knowledge states by combining it with
the representations of the previously answered questions using another LSTM module.

Attention-Based: Incorporate attention mechanisms that learn the attention weights of ques-
tions in a sequence of interactions in a way that can reflect the relative importance of these
questions for predicting the probability of correctly answering the next question, SAKT[6] was
the first model to add an attention mechanism to solve the KT task. It learns attention matrices
with attention heads using the scaled dot-product attention mechanism. Each attention ma-
trix has relative weights from a representative subspace that shows the relevance of questions
from previous encounters in predicting a student’s answer to the current question. Following
that, attention matrices from various representative subspaces are supplied to a feed-forward
network to predict student performance.

Graph-Based: The Graph Based Knowledge Tracing model GKT[9]is the most representa-
tive, it rebuilds the KT problem as a time series node-level classification problem, and used
typical graph learning techniques like message-passing to solve it. They presented two meth-
ods for constructing such graphs from a student’s interactions (a) A statistics-based approach
to graph construction based on statistics such as the number of times one KC was responded
after another KC and (b) A learning-based strategy to learning a graph with end-to-end perfor-
mance improvement.

Forgetting-Aware: For an appropriate assessment of a student’s level of knowledge, forget-
ting is a prominent issue to consider. This is because a student’s knowledge competency level
tends to drop at an exponential rate after the final practice of the relevant questions. Modeling
the forgetting effect is one of the key difficulties that the KT research has attempted to address.
Some deep learning KT models have been created in recent years to take a student’s forget-
ting behavior into account while tracing knowledge states. Nagatani et al. [11] extended the
DKT model by including sequence-related forgetting characteristics: (a) the number of times
a student has answered questions with the same KC up to the current moment in time; (b)the
amount of time that has passed since the previous engagement with the same KC on a question;
(c) the amount of time that has passed since the previous interaction on a question, regardless
of the KC involved. The first characteristic reflects the learning effect, whereas the second and
third characteristics reflect the forgetting effect.

Discussion

A large variety of recent advancements in the field of KT have been discussed as thoroughly
as possible, including their variations and typical applications. Nonetheless, because knowl-
edge tracing is a new but promising field of study, there is a slew of research issues that need to
be addressed. Distinct types of data in the description of a topic, like photographs and math-
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ematical equations, which might lead to more useful embedding representations, are ignored,
either by the suggested models or by the accessible datasets. Furthermore, most KT models
simplify learning contexts, such as assuming that students’ responses are just binary. Finally,
to better understand the dynamics of students’ knowledge levels, interactive approaches based
on question-answer behavior have yet to be developed. Interactive techniques are especially
beneficial in cold start settings, where an interactive approach may expose students’ knowl-
edge levels by asking direct questions about various KCs.

Conclusion

Herein, we have presented a brief overview of the current state of knowledge tracing. We
review the most relevant deep learning-based models in a chronological manner since 2015
when the first model using deep learning was proposed by providing a succinct summary of
its functioning. Subsequently, we discussed some potential future directions for this promising
research field. Consider this compact summary of knowledge tracing as a basic framework for
in understanding the ongoing direction and future research direction in the field.
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A Formalisation of Concurrent Core Erlang

Péter Bereczky and Dániel Horpácsi

Abstract:
This research is part of a wider project that aims to reason about behaviour preservation

of source code transformations of Erlang programs. Reasoning about program behaviour re-
quires a mathematically rigorous definition of the programming language. In this short paper,
advancing our previous formalisation efforts, we present a formal semantics for the concurrent
sublanguage of (Core) Erlang. We highlight the advantages of this particular definition and
show how it can be used to check equivalence of concurrent programs by applying bisimu-
lation techniques. The results presented in this paper have been machine-checked in the Coq
formal proof management system.

Keywords: Formal semantics, Formal verification, Concurrency, Program equivalence, Bisimulations,
Erlang, Coq

Introduction

Our work here is part of a wider project to reason about correctness of refactorings, and that
requires a rigorous, formal definition of the programming language under refactoring: in our
case, Erlang [5]. Erlang is a functional programming language, which excels at concurrency. In
earlier work [1, 2], we defined and implemented formal semantics for the sequential parts of
Erlang and Core Erlang [4] (i.e. a standard subset of Erlang), including a reduction semantics
for a subset of Erlang using the K framework [13], and a natural semantics for a subset of
Core Erlang, implemented in Coq. Refactoring correctness (i.e. behaviour-preservation) can
be reduced to program equivalence, thus we investigated a number of equivalence definitions
using a frame stack-style semantics [7] based on other authors’ approach [17, 18].

In this short paper we give a formal semantics of a concurrent subset of Core Erlang which
we build upon our frame stack sequential semantics. We create the definition in a modular way,
such that the sequential parts of the semantics can be replaced by a more complete formalised
part of Core Erlang or Erlang (or another programming language). Thereafter we highlight a
number of theorems we proved about this formalism, and show how bisimulations can be used
to prove that side effect-free (silent) evaluation provides equivalent programs. The results are
formalised in Coq, available in [6].

Concurrent Core Erlang

In this section, we present the subset of Core Erlang that we investigate and formalise. Core
Erlang is not merely a subset of Erlang, it is also used in the compilation process as an inter-
mediate step; in fact, numerous programming languages based on the BEAM platform can be
compiled to Core Erlang [11].

Note that due to page limits we only include the most notable definitions and results, while
we refer to the Coq formalisation [6] for more details.

Syntax

The investigated formal language is focused on concurrency, we only include in the body of
the paper a necessary amount of features from the sequential language. The syntax is formally
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defined as follows:

values (v) ::= l | ι | [] | [v1|v2] | fun f/k(x1, . . . , xk)→ e

patterns (p) ::= l | ι | [] | [p1|p2] | x
expressions (e) ::= v | x | f/k | apply e(e1, . . . , ek) | letrec f/k(x1, . . . , xk)→ e0 in e1 |

let x = e1 in e2 | [] | [e1|e2] | e1 + e2 | case p of e1 then e2 else |
receive p1 → e1; . . . pk → ek end | e(e1, . . . , ek)

signals(s) ::= msg(v) | exit(v, b) | link | unlink
actions(a) ::= send(ι1, ι2, s) | rec(v) | self(ι) | arr(ι1, ι2, s) | spawn(ι, e1, e2) | τ |⇓| flag

The language includes literals (integers denoted by numbers and atoms denoted by single quo-
tation marks), process identifiers (ι), lists, and functions as values, while patterns are variables,
literals, lists, and process identifiers (note that process identifiers are not patterns in Core Er-
lang, but we include them for technical reasons). Sequential expressions are values, binding
expressions (both let and letrec), function applications, pattern matching (case) expres-
sions. The only distinguished concurrent expression is the receive construct, every other
feature can be represented as built-in function (BIF) calls denoted by e(e1, . . . , ek).

Semantics

In this section, we first informally describe how concurrent Core Erlang programs behave.
Then, we introduce the formal semantics in two steps. Our dynamic semantics has three layers:
sequential semantics (defined in our previous work), process-local semantics and inter-process
semantics. These semantics are modular, parametrised by the semantics they build upon.

Informal Concurrent Semantics of (Core) Erlang

A (Core) Erlang system contains lightweight processes, that are identified by process iden-
tifiers, and evaluate independently. Processes can communicate by asynchronous message
passing. Each process has a message queue (mailbox), where incoming messages are stored
in the order of their arrival, from which the process can select (with pattern matching within
receive expressions) a message to handle. Processes are created with spawn expressions,
which take as parameter a function and its parameters for the new process to evaluate.

Processes can also send and receive signals such as exit, link, and unlink. It is worth noting
that messages are actually special forms of signals. Exit signals include a reason describing
why they were sent, and a flag indicating whether they were sent through a link.

Processes can die for a number of reasons: having finished evaluation, received a particular
exit signal, or with abnormal termination (exceptions). Exit signals can be sent explicitly by
calling the ’exit’ BIF. Two processes can be linked with ’link’ (links are bidirectional);
then if one of them dies, it will send an exit signal to the other through the link. Links can be
removed by calling the ’unlink’ BIF.

Processes have a flag called trap_exit which, when set, causes exit signals being converted to
messages. Based on this flag, the reason of the exit signal, and whether the exit signal was sent
through a link, there are three different outcomes (see [9]): the receiver process 1) terminates,
2) drops the exit signal, 3) converts the exit signal to a message and puts it at the end of its
mailbox. For more details, we refer to the Erlang Programming book [5] and the reference
manual [8].
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Process-local Semantics

The process-local semantics describes the evaluation of the expressions of the language
within a process. A Core Erlang process is represented with a 5-tuple (K, e, q, pl, b), where
K is the frame stack, e is the expression to be evaluated, q is the message queue, pl is the list of
linked processes, and b is the trap_exit flag. The sequential semantics (which is defined in frame
stack style [17], and implemented in Coq [6]) is lifted into the process-local semantics as silent
reduction (τ ). The frame stack semantics for the sequential sublanguage separates evaluation
contexts from the evaluable expression in distinct configuration cells, thus it was not neces-
sary to label the sequential semantics with actions. This means that the sequential semantics is
essentially a parameter to the process-local semantics.

We formalised the process-local semantics based on a number of sources, including the of-
ficial Erlang documentation [8] and reference implementation (OTP version 24). The reduction
relation (which is a small-step semantics) is denoted by (K, e, q, pl, b)

a
↪−→ (K ′, e′, q′, pl′, b′). We

also showed the determinism of this semantics, which is a formal requirement on this relation.
The proof nicely highlighted minor deficiencies (mainly missing checks) in the documentation
of “Receiving Exit Signals” [9].

For more details, we refer to the formalisation [6].

Inter-process Semantics

Based on the process-local semantics, we formalised the final layer of our concurrent dy-
namic semantics, that describes how processes communicate with each other inside a node.
Signal passing is not atomic; thus, we introduced the concept of the ether (based on related
work [14]), which is represented by a mapping process identifiers to signals that target that
process. When a signal is sent, it is appended to the end of the list associated with the target in
the ether. With this concept, the semantics satisfy the “signal ordering guarantee” [8], that is,
signals sent from a sender to the same receiver will arrive in the same order.

A node (denoted by Π,Σ) is an ether and a collection of process identifiers associated with
the processes running on the node. This small-step semantics is denoted by Π

ι:a−→ Π′ which
means that the node Π is reduced to Π′ by taking a process-local reduction step with the process
associated with ι in Π determined by the action a. We use Π →∗ Π′ to denote a sequence of
reduction steps that only includes silent actions.

A key advantage of this semantics is modularity, that is, it can be parametrised by the
process-local semantics. Moreover, a technical advantage is that via the modularization, only
five reduction rules were sufficient to describe the behaviour of the whole system, resulting in
significantly shorter proofs about the semantics.

Bisimulations

In this section, we investigate program equivalence using bisimulations. Bisimulations are
relations between nodes that are preserved by the reduction steps.

(∀Π,Π′,Σ, a, ι : (Π,Σ) ∈ R ∧Π
ι:a−→ Π′ =⇒ ∃Σ′ : Σ

ι:a−→ Σ′ ∧ (Π′,Σ′) ∈ R)∧

(∀Π,Σ′,Σ, a, ι : (Π,Σ) ∈ R ∧ Σ
ι:a−→ Σ′ =⇒ ∃Π′ : Π

ι:a−→ Π′ ∧ (Π′,Σ′) ∈ R)

We can show that equality satisfies the above conditions of being a bisimulation.

Theorem. Syntactical equality is a strong bisimulation.
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There is also a relaxed variant: weak bisimulations omit silent actions taken in the semantics.

(∀Π,Π′,Σ, a, ι : (Π,Σ) ∈ R ∧Π
ι:a−→ Π′ =⇒

∃Σ2,Σ3,Σ4 : Σ→∗ Σ2 ∧ Σ2
ι:a−→ Σ3 ∧ Σ3 →∗ Σ4 ∧ (Π′,Σ4) ∈ R)∧

(∀Π,Σ′,Σ, a, ι : (Π,Σ) ∈ R ∧ Σ
ι:a−→ Σ′ =⇒

∃Π2,Π3,Π4 : Π→∗ Π2 ∧Π2
ι:a−→ Π3 ∧Π3 →∗ Π4 ∧ (Π4,Σ

′) ∈ R)

Bisimulations satisfy the natural property of being weak bisimulations.

Theorem (Bisimulations are weak bisimulations). If R is a bisimulation, then R is also a weak
bisimulation.

Finally, our biggest result is proving that side effect-free evaluation (i.e. a reduction sequence
that includes only silent actions) is a weak bisimulation.

Theorem. Side effect-free evaluation, i.e. {(Π1,Π2) | Π1 →∗ Π2} is a weak bisimulation.

Related Work

The results presented in this short paper are extensions to our work on sequential Core
Erlang [2, 3, 1].

The semantics of concurrent Core Erlang resembles the π-calculus [16], specifically Asyn-
chronous Localised π-calculus [15], thus we will investigate related results in these process
calculi in the future. Our results about the concurrent sub-language of Core Erlang is based
mainly on the works of Fredlund [10], Harrison [12], and Lanese et al. [14].

The formalisation of Fredlund [10] is the most detailed regarding both the sequential and
concurrent parts of Erlang, which also faithfully follows the documentation of Erlang [8]. How-
ever, it considers signal transfer as an atomic operation (i.e. when a signal is sent, it immedi-
ately arrives), while according to “Signal Ordering Guarantee” [9], the order of the signals sent
from an entity to the same entity is preserved, which means that two signals that are targeting
different entities can arrive in arbitrary order.

Lanese et al. [14] describe their results on bisimulations, and prove a number of system
equivalences (e.g. renaming, normalisation). We based our equivalence results on their work,
however, they used only a small subset of Core Erlang expressions.

Harrison [12] presented a formalisation of a minimal subset of Core Erlang in his paper,
which has also been formalised in Isabelle. His formalisation techniques aided us while cre-
ating a usable Coq definition of the concurrent semantics, however, his formalisation includes
only a few of the language elements, and he too treated signal transfer as an atomic operation.

Conclusion

In this short paper, we briefly described our modular formal semantics for concurrent Core
Erlang. We mentioned a number of theorems about the properties of the semantics, defined
bisimulations to be able to reason about program equivalence, and proved that side effect-free
evaluations of a program provides equivalent programs.
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RDF2VEC in the Knowledge Graph matching task

Péter Kardos, Richárd Farkas

Abstract: Knowledge Graph matching is the task of finding the nodes in two graphs that
represent the same entity. We propose a graph embedding-based heuristic for this task and
introduce experiments achieved on the evaluation dataset of the OAEI Knowledge Graph track.
Our experimental results show that graph structure embedding alone is not precise enough
for the graph matching task, while they might contribute for the decision of a more complex
system.

Keywords: Knowledge Graphs, Graph matching, RDF2VEC

Introduction

A Knowledge Graph (KG) is a popular way of storing data in a structured manner as it
is easily modifiable by adding new facts in forms of triples (subject, relation object) and the
stored information can be accessed quickly using query languages for example SPARQL. KGs
are often used as an additional information source in data-driven systems [11, 12]. The list of
Knowledge Graphs has been ever increasing even expanding into new domains [3, 2]. You
can even find multiple KGs describing the same topic, but built from different aspects [5, 6].
These KGs are most probably, but not completely overlapping so they can benefit each other
by combining their knowledge. In the KG matching task, two KGs from the same domain
are given and the nodes that describe the same entity should be paired. The task is trivial in
cases where the name of the entities and the connected values are matching completely, while
it becomes challenging where the corresponding relations are named differently or even if the
nodes don’t have the same attributes (eg.: Darth Vader - Anakin Skywalker).

In this paper, we introduce a simple graph node embedding (RDF2VEC) based algorithm
and compare it against exact and fuzzy string matching baselines on a KG matching dataset of
the OAEI Knowledge Graph track [1]. Our experimental results show that graph structure em-
bedding alone is not precise enough for the graph matching task, while they might contribute
to the decision of a more complex system.

Related work

To solve the graph matching problem, you can approach it from a semantic similarity search
viewpoint. With [17] a unified method for sampling training examples has been added to the
evaluation framework. They also provide some baseline ML solutions with scikit learn and
experiment with RDF2VEC [18] where they state that working with different structures the
algorithm is not capable of providing meaningful results. In our paper, we investigate the
behavior of RDF2VEC more deeply.

Dataset

We focus on datasets where only a fraction of all nodes have pairs. We are mostly interested
in having graphs with somewhat different information and merging them together so in this
paper we will work with the OAEI Knowledge Graph track [1]. OAEI is a collection of tracks
where you are given ontologies and you should find pairs in them. The Knowledge Graph
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track is more complex in a way that it has classes which describe what an entity is (eg.: ve-
hicle, faction, planet)), Its properties (gender, name, height) and instances which represent an
actual entity. The task is evaluated for each of the 3 types using Precision, Recall and F1-score.
Instances are the most important so we only focus on matching them. The dataset contains
pairs of graphs, scraped from different fandom Wikipedia sites. You can find more information
about their sizes in Table 1. The gold set was constructed by manually looking through these
graphs, therefore it is not complete which means there could be pairs that a matching system
would find but it is missing from the gold data, therefore a special evaluation method is used.
It is guaranteed there are only 1:1 matches, hence if a system suggests a pair where only one
element from the pair matches a gold pair, that pair could be considered a False Positive. How-
ever, if neither of the elements from the pair appear in the gold data we cannot decide if it is a
negative or not, so these pairs are discarded during the evaluation.

Source Size Target Size Gold pairs
memoryalpha 49 959 stexpanded 15 373 1779

Table 1: OAEI Knowledge Graph track task.

KG matching

Baselines

Our first baseline is an exact string matching system that can use multiple properties of each
node to find exact string pairs. We added two extra filters on top of it. First, we force the pairs to
be the same type (class-class, property-property, instance-instance). Secondly
there are category nodes inside the instances group where we only let category-category
pairs.

A second baseline has been built upon this system with the replacement of the exact string
matching with a fuzzy string matching algorithm called fuzzywuzzy mainly built on Leven-
shtein Distance. We’ve used a threshold value to filter for valid connections (0.8 and 0.9). Since
we know there are only 1:1 matches if there are multiple pairs containing the same node, we
select the most similar pair. The properties used were {Label, AltLabel}.

RDF2VEC-based matching

As most of the published papers solving the OAEI Knowledge Graph track has mainly built
on semantic similarity we are curious if the structural information of the graph can be exploited
in a beneficial way. Using the pyRDF2Vec python library we embed both of the graphs into
their own vector space separately and using a fraction of the gold data we learn a mapping
between the source and target embedding spaces. Using this mapping we can search for similar
nodes above a certain threshold with cosine similarity as a metric. We generate 100 random
walks with a depth of 4 for each node with 100 dimensional embeddings. For the mapping we
used the gensim library’s translation matrix which learns a linear projection between the two
spaces.

We can also combine the exact match approach with the RDF2VEC as a filtering method.
After the mapping between the vector spaces has been trained we can get a cosine similarity
for each of the exact match’s pairs and setting a threshold value we can discard some unlikely
pairs.
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Results

In Table 2 the results show that most of the gold pairs can be found with exact string match-
ing using the {Label, AltLabel} properties. Also looking at the precision values some of the exact
matches are incorrect. This is due to property overlaps where two property values match, but
considering other properties these pairs can be discarded. For example Soyuz_class has the
same label as USS_Soyuz. These numbers show that the trivial examples are over represented
in the dataset and it leads to the exact match’s great f1 score.

Comparing to the fuzzy string matching it shows that matching the same attributes with a
high threshold is not enough to increase f1 score as it will suggest a lot more incorrect pairs.

memoryalpha-stexpanded
Baseline P R F1

Label 0.982 0.843 0.907
Label + AltLabel 0.946 0.888 0.916

Fuzzy 0.80 0.687 0.860 0.764
Fuzzy 0.90 0.807 0.852 0.829

Label + AltLabel
+ RDF2VEC 0.20

0.948 0.871 0.908

Table 2: Baseline accuracies. P - Precision, R - Recall. The numbers in the baseline column
indicate the treshold value

Discussion

As for the RDF2VEC based system even after using 50% the gold data to learn the mapping
between the two vector spaces the method produced only incorrect pairs. The method could
go wrong either at the inner representation learning or the mapping. Starting by investigating
if the embedded representations are reasonable, we looked at certain nodes and their closest
neighbours in vector space and searched for any relation between them. Some examples of
these closest neighbours are the following: [mother - father, siblings, children,
relatives, ...], [Na’arbi - Kaartali, Miltoan, Renai’i, Wthaure] - All races.
This investigation led to us believe the inner representation is meaningful.

To confirm the validity of the mapping algorithm we took a small fraction of the gold
dataset, trained the mapping and checked whether the same training pairs are close to each
other. Our experiments showed that training with less than 100 examples the mapping works
perfectly. Remember that the embedding space is 100D so it confirms that the algorithm is
correct. After increasing the number of examples, the similarity between the points started to
decrease which is expected, but the issue is that new points start to get between the pairs so the
closest pair is not each other. If we use 800 examples as training data only 284 (35%) of them re-
main the closest pair and considering the Top10 closest points no new pairs can be found. This
would suggest that a pair is either exactly mapped or ignored completely. Our experiment
shows that a simple linear projection between a source and target space is not adequate to train
a usable mapping and it would take more sophisticated methods to use the graph structures
for finding matching pairs. We cannot say for sure that the inner representation of a graph
is the most beneficial as it tends to group entities with the same type together. For example,
spaceship entities are closer to each other than to people who are connected or operating them.
If there would be an option to weight these over dominant connection types it could lead to
new structures that might be more helpful at this task.
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The last row of Table 2 shows the results achieved by a solution that use the exact match with
{Label, AltLabel} as properties and using 50% of the gold data as training data to train a
mapping between the two RDF2VEC graph embedding spaces as it filters out the exact match
pairs using the cosine similarity of the node embeddings with the threshold of 0.20. Compared
to the second row, this method could slightly increase the precision, but in exchange for some
recall resulting in an overall worse f1 score.

Conclusion

We have presented a KG matching algorithm evaluated on the OAEI Knowledge Graph
track. The exact matching baseline shine a light at the task’s dominant trivial pairs. Our
RDF2VEC-based solution that focus on the structural information in the graph. We found
that learning and mapping RDF2VECs of the two KGs is semantically meaningful, the entities
belonging to the same semantic group are in a small region of the embedding space. On the
other hand, this is not precise enough the find matching pairs among the semantically highly
related candidate nodes.
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Comparing LR table construction methods in the GLR algorithm

Peter Lenkefi and Gergely Mezei

Abstract: Parser generators are often seen as a black box, without knowing what the different
parameters will affect in the generated parser. Since the introduction of the more complex and
general GLR and ISGLR algorithms, there were no comparisons published for these parame-
ters. In this paper we provide our measurements for the most common parameters. We also
draw our conclusion, if some of these more complex methods are worth their implementational
complexity or extra state space they require.

Keywords: Parsing, Parser generator, LR, GLR, Incremental.

Introduction

Parsing has been an ongoing research topic since the emergence of the first compilers in
the 1960s. Many parsing techniques have been invented since then. The main motive of
each has been to automate the work of generating a parser from a grammar. One of the most
popular parser-generation techniques is called LR parsing - standing for Left-to-Right, right-
most derivation in reverse -, which builds on the theory of Deterministic Pushdown Automata
(DPDA) [1]. The basic idea is that a transition table is generated ahead of time from the gram-
mar, which drives the parser at run-time. There are various refinements to this table genera-
tion with different complexities and space requirements, most notably: LR(0), SLR, LALR and
LR(1). Despite these incremental refinements, classic LR parsing can not parse the full class of
context-free languages. In order to extend the class of parsable languages, the GLR algorithm
was invented, which is a modification on the parsing algorithm to handle nondeterministic
grammars with reasonable efficiency [2]. Despite the general usability, there have not been
any measurements published that compare the GLR algorithm with different LR table genera-
tion methods. We have built a framework that allows us to instrument the static and run-time
properties. In this paper, we publish our measurements with this framework. Also, we mea-
sure how the algorithm performs in an incremental context, building on the idea of the ISGLR
algorithm [3]. At the end we conclude the benefits and drawbacks of each method regarding
efficiency and complexity.

Background

LR parsers in general build on the idea of DPDAs. Their construction is based on the anal-
ysis of the grammar and constructing sets of LR items which form the different states of the
automaton. The result of this analysis is usually a pair of tables called the Action and Goto ta-
bles, that drive the transitions of the automaton while parsing. Conflicting transitions can be
introduced, called shift-reduce or reduce-reduce conflicts, depending on the conflicting transition.
These conflicts usually mean that the grammar can not be parsed by the given LR construc-
tion and a stronger one is needed [1]. The four main LR table generation methods we will
investigate are LR(0), SLR, LALR and LR(1). We will give a short description of each below.

• LR(0): This is the simplest method, greedily shifting a terminal when possible in the state,
and reducing, whenever a grammar rule can be matched.

• SLR: Reduces the number of conflicts by only reducing, if the upcoming terminal is part
of the given rules follow-set.
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• LR(1): It looks ahead one terminal while analyzing the grammar, greatly increasing the
state space of the automaton.

• LALR: Compresses the similar states in LR(1) to only have as many states as in LR(0),
while only introducing as few conflicts as possible (compared to LR(1)). This is the most
complex LR construction method.

Since LR parsers build on DPDA, it is intuitive that they cannot parse all CF languages, or
even any of the ambiguous CF languages. This limitation is removed by the GLR algorithm
that manages to be reasonably efficient with nondeterministic steps with a specialized data-
structure called a Graph-Structured-Stack (GSS) [2] [4]. To save on computation in scenarios
where only small portions of the input is changed, the ISGLR algorithm has extended the GLR
algorithm to memoize the parse-tree, and reuse as much of the previous result as possible [3].

Measurements

The measurements were done using our framework to instrument all important variables
identically. We decided to use the Lua 5.3 grammar as it is publicly available, relatively simple,
but still contains plenty of nondeterminism and conflicting steps for the parser [5]. The parsed
code was taken from the official Lua documentation page, which implements Markov-chains
[6].

Measured variables

To be able to properly determine the measured values, we considered every relevant vari-
able in the system:

• The LR table generation method can be LR(0), SLR, LALR and LR(1)

• The stack for the GLR parser can be simple parallel stacks, or the GSS

• Enabling reusing previous results (incremental parsing) or not

The LR tables introduce 3 variables that do not depend on the input text: i) the number
of the states of the automaton, ii) the number of conflicting steps and iii) the number of con-
flicts. The difference in the last two is that the former relates the number of nondeterministic
transitions to all transitions, while the latter relates to how many forked states can appear in a
nondeterministic step.

The chosen stack introduces two run-time variables: i) the number of created vertices and ii)
the number of created edges. The two are closely related, but the relation of the two numbers
can greatly vary between parallel stacks and GSS.

The number of steps required by the parser can be measured by the two main operations it
performs: the number of Shift and Reduce operations. We can safely assume that these opera-
tions are roughly the same cost for each parser, so it is a sufficient basis of comparison. Since
the number of Shifts are the same for any LR method for a given input, only the number of
Reduce steps will be measured.

LR tables

As can be seen in Table 1, LR(0), SLR and LALR all consist of the same amount of states - as
expected -, but the more complex methods introduce significantly less conflicts. Considering
the simplicity of SLR, we can state safely that in general SLR is a better choice than LR(0).
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States No. conflicting steps No. conflicts
LR(0) 206 685 686
SLR 206 69 69
LALR 206 44 44
LR(1) 1628 900 900

Table 1: Properties of the different LR tables.

LALR is a significantly smaller improvement and might only be worth the complexity when
dealing with very complex grammars. Counter-intuitively, LR(1) has more conflicting steps
than LR(0), despite being the most powerful method of the four. This is because the larger
state-space happened to explore a lot more variants of the conflicting transitions. The dynamic
measurements will show that despite the greater number of conflicts, LR(1) will still be more
efficient.

Stack handling

Intuitively, GSS is a more efficient data-structure than parallel-stacks. However, it is also
more complex and involves more bookkeeping work than parallel-stacks.

Figure 1: The number of vertices and edges in the stacks while parsing the sample Lua code.

The correlation between the number of conflicts and the stack size is very clear - as can be
seen on Figure 1 -, especially for parallel stacks. For LR(0), the advantage of GSS is massive,
as it can compress many nondeterministic states into the same branch. This advantage rapidly
decreases as we move to the more advanced LR methods. In general, GSS will be more efficient
for any nondeterministic grammar, but it is also more difficult to implement.

Incremental and non-incremental steps

To measure the efficiency of the incremental adaptation, we have added a parameter into one
of the function calls in the Lua code, then re-ran the parse incrementally and non-incrementally.

As can be seen on Figure 2, the number of Reduce operations decrease with the more sophis-
ticated LR methods, as already predicted by the number of conflicts in Section . The performed
number of reductions is greatly decreased in the incremental re-parsing, which means that the
algorithm presented by the ISGLR parser is efficient and is able to reuse most of the previous
parse results.
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Figure 2: The number of Reduce operations measured.

Conclusion

Based on our measurements, we can conclude that the more capable LR methods can greatly
increase the efficiency of GLR, especially the jump from LR(0) to SLR. While LALR further
improves the automaton, its complexity should be taken into account, if it needs to be imple-
mented. LR(1) is only a small improvement over LALR, but it is a much greater state space
that grows rapidly for more complex grammars. If the generator is already implemented, de-
pending on size requirements we should either choose LALR or LR(1). The difference between
parallel-stacks and GSS can be significant for grammars with a lot of conflicting steps or a lot
of ambiguity. For grammars with little to no conflict the bookkeeping overhead of GSS can be
significant enough that regular parallel stacks would be faster. The incremental algorithm from
ISGLR - despite only memoizing results from only deterministic steps - decreases the number
of steps greatly for changed inputs, once a full-parse has occurred. This is useful for interactive
tools, for example language analysis tools working in the background of an IDE.
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On the usability of program slicing tools in Java

Péter Soha

Abstract: Program slicing is a well known technique for debugging and maintenance which
has been used in numerous ways such as for slicing tools. These tools are made for analyze
defective programs in a given language like Java or C. Unfortunately, many of these tools
were abandoned, or they became deprecated. Even though, they’re still available which can be
confusing if we are looking for a proper slicing approach for our goals.

In this paper we examined several slicer tools for Java, but regardless the slicing direction
or if it is static or dynamic. The results showed, that some of them were still usable, whilst
others had no citations at all. Besides that the main focus was on the usability, we adapted the
FAIR principles to help categorize these approaches.

Keywords: Program Slicing, Java, Tools, Usability, FAIR

Introduction

Program slicing is a widely used program decomposition technique which was originally
introduced by Mark Weiser [1]. These approaches take a tuple C = (P, d, l) as an input, where
P is the inspected program, d is a variable in P which we want to inspect and l is the line number
of d. With this information the slicing algorithm can compute the set of those statements which
are directly or indirectly related to the value of d. Slicing itself can be applied for many tasks,
such as Fault Localization to which a lot of tools has been developed to aid reasearches, so
it would be obvious to use them. Unfortunately, most of the slicing tools are just a proof of
concept, therefore reusability wasn’t an aspect as we realized when we was looking for a proper
slicer for our goals. The biggest problem was that the publication of tools didn’t follow a unified
guide which could describe what information should be included and in what form.

To overcome this issue, we used the FAIR guideline [2] which originally was made for sup-
port the reusability of scholar data. The advantage of this is that it can computerize the process
of finding, accessing and reusing the data without (or with a negligible amount of) human
help. The basics of this guide is the following. Findable: The data has a unique identifier and
correct metadata. Accessible: The data is available publically. Interoperable: Easy to use the
data with other datasets or applications. Reusable: The metadata and data are well described
and replicable.
The outcome of the search showed that the findable tools have various states from only men-
tioned, to fully operating. We concluded that the majority of the tools fail at least one principle of
FAIR, therefore we suggest a unified system to publish tools, which can guarantee the usability
of the slicer tools.

The rest of the paper organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the research
methodlogy and introduce our interpretation of FAIR. Section 3 is about the inspected slicers
and the usage of our guide. Section 4 concludes the results.

Methodology

In this section we will describe the methodology of the research and our interpretation of
FAIR. To find slicer tools we used two sources. First, we searched via the common Google search
page and the Google Scholar which is a dedicated version for scientific purposes. This resulted
several tools and papers, which was useful for the second round of search. The other method
was to browse papers’ references to find tool-related publications. For the evaluation the main
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aspects were the setupability and the usability, which means that the slicers are easy to make
work and the output is unequivocal. To achieve this, we used and adapted the FAIR principles,
and evaluated the collected tools regarding to this.

FAIR

It’s clear that in the context of slicing tools the main focus is not on the data itself but on the
code and the theoretical background. Considering this, we interpreted the main principles of
FAIR [2] as follows.

• Findable: It is searchable and findable via search engines and the repository, or the re-
lated publications (if there are any) have links.

• Accessible: All the papers and source code are publicly available as well as the authors,
they respond to inquiries.

• Interoperable: The tool itself does not require any special dependencies, or deeper knowl-
edge for the setup and works on the popular operating systems.

• Reusable: The project is up-to-date and has a rich documentation about use.

In the first principle there is no essential difference, because reachability is the key in both,
only the meaning of the data has been specified differently. So in the second one, since access-
ability is an important step if we want to work with custom data, or source code. But here
we extended this principle with the requirement of reachability of the authors as well, because
a programmer often needs to be able to contact the original contributors of the code. In the
Interoperable principle, the two interpretations are getting even further from each other. The
original version is about the usability of data sources together, while we using programs as
units. Here we don’t really needto know how can the program be used with other programs
or components, but we need to be sure, that the tool we wish to use is setupable, which means
that it has a clear process to make it work and no spcecific environment is needed. In order to
reuse a tool, it is crucial that all of it’s parts are updated properly as well as the target follows
the version changes and a rich documentation is available to help, if something unexpected
occured during the use of the tool.

Slicing tools

In this section we introduce the result of the evaluation of the tools based on the FAIR guide.
As shown in Table 1 we selected 6 Java slicer tools, and examined each regarding the 4 prin-
ciples. All of the tools were available on GitHub or the project’s main page, and the search en-
gines also gave hits on them. Regarding the accessibility, we ran into several issues, since some
of the tool’s developers were’t responsive, therefore they count as unavailable. Not suprisingly,
we got the worst result in context of interoperability, because most of the tools were abandoned,
or crucial dependencies were missing.

In the following the evaluation of the inspected tools.

Slicer4J

Slicer4J is one of the latest of the inspected tools. This is a dynamic backward slicer by
Kahled Ahmed et al. and was presented on ISEC/FSE 2021 [3]. This tool is supporting Java
up to version 9. As shown in Table 1, Slicer4J passes most of the FAIR principles, but with
Interoperable it has an issue, because in the last version there is an error while compiling the
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Findable Accessible Interoperable Reusable
Slicer4J 3 3 7 3

JavaSlicer 3 3 7 7

JavaSDGSlicer 3 3 3 3

WALA 3 7 7 3

INDUS 3 7 7 7

srcSlice 3 7 3 7

Table 1: FAIRness of the slicing tools

slicer files, possibly because of a bug of a 3rd party dependency, therefore it isn’t working
properly now, but this isn’t seroius enough to fail this principle. The authors published a
high quality paper on ISEC/FSE and recorded several demo and tutorial videos as well thus it
satisfies Reusable as well. The tool itself is available at [4] and the core module is at [5].

JavaSlicer

This slicer was created by Clemens Hammacher as his BSc thesis [6]. This tool also uses
backward dynamic slicing, but in contrast of Slicer4J it only works with Java 6 and 7. With
respect to the related row in Table 1 we can declare that this tool fails the Interoperable and
Reusable principles of FAIR because even though the source code is still available it’s GitHub
repository [7], the project itself has been abandoned by the authors, and many of it’s crucial
dependencies became unavailable. Therefore this tool is not usable anymore, or at least to
setup it takes unrealistically much effort.

JavaSDGSlicer

JavaSDGSlicer is a static slicer approach based on System Dependence Graphs (SDG) [8].
Among the inspected tools this one looks the most promising, although it has no published
paper yet, or it is not public. On the other hand, the guideline in the repository is good enough
to use the tool, so it passes the Findable and Reusable principles as well as Accessible. Another
good point is that this slicer can work on both Linux and Windows and the setup is as simple
as it can be, thus Interoperable principle is definitely fulfilled.

WALA

WALA [9] itself is not just a slicer, but a library which contains an approach based on context-
sensitive tabulation of reachability in the system dependence graph [11]. This tool performed
well regarding the FAIR, but several problems occured during the inspection. First of all, based
on the README in the GitHub repository [10] it requires Java 8 and a deprecated gradle
version, which is a possible cause for several dependencies being unavailable, so this means it
does not meet the requirements of the Interoperable principle. In spite of this, a very detailed
guide is available for it which includes complete examples of use, which is a unique feature
among the inspected tools.

INDUS

The INDUS slicer[12] is a really famous tool, cited by many papers through the years. Al-
though nowadays it is marked as archive project, which means that even though the source
code is still available [13], the authors give no support to it anymore, and it hasn’t been up-
dated since 2017.
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srcSlice

srcSlice is a lightweight approach based on the srcML format [16] by Hakom Alimari et
al. [14]. The tool itself [15] is easy to use, but since it requires make, it’s hard to use on Windows.
The availability of the authors is also a problem, as well as the output of the tool is not similar
to a slice at all. But the most important which is missing is a proper documentation about use.

Conclusion

In this paper we compared several of the available Java-based slicing tools considering the
FAIR guideline. We inspected aspects like how rich is the tool’s background, which means
publications or detailed project pages, as well as the usability of the tool focused on the com-
pelxity of the setup and the up-to-dateness of the used dependency versions. This research
showed that this field is still dominated by the empirical approaches, where many notable so-
lution have been presented, yet the real life applications have several difficulty. To overcome
this we interpreted the FAIR guideline to slicing tools where we formulated the principles as
to emphasize the setupability and the author’s support’s role in the use of slicers. Finally, to
make these tools more sustainable, a FAIR-based system is recommended, where the system
itseelf could guarantee, that every contained tools are fit for the principles, therefore every time
if someone would use one of them, can be sure, that it will work as expected.
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Finding string view related memory errors in C++

Réka Kovács and Zoltán Porkoláb

Abstract:
Memory errors continue to plague C++ applications even after the introduction of many

safe, new language constructs. In this paper we describe a static analysis checker that reports
memory errors connected to the string and string_view containers of the C++ standard
library. We implemented our tool as part of the open-source Clang compiler.

Keywords: C++, memory error, object lifetime, static analysis

Introduction

C and C++ are still the world’s go-to languages for performance-critical, low-level software.
To be able to exploit every single opportunity for better performance, they give enormous free-
dom to the programmer. In exchange, the smallest oversight can lead to serious security issues
in applications used by millions of people worldwide [14].

The most serious kinds of programming errors found in C and C++ applications are memory
errors. These happen when the program reads or writes a segment of computer memory that
it has no right to access. They may allow malicious actors to extract information or modify
and even delete data from any computer on which the application runs. They are so prevalent
in industrial C and C++ software that big tech companies like Microsoft [6] and projects like
Chromium [7] report that 70% of all the security vulnerabilities they fix are memory errors.

Memory errors in C++ are traditionally associated with the old C style of programming -
raw pointer operations and manual resource handling. While it is definitely true that using
the latest language constructs and idioms makes it significantly harder to make old mistakes,
modern C++ is not devoid of error sources either.

One notable family of errors is connected to the lifetime of objects. Resource-handling ob-
jects in modern C++ follow the RAII (Resource Acquisition is Initialization) pattern [24], which
means that they tie the lifetime of a dynamically managed resource to an object on the stack. At
the end of the life of a stack object a special class method (the destructor) is called automatically,
completing any end-of-lifetime tasks connected to the dynamic resource. This indeed ensures
that resources are left in an appropriate state at the end of the program. However, it is fairly
common to obtain an external reference to a given resource while the handling object is alive.
These external references may linger in the program even after the object is correctly destroyed.
They are often called dangling pointers [21]. Since they refer to freed memory, any use of them
is a serious, use-after-free kind of memory error.

Finding string view errors with static analysis

The example we are considering is the string container of the C++ standard library (for-
mally known as the Standard Template Library [22]). It is a RAII-style class managing a dynam-
ically allocated character array. 1 To avoid unnecessary conversions and copies, programmers
often like to use a read-only reference to some part of a string, especially in applications that
expect to process large string inputs. This may either be a raw char* pointer or a so-called
string view object. A string view is another data type defined by the C++ standard [15], de-
signed to work well across library interfaces and across different types. It is essentially a (start,

1If the string is small, the character array may be allocated on the stack instead of the heap. This is commonly
called small string optimization or SSO. It is not important to us because using a dangling reference to a destroyed
stack object is just as much of a memory error as using a dangling reference to a destroyed heap object.
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end) pointer pair wrapped in a RAII-style object. Both raw pointers and string view objects
may continue to exist in a program after the underlying character array is already destroyed.

Let us consider the following example:

1 #include <string>
2 #include <string_view>
3
4 void useAfterFree() {
5 std::string_view ref;
6 {
7 std::string str("CSCS");
8 ref = str; // -> Points to the character buffer of str
9 } // -> The character buffer of str is deallocated

10 consume(ref); // -> Use of freed memory (memory error)
11 }

Listing 1: Programmers may fall into the pitfall of dangling pointer errors even while using
modern C++ types. The string is destroyed when it goes out of scope, leaving the string view
referring to freed memory.

The string view created at the beginning of the function is an automatic variable that will live
until the closing brace of the UseAfterFree function. Notice that we create the string in a new
scope, however, meaning that its lifetime will end at the closing brace on line 9. The underlying
character array will be deallocated, and the string view will point to invalid memory. Any use
of the view after this point is a serious memory error.

Google, one of the largest software companies in the world, has reported struggling with
this class of memory bugs [12]. They had pioneered the use of string views in their extensive
C++ codebase through the Abseil library [17], with many industrial projects following their
lead. Since the type has entered the standard in C++17, its adoption will likely accelerate, and
C++ engineers will need diagnostic tools to avoid use-after-free errors.

The String View Checker

The authors have worked on improving static source code analysis tools for the past several
years. The tools we develop can be thought of as extra compiler warnings - they are part of the
widely used open-source Clang compiler [9]. Although they utilize many powerful features
and data structures of the compiler, they are driven by a separate engine called the Clang Static
Analyzer [10]. The extra warnings this engine can produce have the same output format as
regular compiler warnings, but the analysis behind them is much more powerful.

The Clang Analyzer has had tools to find C-style memory errors for a long time, but these
existing tools have trouble handling modern C++ containers. The Standard Template Library
is a highly optimized, convoluted piece of code that contains a lot of details that blow up the
analysis state. In order to teach the analyzer to recognize a problem like the example on Listing
1, we need to abstract away the irrelevant properties of library types and follow the relationship
between them. Following our work in 2018, the analyzer can now find use-after-free errors
connected to std::strings made through raw pointers referring to their inner buffer [8]. As
a next step, we taught the analyzer to reason about std::string_views.

The basic steps of our algorithm were the following:

1. When a new string view is created, save an association between the view and the string
it references. Views created from C-like string literals are not of interest to us, as they
have static storage duration and therefore do not suffer from lifetime issues. We support
cases where a view is created from a string object directly. This (string, view) association
must be transitively propagated on copies.
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2. Track operations that modify the view and update the analysis state accordingly. A
view can be modified to point to another string by copy assignment or the swap method,
for example.

3. Recognize if the string is modified or destroyed, as described by the C++ standard.
Mark all views referencing that string released.

4. Recognize statements that indicate a use of a released view. These could be return state-
ments, method calls, function arguments, or uses of raw pointers pointing to the string’s
inner buffer. Emit a warning with a descriptive error message.

Although our work is not yet available in the official Clang repository, a draft version named
String View Checker is publicly available in an LLVM fork on GitHub [5]. After a standard
Clang build as described in the documentation [3], one can locate the built binaries under
llvm-project/build/bin/. The easiest method to run the Clang Static Analyzer is to use
the scan-build utility with our own build command:

$ scan-build clang -std=c++17 file.cpp

The scan-build tool will generate static HTML pages that contain a visual representation of
each bug report, annotating important points along the execution path with explaining notes,
as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: A visual representation of the execution path leading to the bug, augmented with
explaining notes, displayed in a browser.

Evaluation and future work

When we initially created our string view checker, large-scale testing was not possible be-
cause only a small percentage of open-source C++ software have transitioned to using the
string view implementation of the standard library. std::string_view is only available
since the C++17 standard and industrial projects are slow to modernize. However, we are opti-
mistic that the adoption of std::string_view have grown in the past year or two and thus
our next step will be to do a proper real-world evaluation of our error checker by running it on
popular open-source C++ projects.

As a temporary mitigation, we searched for real-world examples of string view bugs re-
ported online such as [12] and many examples from [13], and embedded them in large projects
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to verify that they are found. All the function-local cases we implanted were found. The cases
that would not be found are those that run into the limitations of the analysis framework -
heuristics that keep the exponential exploration algorithm within practical bounds. For ex-
ample, a long execution path will be abandoned in favor of exploring many shorter paths, or
that function inlining will stop after 3 levels. Unfortunately, we found no room to discuss the
characteristics of the framework in depth in this short paper format.

Our final plan is to incrementally merge our work into the official Clang repository so that
all users of the compiler can benefit from it.

Summary

We have created a static source code analysis tool that finds use-after-free errors in C++
programs that use the standard string view type. It has been implemented as part of the open-
source Clang compiler, and it produces path-sensitive bug reports with explaining notes and
a visual representation that can be viewed in a browser. Large-scale evaluation and open-
sourcing of the tool is in progress.
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User Based Collaborative Filtering for Product Recommendation
Using Implicit Observations

Richárd Kiss

Abstract: In this paper we present a user based collaborative filtering pipeline for personal-
ized fashion recommendation using implicit observations. The above-mentioned pipeline is
being utilized in the H&M Personalized Fashion Recommendations Kaggle competition [3].
The main focus of this paper is on strategy selection and hyperparameter optimalization for
the proposed method. We cover the most important research questions we had to deal with
while aiming for the best performance using the pipeline.

Keywords: Recommendation, Collaborative Filtering, Learning to Rank

The recommendation task

The main goal of this competition was to generate recommendations for users (list of rec-
ommended items). The evaluation was based on the Mean Average Precision score at cutoff 12
(MAP@12) [3]. The available data consisted of interactional data (list of interactions between
users and items), and metadata of the users and items. However, our approach utilizes only
the interactional data; it can be extended to incorporate the available metadata to further im-
prove the predictive performance. There are1.36M users and 104547 items in the dataset with
317̇M observed interactions between them. Our solution is a User Based Collaborative Filtering
method that uses user and item vector embeddings for similarity search and ranking.

User Based Collaborative Filtering

Collaborative Filtering [8] (CF) is a recommendation approach where either user or item
similarity is used to generate recommendations. User Based CF recommends items to users
based on which items have similar users liked. In order to find similar users, we first define a
similarity measure between them (usually these measures use vector representations of users).
Common similarity measures are Euclidean distance and Cosine similarity.

User and Item embedding

Embeddings represent each entity in a latent feature space, such that similar entities end up
close to each other, while different ones are being placed further apart. A commonly used algo-
rithm for user and item embedding is the Alternating Least Squares [4] (ALS). ALS randomly
initializes user (x) and item (y) embeddings, its learning objective is as follows:

min
x∗,y∗

∑
ru,i is known

(
ru,i − xTu yi

)2
+ λ(‖xu‖2 + ‖yi‖2) (1)

where ru,i is the relevance of item i for user u and λ is the regularization coefficent. During
the training and evaluation we used 32 dimensional embeddings for both users and articles.

The pipeline

However, one possible solution for the recommendation problem with ALS would be to
compute user-item relevance scores (dot product of user and item feature vectors), the scale of
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Figure 1: Architecture of the recommendation pipeline.

the problem makes this task difficult1, other approaches are needed to reduce computations.
Our proposed method decomposes the recommendation task into two main phases, namely
candidate generation and ranking. This technique is commonly used in web scale recommen-
dation systems [7]. With this approach the whole recommendation process can be sped up
significantly.

Candidate generation

In the candidate generation phase item candidates are generated based on the query (the
user for which the recommendation is generated for). Generally speaking the number of can-
didates are significantly smaller than the number of all articles, thus this could result in a sig-
nificant performance increase. The candidates for user u are computed as the union of items
purchased by the top-k most similar users to u.

Ranking

In this phase the candidates are sorted based on relevance and the 12 (as defined in the
competition) most relevant items are returned. We compared popularity and Lambda Rank
based relevance scoring. Popularity based scoring assingns the number of interactions to each
item, whilest Lambda Rank [2] (LR) is a Learning To Rank algorithm, which optimizes the
Normalized Cumulative Discounted Gain (NDCG), a measure that reflects the goodness of
ranking. While it is easier to calculate popularity, LR can be applied for never seen items (items
not purchased in the cluster). This property can be really useful in case the cluster sizes are
small and the ratio of unobserved items (items not purchased by anyone in the cluster) is not
negligible.

If users are assigned to groups (clusters) based on their preferences one can learn more
accurate relevance scoring than using the same scoring for each user (the scoring is learned on
each group separately). We call this cluster specific ranking (CS).

Clustering users

Before clustering it is a common practice to use dimensionality reduction, since the user
embeddings are high dimensional. After dimensionality reduction less noise remains in the

1the reconstructed interaction matrix would be NxM where N is the number of users and M is the number of
items.
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Figure 2: MAP@12 and Coverage using different algorithms, with and without CS ranking.
The red dots show the mean values, gray ones are the individual experiments.

data and neither the curse of dimensionality is an issue anymore. For dimensionality reduction
we compared two methods: Principal Component Analysis [1] (PCA) and Uniform Manifold
Approximation and Projection [6] (UMAP). After dimensionality reduction we used two clus-
tering techniques, K-Means and Hierarchical Density-based spatial clustering of applications
with noise [5] (HDBSCAN).

Evaluation

To evaluate the pipeline we subsampled the original H&M dataset, we used only 1% of the
users to speed up experiments and fit more measurements in the limited time window. The
subsampled set consisted of 1301 users, 16290 items and 31375 interactions between them. The
goal of the evaluation process was to get insights regarding the following questions:

1. How effective is the cluster specific ranking?

2. What is the optimal range for cluster size?

3. What is the optimal range for the number of neighbors in the candidate generation phase?

4. Which dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithm combination performs the best?

In the competition the goal was to maximize MAP@12 for recommended articles, therefore
this approach was used for evaluation purposes also. The coverage of recommended articles
can also give valuable insights on these questions, which is the ratio of recommended distinct
items and all items present in the evaluation set. For each pipeline configuration multiple
models were trained (with different hyperparameters e.g., number of neighbors, number of
dimensions used in dimensionality reduction etc.).

Q1: Effectiveness of cluster specific ranking

As we can see from Figure 2, using cluster specific ranking results in higher Coverage and
MAP@12 (both in LR and Popularity based pipelines). By this, our research hypothesis was
confirmed: we can rank more precisely by learning to rank for a specific group of users (with
similar taste). The high variance in Figure 2 can be the result of different pipeline configurations
across experiments.

Q2: Optimal range of mean cluster size

On Figure 3 we can see that with smaller clusters the MAP@12 is higher using CS ranking.
This is the expected behavior; with smaller clusters we can capture the preferences of users
more precisely – the overall preference in the cluster is more similar to individual user.
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Figure 3: MAP@12 using different cluster sizes with CS ranking.

Figure 4: MAP@12 and Coverage scores against the number of neighbors used for candidate
generation.

Q3: Optimal range for number of neighbors

From Figure 4 we can see that with at least 8 neighbors the MAP@12 reaches its maximum,
additional neighbors do not improve the performance. Coverage also strongly depends on the
number of neighbors. If we use a number between 8 and 11 (shown with red dashed lines),
we can maximize MAP@12 and get somewhat diverse recommendations. That way the overall
computation costs are lower as well.

Q4: Best dimensionality reduction and clustering algorithm combination

As we can see from 1, UMAP dominates PCA and HDBSCAN dominates K-Means in each
scenario. Thus, it is reasonable to use UMAP over PCA and HDBSCAN over K-Means in the
pipeline.

UMAP PCA
HDBSCAN 0.0245±0.0012 0.0219±0.0014
K-Means 0.0244±0.0014 0.0189±0.0037

Table 1: Mean MAP@12 scores using different dimenionality reduction and clustering algo-
rithms
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Conclusion

Our results show that cluster specific ranking can improve recommendation performance
for both popularity and LTR based ranking algorithms. We were able to find hyperparameters
for our proposed pipeline that maximize MAP@12.

Our pipeline currently does not incorporate user and item metadata, which could boost
recommendation performance (especially for users with few purchases). However, in the fu-
ture we are planning to replace the embedding generation process to one which supports meta
information as well.
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Semi-Automatic Modularisation of C++ Software Projects

Richárd Szalay and Zoltán Porkoláb

Abstract: Organising part of software projects into logical collections, commonly referred to as
packages, had been a feature of several well-known programming languages. In the case of C++,
such options were not available up until only the recently released C++20 version of the lan-
guage. The conventional, header file-based model inherited from C allowed for several classes
of leaking internal details to client code, which these clients eventually tended to start relying
on, commonly known amongst C++ programmers as Hyrum’s Law. With the introduction of
Modules, the concealment of library-internal details can be achieved. However, there is a size-
able corpus of C++ software projects that were developed with the older, more well-established
standards in focus, and do not build upon this new feature. As manual refactoring is a non-
trivial task considering both the labour effort and the time involved, we intended to devise
methods for aiding transition to this new feature. In this paper, we discuss a semi-automatic
modularisation effort for C++ projects.

Keywords: programming languages, C++, software architecture, software design, packages, refactoring

Introduction

Good composition capability and the ability to organise software projects is a requirement
from all programming ecosystems. Several widely used programming languages – e.g. Ada,
Java, and Python – had been designed with the ability to create logical packages, which are
collections of program elements. Package managers and centralised artefact repositories allow
the management of third-party library dependencies. This is not the case for C++, which uses
the “translation unit” model of compilation: source files are compiled individually – often in
parallel – and a separate linker creates the executable binaries. Connections between program
elements – e.g. a function defined in another file – are created via header files which get textually
included into the input stream, allowing the compiler compiling client code to see the type of
the program element – e.g. the function’s signature.

Unfortunately, there are several issues stemming from this model of compilation employed
by C++, originally inherited from C. Namely, the contents of header files become the contents
of every translation unit the header file is included into, without the vendor of the header be-
ing able to exert control over this. This manifests in two important aspects: macro leak, and
implementation detail leak. As the state of the preprocessor is global for each separate compi-
lation, headers may influence each other’s contents during compilation through macros, which
is often not a desirable property. Several idiomatic C++ constructs involving templates put the
source code into the header files [1], which means that hiding the details of generic program
elements – e.g. the fact that std::map is implemented with a red-black tree – impossible. Un-
fortunately, this means that every program element present in the header files will be available
for client code to use. This is especially problematic with code completion tools and integrated
development environments, which do not perceive the notion of “implementation detail”. The
tendency for programs to rely on implementation details which are not specified in the inter-
face contract is known as Hyrum’s Law in the C++ community.

The Modules feature has been discussed since at least 2004, but it had only been officially
made part of the standard in the C++20 version. It aims to fix the aforementioned problems by
moving away from the use of header files into logically encapsulated packages, very similar
to the features in other languages. However, there is a considerable corpus of C++ software
projects already in existence which were built with the now “legacy” design in mind. While
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export module Hello; // This file is the "main" file for ’Hello’.
import stdstring; // This module relies on the stdstring module.
// greetee() is an implementation detail.

std::string greetee() { return "World"; }
// greet() is part of the module’s interface.
export std::string greet() {

return std::string{"Hello, "} + greetee() + std::string{"!"}; }

import stdio;
import Hello;
int main() {

std::cout << greet() << std::endl;
// Calling greetee() here would result in a compiler error.

}

Figure 1: A “Hello, World!” program implemented with Modules.

the Standard Committee included Modules in a backwards-compatible manner to peacefully
coexist with header-based libraries, it is understandable that the developer community would
like to move to such significant new features when possible. Unfortunately, with such volume
of existing code, manual refactoring is non-trivial. For this reason, in this paper we detail a
semi-automatic approach for automatic modularisation of C++ projects. Our approach is built
upon the language rules, and considers the domain-specific details of the project at hand as a
black box.

C++ Modules

Modules was first discussed as early as 2004 [2], and through several rounds of implemen-
tation challenges had been officially made part of the C++20 standard [3]. A module unit is
a translation unit – or a group of translation units, each called module partitions – that contain
program elements. All features of C++ are available in module code. Symbols that form part of
the module’s public interface are annotated with the export keyword. The language Standard
specifies that in case of the client using a non-exported symbol, the compiler must behave as
if said symbol had never been defined. Modules are imported into client code. An important
difference between packages in other programming languages, such as Java or Python, and
C++ modules, is that modules are not namespaces of their own right. This means that importing
a module named M that exposes a public symbol fun, the client code will still call fun, and not
M.fun. An example of a module is depicted in Figure 1.

How the compiler detects and handles module dependencies is not defined in the standard
and instead left for implementations to consider. The likely implementation is that the build
system detects the module dependencies of source files – similar to how header dependencies
are discovered currently – and if a module code is not yet compiled, performs compilation on
it. Unfortunately, build system support for Modules is still lacking as of 2022, making the use
of module units involve a lot of manual configuration of compiler-specific flags.
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Figure 2: View into a step of the algorithm where a module-module interface dependency cycle
is being cut up.

Semi-Automatic Modularisation

The input to our proposed approach is a well-formed – successfully compiled – C++ project
and an initial modularisation, which does not have to be well-formed. Our goal is to create
well-formed module clusters composed of the source files of the project. As a general tool
created on top of the language’s rules cannot comprehend domain knowledge of the refactored
project, the allowed operations are bijective symbol renaming and the move of files between
the module-clusters. Modules are created by forming unity builds1 of multiple input source
files, concatenated together [4]. First, we perform a deep fact extraction via static analysis to
fix symbol names that are ambiguous when files are considered in a unity build, e.g. symbols
of different type but the same name in different translation units, or conflicting definitions of
macros. These fixes are achieved via simple and reversible symbol renames. Then, we analyse
the architecture of the project to create a dependency graph between source files and headers.
We do this to ensure that the build graph of the created modules will not contain cycles.

The next step of the algorithm consists of two iterative sub-steps in sequence. In each itera-
tion, there are some changes made to the association of the project’s files to modules. For ease
of exposition, modules created by the tool are given an automatic, generated name.

The first iteration performs resolution of header-header – interface – cycles between mod-
ules, as the Modules feature no longer allows evading cycles like header guards2 do for the “con-
ventional” model. The created dependency graph is then turned into a flow network where
minimum cuts are searched. If M depends on N and N depends on M, the files responsible
for this cycle are moved to a new, generated module. A view into a state of this iteration is
depicted in Figure 2.

1Unity build is a common technique of large-scale software projects where the entire project is compiled as a
single translation unit to allow better optimisations.

2It is conventional to wrap the contents of every header into a conditional preprocessing block, thus each header
will only be included once into a translation unit, even if headers depend on each other cyclically.
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Once there are no more interface dependency cycles, the implementation code of the symbols
declared in each module is added to the created modules. This is done because forward decla-
rations are not possible across module boundaries. However, this action might introduce new
cycles on the module level. As there can be no cycles in the end, the decision for these cycles is
to join the modules forming it together. At the end of the process, the final set of module clus-
ters are emitted, and developers are encouraged to observe the result and assign meaningful
names to the created modules.

Results

We have analysed our approach on the Apache Xerces XML parser, version 3.2.1. Xerces is
written adhering to the object-oriented programming (OOP) paradigm. Thus, almost all of the
implementation is organised into classes that have a clear header file and implementation file
associated. Xerces consists of 711 C++ files. On our analysis machine, the build of the project
took 4 minutes, and the execution of the algorithm in our prototype tool – implemented in C++

and Python – took 15 seconds. We used several input configurations for our tool, but the most
trivial one was when the 14 source directories were considered as individual “modules”. At the
end of the first iterative step – the splitting of interface cycles – 74 modules had been created.
The implementation cycle joining step collapsed these into 2 modules. It was surprising to see
this, especially considering that 710 of the source files became part of just one module, with
a lone enum left out. After review, it is understandable that as enums have no implementation
code, that file was never considered in the second iterative step.

Xerces is a single library expected to be reused by clients. Thus, our findings is in line with
the expectation that the project will be heavily coupled internally. As forward declarations are
impossible across module boundaries, the coupling dampening effect they may have had for
simple headers disappears when considering the project as a set of modules. The results tend to
imply that while intra-library modularisation is possible, the achievable granularity is bound.

Conclusion

Modules is an important new feature of C++ which unfortunately lacks build system support
at the time of writing this paper. More importantly, there is a sizeable corpus of C++ projects
that had been developed with older standards in mind, and do not use the new feature. We
created a semi-automatic tool that works based off of languages rules and considers the project
at hand as a black box, and assigns source code of the project into module clusters. We observed
that the restrictions imposed upon projects’ design by older versions of the standard and the
ecosystem itself results in the already existing output binary artefacts of the project to become
hard barriers of the granularity of modularisation. This has been observed by C++ practitioners
when considering the performance hit imposed by Modules in a distributed environment [5].
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Higher dimensional Hermite interpolation of gradient data
Róbert Bán and Gábor Valasek

Abstract:
Height maps represent finer geometric detail over an underlying coarser surface. Various

techniques, such as parallax occlusion mapping and relief mapping, use height map textures
to impose mesostructural details over macrostructural elements without increasing the actual
complexity of the rendered geometries. Traditional representations consist of height values
stored on regular grids that are bilinear filtered during rendering, resulting in C0 surfaces.

We propose to store the partial derivatives of the heightfield with the height values and use
Hermite interpolation between the samples. This guarantees a globally C1 continuous height-
field. As parallax mapping techniques often pair height values with the heightfield normals
in a single texture, our method does not require additional storage. The exact normals of the
reconstructed cubic Hermite surface can also be calculated, resulting in a storage efficient re-
placement for normal mapping with richer visual appearance. Moreover, we generalize our
approach to the filtering of volumetric data and demonstrate it in rendering signed distance
fields.

Keywords: Computer Graphics, Parallax Mapping, Geometric Modeling

Interpolation of scalar fields

The usual discrete representation of scalar functions f ∈ IRn → IR consist of samples on a
regular cubic grid. The samples contain the function value f(x) at the sample position x ∈ Df .
The reconstruction of the function among the samples is done by interpolation. The simplest
interpolation is tensor product linear interpolation, i.e. linear, bilinear, trilinear interpolation in
1, 2, and 3 dimensions. This guarantees a C0 continuous reconstruction.

Higher order continuity can be achieved by incorporating a larger sampling footprint [3].
However, the larger sampling footprint comes with an increased execution time. Our goal
is reconstruct with higher order continuity – by modifying the samples – without modifying
sampling footprint size. In addition to the function value f(x), we store the gradient∇f(x).

In terms of analytical properties, a higher order interpolation scheme also provides a more
accurate approximation to an underlying continuous function. As such, a first order method
that uses Hermite interpolation is capable of representing a shape with a given error using
less data than a traditional, tensor linearly filtered field. Nevertheless, our paper focuses on
the qualitative properties of such reconstructions in the case of heightfield and signed distance
field rendering, with a secondary focus on render efficiency.

Hermite interpolation in higher dimensions

1D Hermite basis functions

Let us first define the Hermite interpolation problem on the unit interval [0, 1]. Given the
function values and the derivatives at the endpoints (f (k)(x0) for k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} and x0 ∈
{0, 1} , where f (k) is the kth derivative of f ∈ IR → IR ), we want to interpolate these values
with a low order polynomial. The chosen basis will take the given values as coefficients, so it
will be in the following form.

f̂(x) =
∑

y∈{0,1}

n∑
k=0

f (k)(y)αk,ny (x), x ∈ [0, 1].
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Here the basis polynomials αk,ny : [0, 1]→ IR are defined by the following properties.

(αk,ny )(`)(x) = δx,y · δk,`, ∀x, y ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k, ` ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n},

where

δa,b =

{
1, a = b,

0, a 6= b.

Therefore f̂ interpolates the given data, i.e.

∀y ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n} : f̂ (k)(y) = f (k)(y).

For a given n ∈ N there are 2(n + 1) basis polynomials; one for each interpolating position
y ∈ {0, 1} and for each order k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}. For each basis polynomial of order n ∈ N there
are 2n+ 2 conditions to meet, so there are unique degree 2n+ 1 polynomials that satisfy these
criteria.

For gradient interpolation we will use order one polynomials (n = 1), which are the follow-
ing. α0,1

0 (x) = 1− 3x2 + 2x3, α0,1
1 (x) = 3x2 − 2x3, α1,1

0 (x) = x− 2x2 + x3, α1,1
1 (x) = −x2 + x3.

Higher dimensional Hermite basis functions

In the N-dimensional space the domain of the interpolation is an N-dimensional hypercube
(square in 2D, cube in 3D) and the data is given at the vertices y ∈ {0, 1}N . The higher dimen-
sional basis functions are the tensor product of the one-dimensional ones.

αk,n
y (x) =

N∏
m=1

αkm,nym (xm), where y ∈ {0, 1}N ,k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}N ,x ∈ [0, 1]N .

These posses similar interpolating properties to the one-dimensional basis functions.

∂`αk,n
y (x) = δx,y · δ`,k, ∀x,y ∈ {0, 1}N ,∀k, ` ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}N .

Interpolation with N-dimensional first order Hermite basis functions

For gradient interpolation the used basis functions interpolate either the function value
(α0,1

y ) or one of the first partial derivatives (αei,1
y , where the ith coordinate of ei is 1 and the

rest are 0s). As such, our approximation is the following.

f̂(x) =
∑

y∈{0,1}N

f(y)α0,1
y (x) +

N∑
i=1

∂if(y)αei,1
y (x)

 , x ∈ [0, 1]N .

Theorem. f̂ interpolates the function values and the gradients at the vertices, i.e.

∀y ∈ {0, 1}N : f̂(y) = f(y) and ∇f̂(y) = ∇f(y).

The interpolation of the function values and gradients follows from the interpolation prop-
erties of the basis functions. For example the jth coordinate of the gradient at one of the vertices
y0 ∈ {0, 1}N is
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∂j f̂(y0) =
∑

y∈{0,1}N

f(y)∂jα
0,1
y (y0) +

N∑
i=1

∂if(y)∂jα
ei,1
y (y0)


=

∑
y∈{0,1}N

f(y)δ0,ejδy,y0 +
N∑
i=1

∂if(y)δei,ejδy,y0


=

∑
y∈{0,1}N

δy,y0

f(y) · 0 +
N∑
i=1

∂if(y) · δi,j

 = ∂jf(y0).

Furthermore, if two hypercubes are placed next to each other sharing a facet and the shared
vertices contain the same data (function values and gradient), then the reconstructed functions
inside the two cells will be continuous on the common facet, and similarly the gradient will be
continuous as well. This means, that using the interpolation on the cells of a regular cubical
grid results in a globally C1-continuous approximation.

The regular grid can be scaled, in which case we need to transform the basis functions ac-
cordingly. If the new base interval for the basis function is [a, b], then the transformation of αk,ny
from [0, 1] to [a, b] is the following.

αk,ny,[a,b](x) = (b− a)kαk,ny

(
x− a
b− a

)
, x ∈ [a, b], y ∈ {0, 1}, k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}.

In the higher dimensional case these transformed one-dimensional basis functions are mul-
tiplied the same way as in the original definition. For gradient interpolation only the k = 0 and
k = 1 cases are relevant – which interpolate the function value and the first partial derivatives
respectively.

Application of Hermite interpolation in 2D and 3D

2D – height maps

Height maps are used in rendering detailed surfaces over lower resolution geometries [4].
An example rendering comparison is shown in Figure 1 (a) and (b).

3D – signed distance fields

Signed distance fields are versatile implicit representations for surfaces. If the exact function
is given the gradient can be calculated by automatic or numerical differentiation. In the case
of triangle meshes the gradient is defined by the closest triangle. An example is shown using
sphere tracing in Figure 1 (c) and (d).

Storage optimization

In the two-dimensional case, the gradient can be compressed to the [−1, 1] interval, which is
favorable, as in practice normalized texture types are more efficient compared to floating point
types. The compression is done by calculating the normalized 3D normal of the surface and
then storing only the first two coordinates: [1, 0, ∂xf̂ ]T × [0, 1, ∂yf̂ ]T = [−∂xf̂ ,−∂yf̂ , 1]T .

For the three-dimensional signed distance fields, the gradient is almost everywhere unit
length, therefore it effectively has two degrees of freedom. It can be encoded into two values
with for example octahedral encoding [1]. In both cases unpacking is needed and the stored
data cannot be interpolated directly but we use manual filtering in Hermite interpolation .
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(a) 2562 height map with
normals, using Hermite in-
terpolation

(b) 323 SDF using trilinear
interpolation

(c) 323 SDF with gradi-
ents, using Hermite inter-
polation

Figure 1: Comparison of bilinear/trilinear interpolation with Hermite interpolation on height maps and
signed distance fields rendered with parallax mapping and spehere tracing respectively.

Conclusions

We have shown an interpolation method for scalar fields utilizing the gradient of the original
function. The method works in practical two- and three-dimensional applications. Our future
work focuses on runtime efficiency and higher order generalizations.
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A New Semantic Segmentation Technique Using Deep Learning
Networks Combination

Sajad Rezaei, Elham Rezaei and Mohammad Amin Rezaei

Abstract: Semantic segmentation is a fundamental and challenging issue in computer vision,
which aims to assign a label to each pixel in an image [1]. It has been widely used for many
functions such as independent navigation, scene understanding, and image editing [2]. Despite
data collection efforts, there are still not enough visual datasets covering a wide range of scenes
and objects accurately annotated for segmentation [3].

In recent years, CNN networks have had desirable results in solving deep learning prob-
lems. CNN networks have become the basis for determining image classification and other
transmission tasks in computer vision [4,5]. As a key component of CNNs, a convolution layer
learns a set of filters that collects neighborhood information with spatial and channel connec-
tions [6].

Deep convolutional neural networks [7] have dominated image classification since AlexNet
[8]. Along with this tendency, the research has shifted from engineering handcrafted features
to engineering network architectures. The paper[9] first employs a global averaging pooling
layer to replace fully connected hard layers and adopts 1*1 convolutional layers to learn the
nonlinear combination of feature map channels, essentially the first type of feature map atten-
tion mechanism. The paper [10] suggests a modular network design approach by repetitively
overlapping the same network blocks, which simplifies both the network design workflow and
transfer learning for the downstream applications. The highway network presented in [11] in-
troduces highway connections that cause the information to flow through multiple layers with-
out mitigation and help network convergence. Building on pioneering success, the paper [12]
introduces an identity hopping connection that mitigates the difficulty of vanishing gradients
in deep neural networks and allows the network to learn enhanced feature depictions. This
architecture is called ResNet, and it has become one of the most popular CNN architectures
that have been adopted in different computer vision implementations. The paper [13] builds
its model with a Meta-ResNet architecture to upgrade the network to a deeper version (from
50 to 269 layers). The approach [14] increases the search spaces for neural architecture search,
which improves the overall performance of the network.

A challenge of the mentioned articles is the lack of labeled data in performing segmentation
along with connotation, which can lead to poor accuracy of image pixel recognition. In this
regard, using generative adversarial networks (GANs) may help to overcome the mentioned
challenge.

GANs are a group of machine learning systems developed by Ian Goodfellow and col-
leagues in 2014 [15] that can generate new data capable of generating human-like images that
are entirely artificial, faces that might not exist in the real world. Recently, GANs in image
synthesis has been developed [16-19] and have been successful in decorative design [20]. Style-
GAN2 [19] and vitGAN [21], are two examples showing the success of this technique in pro-
ducing faces and bedrooms.

It is possible to partially address the lack of labeled image data in segmentation operations
and improve the accuracy of pixel recognition in images using GANs with labeled image data
generation [22]. This operation can also be used for image classification. It is worth noting
that combining artificial intelligence network techniques to increase accuracy and recognition
in classification and segmentation has yielded acceptable results [14].

The main objectives of this research are as follows:
1) Collecting more data from a given dataset using GAN,
2) more accurate prediction of pixel labels using combinations of different deep learning meth-
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ods,
3) introducing a new technique adaptable to other similar datasets.

In this research, we will introduce a new image segmentation method using a combination
of deep learning networks. First, using GAN networks, we will train the indoor images of
the building containing annotations to obtain new images of the home environment having
new annotations, and then using the images from the collected dataset as well as the images
generated by the GAN network, and also using different deep learning network combination,
we will perform segmentation operations. In this regard, we will analyze the ADE20K dataset
[23], which includes a variety of annotations of scenes, objects, and some parts of objects.

Keywords: deep learning, segmentation, semantic
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Registration of 3D trajectories

Tekla Tóth and Levente Hajder

Abstract:
This paper presents a spline-based trajectory registration method. In classical target-based

sensor calibration, the target object is replaced in the scene multiply times. However, moving
the object continuously during the recording, the point set of the object positions generates a
path. After applying spline fitting techniques, the curvature of the movement can be aligned,
and the calibration results are more accurate than with random target positions.

Keywords: Pointset registration, trajectory tracking, curve fitting, spline interpolation

Introduction

The alignment of two or more point sequences may occur in computer vision, computer
graphics, or surface modeling problems [1]. In this paper, the motivation is to improve some
former object-based calibration processes via the directed movement of the target. The revisited
methods are a sphere-based [2] and a checkerboard-based [3] calibrations, which can easily
estimate the extrinsic parameters between a LiDAR sensor and a digital camera from a few
input data pairs. The methods estimate the sphere centers and the edges of the checkerboard
pattern. In the novel approach, some properties of the measurements are used for more reliable
results regarding the sought rigid transformation based on the identified 3D object position.

The aforementioned state-of-the-art approaches apply the point pair registration method[4]:
the cameras and the LiDAR takes snapshots simultaneously while the target is replaced in
the scene. Instead of the point pair-wise registration, the two estimated point clouds of the
trajectories can be registered[5, 6] if the input data set is large enough. Moreover, if we do not
randomly place it somewhere between the data gathering but make a continuous video, the
object has a specific shape of the movement.

Combining the two approaches can eventuate a more idealistic scenario in the following
way. The point pair-wise registration did not use a specific continuous trajectory. While the
point cloud-wise registration did not use the continuity in time and the synchronized data
pairs. Our aim is a trajectory-based method that takes advantage of the continuity of the posi-
tions both in time and space.

The aim of the project is to apply the method for the sensors of the test vehicle at our univer-
sity. In this paragraph, we itemize the potential problems to deal with. Due to some hardware
issues, the test vehicle produces the data with only 2-4 FPS. This results a sparse trajectory
with 10-20 cm distances between every two consecutive points. An example image sequence is
presented in Fig. 1. Our idea is to approximate the trajectory with some curves to get a more
detailed path containing synthetic positions. During the measurement, synchronization errors
occur due to the LiDAR turnaround time. This means that the endpoints of the path do not
have to be aligned, but the common part of the curves has to be aligned as much as possible.

Figure 1: An input image sequence from the camera. The estimated sphere centers regarding
these images have around 10-20 cm distances.
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The path itself is reliable; therefore, we can interpolate the curve between the measured data
points and add some synthetic intermediate points. This technique can also be applied in the
case of surfaces defined by sparse point set [7].

Proposed method

This section introduces the proposed curve fitting method. The 3D input points estimated by
the previous steps of either [2] or [3] are reliable. Hence, we do not apply only approximation
(e.g., with B-splines) but interpolation between these control points. Geometric continuity is
expected between the curve segments. Our solution applies cubic centripetal Catmull-Rom
spline (CRS) [8]. The advantages of the centripetal knot parametrization are that it interpolates
and tightly follows every intermediate point, and no self-intersections occur [9] in contrast
to the uniform or the chordal parameterization. Moreover, the spline function can be easily
evaluated at any point.

The control points are denoted by pi, and knots ti, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 are also predefined. The
derivatives are given as

mi =
pi+1 − pi−1
ti+1 − ti−1

. (1)

Based on the points pi and the derivatives mi calculated by (1), Hermite curve is fitted data
pair-wise. The equation of the spline follows as

c =
t2 − t
t2 − t1

b1 +
t− t1
t2 − t1

b2, (2)

where

b1 =
t2 − t
t2 − t0

a1 +
t− t0
t2 − t0

a2, b2 =
t3 − t
t3 − t1

a2 +
t− t1
t3 − t1

a3,

a1 =
t1 − t
t1 − t0

p0 +
t− t0
t1 − t0

p1, a2 =
t2 − t
t2 − t1

p1 +
t− t1
t2 − t1

p2, a3 =
t3 − t
t3 − t2

p2 +
t− t2
t3 − t2

p3.

The parameter t interpolates between p1 and p2. The knot parameterization of Catmull-Rom
algorithm becomes in general

ti+1 =
[√

(xi+1 − xi)2 + (yi+1 − yi)2 + (zi+1 − zi)2
]α

+ ti. (3)

If the scaling factor α = 0.5, it describes the centripetal spline.

Sampling frequency

The next step is the tuning of the sampling frequency. We assume that one position per cm3

is sufficient. Given distance di cm between pi and pi+1 points where the CRS curve segment
ci(t) interpolates end-points (see Fig. 2). If di > 1, then we can add the positions at t = i/di to
the trajectory where i = 1, . . . , bdic.

After the spline fitting, the point pairs lost importance due to the quasi-continuous point set
and varying sampling between the original control points. The classical point cloud registration
can be applied to the dense 3D trajectories.

Future work

There are many open questions regarding to the object path and the setup of the measure-
ments. We would like to analyze whether any ideal trajectory exist which makes the results
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Figure 2: Catmull-Rom spline and distance of the control points.

more accurate. Moreover, we examine the effect of the noise in the 3D positions. We analyse
whether the di-based sampling gives the sought ideal density.

Furthermore, other curve models will be tested. Kochanek–Bartels spline [10] is a general-
ized version of the Catmull–Rom spline extended by three parameters: the tension T ∈ [−1, 1],
the bias B ∈ [−1, 1] and the continuity C ∈ [−1, 1]. The derivative calculation is modified in the
following way. The derivatives of the end-points of the i-th segments are as follows

mi =
(1− T)(1 + B)(1 + C)

2
(pi − pi−1) +

(1− T)(1−B)(1− C)

2
(pi+1 − pi), (4)

mi+1 =
(1− T)(1 + B)(1− C)

2
(pi+1 − pi) +

(1− T)(1−B)(1 + C)

2
(pi+2 − pi+1). (5)

Our future plan is to examine whether the results could be more precise using these new pa-
rameters, and what kind of parameter setting are suitable.

The first tests results are promising (see Fig. 3), the extrinsic calibration parameters are more
accurate. Besides the qualitative experiments, photo-realistic Blensor tests can help to evaluate
our method quantitatively, too.

Figure 3: Fitted 3D Catmull-Rom spline segments on real camera (big blue dots) and LiDAR
(big grey dots) position data after the alignment. The smaller grey and colorful points are the
synthetic interpolated points.

Conclusion

This paper argued how trajectory registration could improve extrinsic sensor calibration
algorithms if they can extract 3D positions from the input data, e.g., based on a specific target
object. The novelty of the method is the controlled path of the object and the generated dense
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point set by spline fitting and interpolation. The altered checkerboard-based and sphere-based
processes estimate more accurate calibration parameters.
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Self-Supervised Relational Reasoning framework for Spectra
Classification

Yue Sun, Sándor Brockhauser and Péter Hegedűs

Abstract: In this study, we present a self-supervised relational reasoning framework for the
application of 1D spectral time series classification, and demonstrate that it can automatically
detect phase transitions in spectra.

In this method, the useful representations of the spectral time series can be extracted from
the backbone network under the supervision of inter-sample, intra-sample, and inter-temporal
relational reasoning modules on the unlabeled spectral time series. Specifically, the inter-
sample relation head distinguishes how samples are related to themselves (positives) and oth-
ers (negatives), the intra-sample relation head model the relation of different spectral fragments
along the diffraction angle dimension, and the inter-temporal relation head learns the depen-
dencies along the temporal dimension. The learned representations are then used for down-
stream spectra classification task. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework
on multiple experimental spectral time series datasets.

Our main contributions: 1) we design a self-supervised relational reasoning framework for
the 1D spectra representations and classification that can model data dependencies from mul-
tiple dimensions. 2) We introduced an inter-temporal relational reasoning head to address the
temporal dependencies of data, a key feature of spectral time series that can greatly improve the
quality of learned representations. 3) We evaluate the effectiveness of the network on multiple
experimental spectral datasets.

Keywords: self-supervised learning; relational reasoning; 1D spectra classification

Introduction

In spectroscopy and diffraction experiments, learning patterns from spectra is critical, which
can provide an immediate feedback on the actual status of the experiment. The most relevant
scientific question is whether a phase transition occurs, which is reflected in the shifting, broad-
ening, splitting of spectral peaks, or the appearance of new peaks. In this case, the measured
spectra can to be classified into three distinct classes, namely, before the phase transition, dur-
ing the phase transition, and after the phase transition. Classification is based on the distribu-
tion of spectral peaks.

We have a total of 9 experimental 1D spectra datasets, each containing a different number
of spectral samples, ranging from 60 to 460, with approximately 4000 features (data points) per
spectral curve. Figure 1 shows some representative spectral curves in each phase/class in one
of the datasets. As can be seen from this figure, new peaks appear after the phase transition.
Furthermore, spectral time series not only have a specific distribution along the diffraction
angle dimension, but also have a strong dependence on the time dimension.

In practice, manually data labeling is a time-consuming task that may require experienced
experts with strong professional backgrounds, especially for high-dimensional spectral time
series generated in large scientific facilities. One way to address this limitation is to utilize
self-supervised learning to learn useful and generalized representations from unlabeled data
through self-generated supervisory signals [1]. In this study, we show how to design and ap-
ply self-supervised networks to extract hidden discriminative features from unlabeled spectral
time series through relational reasoning. We design a relational network to explore the latent
patterns of 1D spectra at different dimensions and levels, which can learn the inter-sample,
intra-sample, and inter-temporal dependencies of spectra. Experimental results show that the
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Figure 1: Diffraction spectra collected during the experiment after baseline subtraction. The
spectral curves marked in green belong to class label 0 (before phase transition), the spectral
curves marked in red belong to class label 1 (during phase transition), and the blue line repre-
sents class 2 (after phase transition). Each spectral curve (samples with different timestamps)
contains 4020 data points. These spectral curves are pulled evenly by shifting the intensity
baseline for a better display.

network can greatly improve the feature representation ability and is useful for downstream
classification tasks.

Method

Data augmentation

The data is first preprocessed by normalizing to the [0,1] range. To improve the gener-
alization ability of the classification model and prevent overfitting, we applied several data
augmentation techniques in this work, including Gaussian noise, time warping, magnitude
warping [2] and window slicing.

Self-supervised pre-train and downstream 1D spectra classification

The self-supervised classification framework consisting of two parts: self-supervised pre-
train via relational reasoning network and supervised downstream spectra classification, as
shown in Fig 2.

In this work, the shared feature extraction backbone is trained under the supervision of
three relational reasoning module, which is considered as pretext classification tasks. After
pre-training, the relation head is discarded, and the backbone parameters are fully transferred
to downstream classification task, and a single layer linear classifier is trained in a supervised
manner based on representations from the feature extraction backbone. The backbone model
applied in this approach is Conv SC attention model from [3]. Furthermore, to accept input
data with different feature sizes, we apply the AdaptiveAvgPool1d function instead of the
MaxPool1D operation in the second convolution module.

The first relation head (inter-relation) [4] learns to quantify the relationships of the sam-
pled pairs (how samples related to themselves and other samples). The second relation head
(intra-relation) [1] models the relation between different spectral pieces within each individual
sample. In this way, the underlying dependencies along the diffraction angle dimension can
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Figure 2: Illustration of the proposed 1D spectral time series classification framework based on
the self-supervised relational reasoning paradigm.

be captured. In these two relational reasoning modules, nonlinear projection head is used, and
concatenation is used to aggregate relation pairs.

Although these two relational reasoning modules can learn latent discriminative features
from sampled pairs, they do not properly utilize the temporal information of time series, which
is very important for spectral time series. Inspired by this, we designed a third relation module,
inter-temporal relation head, to build the robust temporal dependencies from the time-resolved
spectral samples, which can further enable the backbone to learn useful patterns along the
temporal dimension. And the labeling of this relational module is also simple, where each
dataset is evenly divided into several classes according to their timestamps (K = 5 for this
work). We applied a linear projection for the last inter-temporal relation head. The training of
the shared feature extraction backbone can also be viewed as multi-task learning.

During implementation, the self-supervised backbone network was trained for 660 epochs.
The supervised linear classifier layer was trained for 100 epochs. During the training of the
linear classifier for downstream classification tasks, the parameters in the backbone are frozen.
We show the training details (loss and classification accuracy) of these three pre-text relational
reasoning tasks in Figure 3. We test its classification performance with 10% and 1% labeled
data.

We evaluated the performance of the self-supervised backbone by visualizing the learned
representations using t-SNE, and tested it on the downstream classification task. Figure 4
shows the classification results with 10% labeled data on 3 of the datasets. For simplicity, we
only show the result around phase transition zone. Among them, the green line represents
phase 0 (before phase transition), the red line represents phase 1 (during phase transition), and
the blue line represents phase 2 (after phase transition). The results also demonstrate the high
quality of the learned representations of the feature extraction backbone.

In addition, our proposed method can be easily extended to other time series data such as
run-to-failure cycle of rolling bearings [5]. In the future, we will further incorporate contrastive
learning (such as these in SimCLR [6] and Moco [7] algorithms) and few-shot learning [8] to
learn richer and useful representations.
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Figure 3: Training loss and accuracy at different epochs during the pre-training stage of training
backbone encoders and the inter-sample, intra-sample, and inter-temporal relational reasoning
modules.

Figure 4: Classification results on the experimental spectral data.
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Rule-Based Automatic Question Generation Using Dependency
Parsing

Walelign Tewabe Sewunetie and Laszlo Kovacs

Abstract:
Artificial intelligence systems give practical support in the education sector by automating

instructors’ routine tasks and powering adaptive assessments. Adaptive assessment modules
are based on automatic question generation techniques. This paper proposes a novel rule-based
automatic question generation system using dependency parsing approaches. The proposed
approach focuses on analyzing both the syntactic and semantic structure of a sentence. The
paper presents both manual and automatic evaluation method metrics for the evaluation of
questions generated by our proposed system. Both human and automatic evaluation results
show that rule-based automatic question generation systems achieve good performance on
simple and short sentences.

Keywords: Automatic Question Generation, dependency parsing, NER, Rule based AQG, ITS

Introduction

Recently, researchers from multiple disciplines have been showing their common interest
in Automatic Question Generation (AQG) for educational purposes. Today’s educational sys-
tems need an efficient tool to perform automatic tutoring and competently assessment of the
students. Preparing a set of questions for assessment can be time-consuming for teachers. AQG
is the technique for generating the right set of questions from content.

Keklik et al [1] state that the majority of question generation methods are based on the fol-
lowing steps: first get the syntactic representation of the given input sentence, then use external
templates or internal rules to apply sentence-to-question transformation. The bulk of research
on AQG from the text takes one of two basic approaches: transforming sentences into questions
using various intermediate representations or generating questions from predefined templates,
where the appropriate template for each question is selected based on an analysis of the text.
Text analysis plays a major role in any AQG techniques. Text analysis is focused on primarily
syntax-based methods or more semantics-based methods [2]. Syntax-based methods apply a
parser to determine the syntactic structure of a sentence, then apply syntactic transformation
rules and question word placement (e.g., “where”). Present-day systems use constituent and
dependency parsing for sentence analysis [3]. Huang et al [4].present an AQG system of short
answer questions for reading compression assessment. They use the Lexical-Functional Gram-
mar representation, including syntactic and semantic layers. According to the research work,
many AQG systems rely on semantic role labeling as the main driver of linguistic analysis [5]
[6] or as a supporting subsystem [4].

The most recent approach researchers follow is focusing on neural network methods. Neural
network methods use large quantities of paired texts and human-generated questions [7] for
the training process. The encoder-decoder is one type of neural network framework for this
purpose, these systems learn to map from sentences to questions in a manner similar to neural
machine translation approaches. In our previous work, we identified the main problem with
AQG systems is the selection of the appropriate target sentences and concepts [8]. For this
reason, we have used dependency parsing techniques to select the appropriate target words
from the given sentence. Sentence analysis is the primary module in any type of question
generation. In English, a sentence has two main parts: - subject and predicate. The goal of this
study is to develop a sentence-level rule-based AQG using dependency parsing.
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Proposed AQG approach

In this study, we primarily focused on analyzing the sentence structure using dependency
parsing. In order to identify the subject and predicate from the given sentence, we have
used Named Entity recognition (NER) and dependency tree parsing techniques. According
to Mazidi et al. [9], it is possible to find several patterns through dependency labels, like ex-
tracting the meaning of these relationships and, from there, generating questions accordingly.
The next activities of our proposed system in sentence analysis are identifying and extracting
named entities of each word regarding their semantic meaning.

In order to identify and extract named entities of each word, we have used NER technol-
ogy. NER is a technique used extensively for the automatic extraction of useful information
from unstructured natural language document collections. Named entities in the unstructured
text are categorized into pre-defined categories such as person names, organizations, locations,
medical codes, time expressions, quantities, monetary values, percentages, etc. There are dif-
ferent notable NER platforms such as GATE, OpenNLP, and spaCy [10]. Since spaCy NER is
a fast statistical and an open-source named entity visualizer, for this study we have used this
tool. spaCy provides an exceptionally efficient statistical system for NER in python, which can
assign labels to groups of tokens that are contiguous. It provides a default model which can
recognize a wide range of named or numerical entities, which include person, organization,
language, event e.t.c [11].

For this study, we have prepared a collection of sentence question pairs and we analyzed
each sentence question pattern. First, we determine the dependency relation of each word
in the given sentence using dependency parsing. The dependency parsing module builds a
tree structure of words from the input sentence, which represents the syntactic dependency
relations between words. The discovered dependency structure can be used to identify the
key semantic building blocks of the target sentence. This procedure identifies a set of typed
relations (called dependency labels) between words and it connects those words in a graphical
structure based on their grammatical and functional relations. Based on this information, we
can determine the importance of the sentence sections and the way of question generation.

Figure 1: Dependency parsing example (Budapest is the capital city of Hungary)

In the next step, we identify the named entity using NER. According to the grammatical
relations defined in the standard typed dependencies manual nsubj, nsubjpass, csubj, csubjpass
are used to determine the subject and the rest would be a predicate. In order to determine the
named entity of each word, we should further split the predicate into linking verb and object.
We have used dobj, iobj, pobj dependency relation for identifying objects, we used the root to
determine the linking verb.
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Experimental analysis and evaluation results

Evaluation in AQG is also a challenging area and there are no fixed standard ways to eval-
uate questions generated by machines. In general, there are human-based and automatic eval-
uation techniques, each having its own pros and cons. We have tested our system by using
different types of sentences with their human-generated questions out of this we have selected
15 questions randomly. For this study, we have used both human and automatic evaluation
techniques. For human evaluation, we have used the grammar structure and naturalness of
the questions as a basic parameters. In the next example, we present some test sentences with
the related generated question sentences.

David ate an apple on Monday
Who ate apple on Monday?
When David ate apple?
Menna typed on the computer keyboard
Who typed on the computer keyboard?
Budapest is the capital city of Hungary
What is the capital city of Hungary?
Which country Budapest is?
The New Year of Ethiopia is on September
When the New Year is?
What is on September?
Ethiopian New year is on September
When Ethiopian New Year is?
What is on September?
We prepared an online Google form questionnaire for human evaluation to score 1-5, 1 is

poor, and 5 for excellent. We have conducted a human-level evaluation with 15 fluent English
speakers. Lastly, we have got the overall result of 3.67, which is encouraging. Likewise, we
evaluated the system-generated questions regarding human-generated questions using auto-
matic evaluation techniques. For the automatic evaluation system, we used BLEU 1-4, and
ROUGE-L metrics [12], which is a good metric for assessing both machine translation and au-
tomatic summarization tasks.

Table 1: BLEU–N and ROUGE-N metrics of Automatic evaluation result

BLEU Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L
1-g 2-g 3-g 4-g F1-S Prec Re F1-S Prec Re F1-S Prec Re
0.56 0.78 0.77 0.75 0.62 0.59 0.65 0.53 0.52 0.55 0.62 0.59 0.65

The evaluation results shown in table 1 illustrate that the average result in BLEU–N scores
are 0.718. Even though ROUGE does not cater to different words that have the same meaning
[13], which only measures syntactical matches rather than semantics, it scores the best result in
the F1-Score. From this, we observed that the overall evaluation result is very promising, and
it scores much better in short sentences.

Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a rule-based AQG system. This study discusses a rule-based AQG sys-
tem using NER and dependency parsing. Even if there is no standard system for the evaluation
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of automatically generated questions, we have used automatic and human evaluation systems.
Our evaluation shows that the quality of the generated question is highly dependent on the
complexity of the sentence. The system generates good quality and more natural (human-like)
questions for the sentences having a simple structure. Currently, our system is designed to gen-
erate questions only from sentences. In future work, we will enhance this system by working
on paragraph-based question generations.
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Domain Specific Semantic Data Model Integration

Zoltán Richárd Jánki and Vilmos Bilicki

Abstract: For applications that use the same domain, integration is not a challenge if there
is a standard data model for that domain. A widely used standard for healthcare systems is
Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR). However, this standard does not cover spe-
cial systems such as Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), Customer Relationship Management
(CRM) that are critical to performing logistics and health management tasks. This study seeks
to present a methodology that covers an area and helps to effectively integrate such systems.
During the evaluation of the selected systems, we developed a methodology for matching the
interfaces and performed measurements on the efficiency of the matching. In addition, the
methodology has been involved in our telemedicine pilot projects and has greatly improved
their quality.

Keywords: data model, healthcare systems, telemedicine, integration, semantic matching

Introduction

FHIR [1] is the most widely spread standard of the recent telehealth software. Not just the
different code libraries ease the use of the FHIR standard, but also there are many Software as a
Service (SaaS) [2] solutions that support it. FHIR carries the capability within itself for applying
the standard for ERP and CRM systems, but the special requirements can only be met by using
the extension mechanism of the FHIR. This means that there is a less well-defined part of the
standard that does not violate the requirements of the standard, but may make integration
more difficult. The main advantage of FHIR is not only that it includes a standard data model
in the software, but also saves a lot of time for developers due to its practical function. The area
of data integration [3] is not only wide, but complex too. For a well-structured approach, the
process of data integration can be described using a multidimensional space. In this space, each
integration method should form one or more points. M. Mountantonakis et. al. introduced a
space constructed by the cartesian product of the following dimensions.

• The DatasetTypes dimension refers to the input types.

• The dimension called BasicServiceToDeliver refers to the output types.

• IntegrationSubstance is used for defining the different integration substances and their
specializations.

• InternalServices is the dimension that describes how the integration process works.

• The AuxiliaryServices dimension stands for optional services.

Using a well-structured approach like this, provides a higher level of standardization and
formalism to the integration process. Github [4] has more than 200 million repositories of
which more than 25 millions are public and the number of developers is above 75 million, so it
serves as a valuable source of data for researchers. As more and more administration is man-
aged online, the number of telemedicine software projects is also steadily increasing. Today,
GitHub contains thousands of public projects that serve telehealth demands and fortunately,
most projects are open-source using the FHIR standard, so a representative number of projects
can be found in one place. In this paper, we introduce the methodology that can be used to
standardize FHIR extensions and support the use of existing solutions.
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Motivation

During the development of our telemedicine platform called Inclouded [5], we found that
the FHIR standard is not appropriate in many practical cases because the data model does
not contain proper attributes for the data associated with a given resource. For example, the
Patient resource does not have an attribute that would store the mother’s maiden name. In
addition, there are no separate resources for storing this small piece of data, so we can only
add this property to the model if we extend the standard. After analyzing hundreds of open-
source telemedicine projects, we observed that a lot of open-source telemedicine projects are
facing the same issue. We have also found that many extensions violate the standard. This
study focuses on the integration of the FHIR extensions [6] which cannot be elaborated on a
theoretical level because evidence is created based on specific needs. Hence, we analyzed real
software development projects and built our own database. We used GitHub as a source of
our database that is really popular in the areas of software architecture research. GitHub is
an appropriate source considering its size and diversity, but the projects have to be involved
carefully because of their quality. Based on these principles, we apply the following research
methodology.

• Obtaining a high quality database with a representative number of projects using GitHub.
• Elaborating heuristics for collecting the extensions from the projects automatically.

• Manual evaluation of the collected extensions and building a dictionary.

• Analyzing the dictionary and specifying integration heuristics.

• Extending the dictionary by using algorithms.

• Benchmarking the machine learning solutions for the extension matchings.

Database and dictionary construction

It is not trivial to build a database that contains a representative number of records, is able
to filter the data, and has a structure that can also be used for machine learning purposes.
GitHub is an enormous repository space that contains millions of open-source projects. Since
we are interested in the telemedicine ones, first, we filtered the public repositories that are
in connection with the health. The easiest way to analyze a Swagger or OpenAPI file is to
determine whether or not the project uses FHIR. Table 1 contains the terms used to filter the
contents of the descriptive files and the number of results downloaded.

Term Number of public repositories
telemedicine 664

e-health 5,127
ehealth 1,223

telehealth 336
teledermatology 14

teleradiology 13
teleeducation 3

health 104,714

Table 1: Number of public repositories found on GitHub

It has been found that multiple projects contain only a single ReadMe file, and too many
non-telemedicine projects are returned by using the term "health". Since this approach is not
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as effective as it was expected, we focused on the commonly used official FHIR libraries and
servers. First, we collected those projects that use the most popular FHIR packages written in
JavaScript\TypeScript, Python and C#. Secondly, it is known that the official open-source FHIR
server is written in Java and called HAPI server [7], so those projects are also interesting that
use HAPI as a backend. We found 62 open-source projects that use the TypeScript package,
346 projects are based on the Python libraries and 258 projects use the official C# library. Due
to the ready-to-use advantage of HAPI, it is the most widely spread solution for using FHIR.
We found 660 different open-source projects that use HAPI. After a quick manual analysis, we
found that the notations of the objects are very similar in the above-mentioned programming
languages, so it is easy to automatically collect the extensions if they can be found in source
codes. If the data is placed using markup language, retrieving the data is trivial. We have
collected the FHIR extensions and created a dictionary.

• FHIR resource that became extended

• Uniform Resource Locator (URL) that describes the extension

• List of keywords that can be found in the URL

• URL that points to the source file on GitHub that contains the extension

• Data type (e.g.: string, boolean, object, etc.)

After analyzing the dictionary, we found that the most common problem with using extensions
is the wrong URL. Most URLs do not conform to the pattern of a URL or point to pages that
cannot be found or do not contain relevant information. In order to find the right extension
that matches a wrong one, we have created another dictionary that contains the official FHIR
extensions.

Evaluation

In this study, we compared 3 different string matching techniques of Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [8] in order to find the one that best fits to this use-case. These approaches
are as follows.

• Synonym-based: this approach is based on Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [9] that
uses a corpus that contains the synonyms of the keywords. By finding the appropriate
synonyms, we can find the nearest matching URL that describes the extension.

• Fuzzy string matching [10]: the concept is finding similarities using character exchange
with the FuzzyWuzzy Python package [11].

• Word Mover’s Distance (WMD) [12]: it uses NLTK and provides suggestions for semantic
processing of word embedding using GloVe [13]. Based on these embeddings, we obtain
a vector and after comparing two vectors, we obtain the distance that describes how close
the words or sentences are to each other.
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Figure 1: Benchmarks of NLP approaches

After implementing all the tech-
niques, we evaluated them using our
database. We found that fuzzy match-
ing is the weakest solution, because
the success rate of semantic matching
is only 35%, but it is quite effective
in case of typos. Using the WordNet
[14] corpus and its collection of syn-
onyms, successful results accounted
for more than 40% of the records. In
terms of performance, this approach
was slightly slower than the fuzzy
tool, but the accuracy was better.

Finally, we used the WMD algorithm to find the nearest official extension, and this approach
seemed to be the most efficient. Without retraining the original GloVe model, we achieved a
promising 89% success rate in semantic matching. Here, we have extended the input list with
synonyms from WordNet. This approach helped our pilot projects a lot, as different projects
had different data and resource requirements.

Conclusions

In this research, we have analyzed the resources used in telemedicine that need to be ex-
tended at the data model level to store specific data. It can be seen that many projects use
the well-known FHIR standard and have their own extension types to find place for attributes.
However, we found that certain extensions may violate the standard. Here, we have developed
a methodology to avoid such errors and provide suggestions if the error exists. NLP techniques
have been found to be promising in this area, and we can further improve the algorithms by
retraining the models and applying additional preprocessing techniques.
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Evaluation of a Custom Patient Flow Modeling Framework for
Hospital Simulation

Zoltán Szabó, Emőke Adrienn Hompoth and Vilmos Bilicki

Abstract: An important area of e-healthcare research is the accurate modeling and simulation
of various patient flow and hospital models. While there are several models and frameworks
that cover different aspects of this area, most of these solutions either lack several key features
or syntax for accurate simulation, or are closed systems with a very low degree of possible
customization to determine the necessary outputs and metrics to make the data useful and
valuable for further research. In this paper, we present a patient flow modeling solution based
on the results and publications of several research teams, as well as a Python-based custom
simulation framework that allows you to run and evaluate different scenarios for the models
based on different input parameters.

Keywords: healthcare, simulation, patient flow, bpmn, python, camunda, spiffworkflow

Introduction

The first attempts to model and study hospital patient behavior with an accurate virtual
tool began as early as 1991. The earliest system, called Patient Flow Analysis (PFA), allowed
researchers to document hospital staff utilization, key patient flow characteristics and trends
while uncovering various problems, bottlenecks, resource and financial requirements. The re-
sults of this methodology have been used in several cases to optimize the efficiency of health-
care facilities and reduce patient wait times, individual workloads, and additional expendi-
tures. [1] The PFA was able to provide a graphical representation of the number of patients
waiting in the various institutes, as well as the nature and duration of their contact with clini-
cal staff. The system was also able to aggregate this output data and summarize metrics such
as the maximum time required for a patient to receive needed care and the average time it took
staff to provide needed assistance for each level of urgency.
Since the early days of the PFA, the overall infrastructure and the various issues and steps in the
patient flow process have changed significantly. However, there are some problems and issues
in the patient flow process that have not changed since the beginning of the PFA, such as pa-
tient wait times being too long, overworked staff, which requires up-to-date, modern solutions
for patient flow analysis. Our goal is to explore and evaluate such a framework. To achieve
this, we need to be able to describe the entirety of patient flow with appropriate software and
use this model to simulate different situations and scenarios.

State of the Art

The official definition of patient flow includes the entire presence of a patient in a healthcare
facility from arrival to discharge. Continuous improvement of patient flow is key to reduc-
ing hospital hallway and waiting room crowding, the potential negative impact of the process,
the rate of patients returning for multiple urgent visits, and mortality rates. [2] Before ana-
lyzing some more modern approaches to patient flow analysis, we should first clarify some of
the key definitions of the field. Several approaches are used to measure patient flow. One is
the bed occupancy rate or bed occupancy, but it is misleading to use only the rule that a maxi-
mum of 85-92% of beds should be occupied in the optimal case. In addition to the number of
beds currently occupied, it would be important to consider how many patients are leaving or
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how many are arriving [3]. We talk about peak occupancy when most of the beds are occupied.
This is usually observed around 8 a.m., i.e., after the nightly admissions but before the daily
discharge of patients. The peak flow usually occurs in the afternoon when patients who have
undergone elective treatment leave the hospital but emergency patients only start arriving. To
ensure proper patient flow, a so-called four-hour standard has been implemented at several sites,
which states that all patients should be admitted to a hospital unit, transferred to another fa-
cility, or discharged home within 4 hours of registration. According to the literature, smaller
hospitals can achieve this with a 94.5% utilisation rate, but this is probably the highest bed
utilisation rate because the flexibility of the system is not guaranteed above this rate. In their
summary study, He et al. [4] mention several approaches to measuring patient flow and thus
performance. For inpatient units, these are bed transfer time (i.e., the time between discharge of
a patient and preparation and re-release of the bed) or bed occupancy (according to them, ideally
50-80% of beds are occupied, but average bed occupancy should not exceed 85%). This also
includes the optimal number of beds (how many beds are needed/recommended per department
to minimize costs but maximize patient flow) and the time it takes to discharge patients (how
long the start of discharge was delayed). Measurements that can be linked to the ED include
time spent on the unit from the time the patient is admitted, and detour of ambulances to another ED
(because ambulances are more likely to be diverted when saturation is high, i.e., patient flow
is lower). Other departments may also capture patient transfers within the hospital or between
hospitals (what percentage of scheduled transfers occurred over time, how many handoffs were re-
quired for the transfer, and how many phone calls did nurses have to make per transfer), and
time spent cleaning beds and rooms - in other words, how long is a new patient expected to wait
for a room or bed. There are several metrics associated with patients, such as the number of
patients treated in a given time interval, optionally including those who were referred or departed
on their own, time from arrival to departure, wait time for treatment, and patient safety, which can
be reduced by increased length of stay in the emergency department, delays in transport, and
early readmission. By observing and analyzing key characteristics such as these, it is not only
possible to understand the various bottlenecks and problems in patient flow, but also to plan
and evaluate various techniques to optimize the flow.

Our Approach

For our own patient flow simulation framework we have chosen to use the popular, open
source Camunda Modeler [5] to model the various hospital departments and patient states.
Camunda provides a very diverse and detailed number of tools and representations to model
the various events and processes in a format known as Business Process Model and Notation
(BPMN) [6], while the exported models can also be parsed in XML format, thus making them
processable for a wide range of paid and open source applications. While there are several
important environments to analyse and execute the models described by the BPMN notation,
we chose to use an open source library called SpiffWorkflow [7]. By combining this library
with Python’s multi-threaded capabilities, we were able to not only use almost all of Python’s
data analysis methods for simulation, but also take advantage of a high level of customization,
allowing us to change, optimise, and monitor the behaviour of our model as research needs dic-
tated, while increasing and modifying the amount of logging and extracted metrics as needed.
Our framework was designed to do the following: start the main threads of the simulation
at startup, including the patient loader that simulated the arrival of patients, the closer that
checked whether the defined conditions for ending the simulation (e.g., time spent or maxi-
mum number of patients in the simulation) were met, and the scheduler threads for doctors,
nurses, and general hospital staff. Each new patient started a new SpiffWorkflow thread that
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traversed the entered BPMN model from the starting point to one of the defined endpoints
before terminating. One major difference from the usual BPMN models was that we changed
almost every task in the BPMN model from generic to scripted. This allowed us to call our
custom functions at the required steps and, by using singletons, log and record the various
timestamps, wait times, and results, set the variables for the decision points of the individual
threads, and extract the required metrics from the process. When a member of the hospital staff
or other shared resource was needed, the patient variables were placed in a queue from which
the scheduler threads linked them to the required resources based on urgency. After testing
this framework on small-scale scenarios, we required an existing BPMN model with known
outcomes and results to validate the correctness of our approach

Validation Scenarios

For our early validations of this framework we have chosen to create a custom implemen-
tation of the ED model from Leva and Sulis [8] which proved to be one of the closest and
most appropriate simulation to a general Hungarian ED, albeit with some minor differences,
such as the number of triage levels and their emphasis on the cost efficiency instead of our
primary metrics: time spent on each steps of the patient flow and the maximum number of
patients waiting at a given step for a member of the hospital staff to become available. This
model describes six different lanes and a subtask that describes the visit process. The first lane
involves the arrival of patients and the registration process, after which they enter the triage
area where the urgency of their cases and then their triage levels are determined. At this stage,
there is an additional early endpoint to the simulation because if the urgency of the particular
patient is low and the wait time is long, the patient may decide to drop out of the process due
to dissatisfaction with the care provided. After triage levels are established, patients are either
transferred to an internal clinic or directed to the visit subprocess of ED.

During the visit, patients may have to endure a blood test and an X-ray, but in the end, the
diagnosis is made and they are returned to the main ED process for nurses to attend to the
outcome. At this point in the modeled process, every possible outcome is diverted to different
lanes. At this point, it is still possible for them to be transferred to an internal hospital, while
the other possible endings consist of transfer to an external facility, discharge, inpatient admis-
sion, or, if care was late and the patient died during the process, transfer to the morgue.
The standard scenario defined in their paper, which we used for validation purposes, is the
following: 3 physicians and 3 specialized nurses ( ED ) take care of the visit process and pro-
cessing of results, 4 generic staff transfer patients between facilities and lanes, 2 registration
nurses take care of incoming patients, and 2 generic nurses are responsible for patients in the
triage area. Based on their results and our assumptions, if we generate the urgency of arriving
patients with a normal distribution and a maximum of 1 patient arrives per minute, the only
possible bottleneck of the simulation should be at registration, and even that could take only a
few minutes, while urgent patients with triage levels 1 and 2 hardly wait and all their time in
the simulation is with hardly any waiting for doctors or nurses.

For validation, we sent 100 different patients with different urgency levels to the simulated
ED. By analysing the results, we found our initial assumptions confirmed. The results can be
seen in figures 1 and 2. While triage levels 1 and 2 took less than 10 minutes, triage levels
3 and 4 (patients with less urgent injuries who most likely arrived on their own) could take
around 40 minutes. It is important to note that according to the paper and the defined model,
just determining the diagnosis and treatment for these less urgent cases could take around 25
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Figure 1: Average time spent in the ED for
the various triage levels using the default
scenario

Figure 2: Composition rate of the time
spent in the simulation by triage levels

minutes if they needed any type of examination during the visit process and did not need to
wait for physicians at all. Also with triage levels 1 and 2 the majority of their short time in
the system was spent at patient registration and urgency establishment - meaning that when
arriving, they immediately received more urgent care based on their condition, and after their
triage level were determined they were prioritized at every single level of the patient flow over
patients who were waiting for a longer time but had less urgent injuries.

Conclusions

While we intend to further validate our framework before we start analyzing data and mod-
els based on actual Hungarian hospitals, based on the literature and initial experiments, our
approach may prove to be a novel, very efficient way to test and simulate the various capabili-
ties and attributes of hospital models, while Camunda and the BPMN format have proven to be
more than sufficient to correctly model the phases and processes of healthcare facilities. When
our further validations are completed, we plan to continue our research in terms of simulating
real and actual cases, such as handling COVID -19 tests and cases during the ED process, and
to include aspects of simulation that are required in the Hungarian healthcare system but not
yet covered by the other approaches in this area.
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Identifying concurrent behaviours in Erlang legacy systems

Zsófia Erdei, István Bozó and Melinda Tóth

Abstract:
In Erlang, behaviours are formalizations of design patterns that can help in solving common

problems. Design pattern recognition may help understand the source code of the software. It
can provide structured information about the purpose of specific parts and the design decisions
behind the implementation. For object-oriented languages, several tools exist that use differ-
ent approaches and methods to identify design patterns. We present a method for identifying
source code fragments in legacy Erlang systems amenable to transforming into concurrent Er-
lang design patterns. We identify the base set of server candidates using concurrent process
analysis and narrow down the result using further static analysis knowledge using the Refac-
torErl framework.

Keywords: Erlang, design patterns, concurrent behaviours, static analysis

Introduction

Design patterns are developed best practices that provide general, reusable solutions to
common problems. There are several benefits to using design patterns. Their use promotes
transparent and easy-to-maintain code, reduces the possibility of errors, and speeds up the de-
velopment process. Most design patterns are designed for object-oriented environments. In
object-oriented programming, a program design pattern typically depicts the relationships be-
tween objects, documents the inheritance, association, and aggregation relationships in design.

Design patterns can be broadly divided into three categories [4]. Structural patterns are used
to define relationships between classes, creation patterns are used to represent the instantiation
process, and behavioural patterns are used to describe communication and interaction between
objects. Recognizing design patterns can not only help you understand the source code of a
software, but also provide information about the purpose of specific parts of the system and the
design decisions behind the implementation. Manually searching for design patterns in larger
software is an extremely cumbersome and time-consuming task. For this reason a large number
of methodologies, approaches and tools have been proposed for detecting design patterns and
accordingly transform the source code[11][6][1].

In the case of distributed software, supporting the understanding and transformation of
source code with software tools is an even more critical task. Erlang [5] is a programming lan-
guage specifically designed to build fault-tolerant, distributed systems that can contain a large
number of concurrent processes. In a software written in Erlang, many processes can have sim-
ilar structures and behaviours. The formalization of these patterns is called behaviour. In the
Erlang/OTP libraries, there are several common design patterns implemented. The program-
mer only needs to implement a callback module to define the specific behaviour. A simple
example of the pre-implemented behaviour patterns included in the Erlang/OTP is the imple-
mentation of a client-server design pattern, the gen_server. The client-server model consists of
a central server process and an arbitrary number of clients.

The goal of our work is to identify source code fragments in legacy Erlang systems that are
amenable to transforming into concurrent Erlang behaviours. We base our work on the static
source code analysis and transformation tool RefactorErl.

RefactorErl [8] is a static analyzer and transformer tool for Erlang. The tool uses static code
analysis techniques and provides a wide range of features, like data-flow analysis, dynamic
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function call detection, side-effect analysis, a user-level query language to gather semantic in-
formation or structural complexity metrics about Erlang programs, dependency examination
among functions or modules, function call graph with information about dynamic calls, etc.

Related work

Different approaches can be used to identify design patterns, both in terms of the method
of identification (searching for the components of samples or recognizing the full structure of a
design pattern) and the type of analysis (static or dynamic analysis). Information obtained only
from static or dynamic analysis is seldom sufficient to effectively recognize most design pat-
terns, so many methods work with a hybrid solution. Recognition methods fall into four main
categories: database query-based approaches, metric-based approaches, graph-based, matrix-
based, and UML-based approaches, and mixed approaches [2].

The paper [10] proposes a solution using metrics and a machine learning algorithm for
recognising micro-architectures similar to design patterns in the architecture. Fingerprints are
sets of metric values characterising classes playing a given role. These fingerprints are based
on a set of external attributes that help categorise classes and can be used to reduce the search
space of micro-architectures similar to design motifs. The identification process described in
the paper consisted of two steps: identifying candidate classes for design patterns by eliminat-
ing classes that did not match the expected fingerprint and identifying candidate classes for the
remaining roles starting from key-role candidates and using structural matching.

A method based on both static and dynamic analysis was presented in [7] for automatic
design pattern recognition in Java. They use static analysis to compute the potential program
parts playing a certain role in a design pattern and dynamic analysis to further examine those
candidates. The static analysis reads the source code and constructs an attributed AST, then
it computes the pattern relation on the AST nodes and provides a result as a set of candidates
consisting of tuples of AST nodes. The dynamic analysis takes this set as an input and monitors
the execution of the nodes. Depending on the node’s unique role, dynamic test actions are
executed on the object sets of the candidates.

Another hybrid method for recognising design patterns is presented in [3]. They developed
the software prototype JADEPT (JAva Design Pattern deTector) for design pattern recognition
based on a predefined set of rules describing properties that may be either structural or be-
havioural and may define relationships between classes or families of classes. JADEPT collects
structural and behavioural information through dynamic analysis of Java software by exploit-
ing JPDA (Java Platform Debugger Architecture).A rule is implemented by one or more queries
and the existence of a design pattern can be verified through the validation of its associated
rules.

The proposed method

The design patterns identification process decomposes into two major steps. First, analysing
the communication graph, we find possible candidates. Then we filter these candidates based
on a set of rules.

Client-server behaviour The client-server model is commonly used for processes responsi-
ble for a resource and services that can be applied to these resources. Requests to this server
will allow clients (usually implemented as Erlang processes) to access these resources and ser-
vices. The gen_server behaviour module provides the server of a client-server relation. A
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generic server process (gen_server) implemented using this module has a standard set of in-
terface functions and includes functionality for tracing and error reporting. The process can
be divided into a generic part (a behaviour module) and a specific part (a callback module).
The behaviour module contains all the generic functionality reused from one implementation
to another. The specific parts of the process implemented by the user are located in the callback
module exporting a predefined set of functions.

In the following code snippet, a short example of an implementation of a server and an
equivalent server using the generic server implementation of OTP is shown side by side. The
goal of our work is to identify codes similar to the left-hand side code fragment as a candidate
and transform them into an application of a client-server design pattern, as presented on the
right-hand side of the example.

Identifying server processes The initial filtering is used to reduce the search space and elimi-
nate processes not matching the server behaviour. To identify possible candidates, we use data-
flow analysis to examine relations between processes. The communication graph is built as a
result of data-flow analysis, and it represents the processes as graph nodes where the edges rep-
resent relations between these processes [9]. The edges can represent process creation, process
name registration, message passing, and operations interacting with the Erlang Term Storage
(ETS). Examining the communication graph, we look for processes that start and possibly reg-
ister a process that receive messages from one or more other processes and terminate receiving
the appropriate message.

After the initial filtering of the candidates, we use a set of rules to identify the ones that
match the patterns we are looking for. To do that, we use the Semantic Program Graph (SPG)
built by the RefactorErl tool. RefactorErl represents an Erlang program with a directed, rooted
graph, with typed nodes and edges. This graph represents the lexical, syntactic, and semantic
structure of the analysed program. The information we need to check if a candidate satisfies the
rules can be gathered efficiently from the SPG using the query language RefactorErl provides.

One of the conditions for a code snippet to be equivalent to the generic server behaviour
is that it must contain an expression that spawns a function that has to satisfy the following
criteria:

• the spawned function must be tail-recursive,

• it must contain a receive block,

• one of the branches of the function must be non-recursive to ensure the process can ter-
minate,

• the receive block might contain a reply (synchronous), or no reply (asynchronous)
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To refine the set of candidates, it might be worth examining if the receive block has branches
for certain special messages that a server usually handles, for example, an exit message that
leads to the termination of the process.

Conclusions

Design patterns can be used to solve certain commonly occurring problems. For object-
oriented languages, several tools exist using different approaches and methods that can be used
to identify design patterns. Behaviours are formalizations of design patterns in Erlang. In this
paper, we presented a possible method to identify a common design pattern implementing the
server behaviour in Erlang source codes. We use the process analysis feature of the RefactorErl
tool to detect candidates that match the server behaviour and use static analysis to further filter
the results.
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